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School money vote , 
wanted by board 
TERRACE--.Local property 
owners will be asked in a 
referendum this spring to pay 
more schooltaxes, s~hool board 
chairman Edna Cooper said last 
week. 
The board wants to spend 
$500,000 more than the educa'- 
tion ministry will pa~; to run 
area schools, she said. 
Cooper's ,announcement 
follows new education financ- 
ing rules by the provincial 
government.- It will increase 
what it gives chool districts by 
an average of six per cent this 
Year. Districts!can spend more, 
but only by going to referendum 
for approval. 
"We have decided that we 
will go to referendum," board 
chairman Edna Cooper said. 
"It wou!. d i have impacted the night after five hours of budget 
.system tdo adv_e.rsely if.we tried deliberations. She said trustees 
" " ~. " " ;7  " , ; , '  ' - ' . '  " , -  . :  . . . .  
to fit e~e£ythlng m-'. ~.). ::::,':':r/..> .,=,~,,went.--.i~ifb, th6 'tiiSC~{-~: needing =. 
The new system gives '.the to trim $600,000, and came out 
Terrace-area school, district a S~ili roughly $500,000 Over: the/ 
maximum budget of $30i28 ministry-set limit. 
million for the 1990-91 budget " I f  we  opted to cut out 
year, without holding a referen- $600,000 and not go to a 
dum. referendum, we would be cut- 
Cooper Said the )eferendum ring back programs and services 
Administrators' 
.some computer money in a' sala[ies rise .... technology grant. As of last week the.school 
TERRACE-  School District 
88 administrators and principals 
have received pay hikes follow- 
ing a consultant's study of their 
salaries and job descriptions. 
The seven-month study cost 
the school district $75,000 and 
resulted in ~salary increases 
averaging three per cent plus an- 
nual cost-of-living increases of 
5.5 per cent, school district of- 
ficiais said. It was conducted by 
Jack Gallagher, of the Van- 
couver f i rm Quinn .Martin 
Gailagh.er Consultants Ltd. 
School board chairman Edna 
Cooper said the study was aim- 
Edna Cooper 
decision came last Thursday 
severely," she explained. " 
A special school board  
meeting last night approved th.e 
provisional budget, which is 
now being sent to Victoria to 
meet he Friday deadline. 
Secretary-treasurer Barry 
Piersdorff said going $500,000 
over the liinit would work out to 
a property tax increase of nearly 
$100 for the owner of 
average $70,000 home in Ter- 
race on the schools portion, of 
property taxes. He noted pro- 
perry tax relief measures up- 
posed to be included in next 
month's provincial budget 
could completely change the im- 
pact on homeowners. 
Administration officials will 
continue to look for ways to 
pare the budget, Cooper said, 
and trustees now have to deter- 
mine what willbe cut fromthe 
budget-if4he r ferendum~ fails. - 
"That's 1he real ' problem 
right now:--: deciding What to 
go to referendum on." 
The board will also ask the 
province for extra money out- 
side the budget for computers 
and startup of the Year 2000 
program. The province has pro- 
mised to cover the costs of the 
massive program of education 
changes, and also provides 
.: board was requesting more than 
qualifications. : $381,000 to begin the primary 
Employees whose, salaries grade portion of the Year 2000 
were below those levels received: program next year, secretary- 
increases above the average treasurer Barry Piersdorffsaid, 
three per cent, Cooper said, and adding the total might rise fur- 
ther. 
"The only safe bet is that the 
demand for money exceeds the 
supply," he said. 
others ~vho were highe r did not 
receive increases. 
The study also set up a salary 
structure for administrators 
where none existed before. 
Cooper said all n0n-union posi- 
tions now have defined job 
descriptions and salary levels. 
Principals are now divided in- 
to four salary categories based 
on numerous factors, including 
the size of the school and TurnerS[ 
ed at the school district's 47 salariespald in other districts. [ b y  the study Costs __ i 'i " l non-union employees-- mainly The four wage categories 
school principals and ad- recommended probed)  : :ii 
ministrative staff --  to separate range from $48,000 to $74,000. , 'D~..... • .~,~':, !i" ',i~:'m 
them from union contract in- Cooper said 16 of the district 
creases. • principals.had salaries above the 
"Before they(administration recommefided levels, and three 
salaries) were all tied to w.erebelow. 
teachers' raises,,~ she explained.. The pay raises came into ef- 
The stud~'was presented to the feet last: September, and the 
school board and adopted in cost-of-living increases go into 
December. place this month. 
The study looked at a number "Now everyone has a job 
Of factors, including corn- description," Cooper said. 
parisons wRh Other districts, " I t ' s  all laid- out ' - -  the 
wage inequities within the categories,:job descriptions and 
district and educational .salaries,', 
Northwest Re d , : , ,  un up 
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This mayo, s happy 
"'TERRACE -- Xitimat.Stikine members still did not agree with i
regi'0nai district may, not have  certain poifitf included in. tl~e '; : '  • 
entirely endorsed Hazelton)s"; Charter, she said it waSclear the!'r 
pr0~sed forest industry charter , ,bOard,was atleast convin " i t  
o ~, ghts but' ~ mayor..:Alice:.i/hada pl ce:in discusdlon.of l.n_":.' 
MMfla~' d says the exercise Was a~/dtistrYi.qsueS; (*~dih(iPs flfid;, 
Maitland's:eomments'r0U0~,i: people wo~d think about it:' ; i 
edd':board d&lsion to':uS6:ihe!L ~ Maitland saidthe Village had. 
do~mentl as a basis f0r'a br, ief: ~ :b =n .~ ~. overwh~ed', . , i '  by l the:. 
to:~,"prment~l: toi,,~¢,:~F0~t,:!., ,:n .um!~r :of<, res~nses it :had i 
R~.COnun is i iS~ <Wh-~-if,>, ,r~lv~tl ~,s0me of:whldi:t0Uei~ ~ :i~ 
visi~:!~the: r gion neki~::m0fith; :i ed:0n:lssues, th~: ch~(/i~,had:n0tr 
That'.brief will also lnc~rate  ::,i addr~s~..Thbse w6~d be~, •
PO!~t~;ii.~;aised: In" .,!~du'stw.~:i:.~lud~ in; a"foiloW-Ul~!d0cu.": 
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crease patrols of the area, 
Kalina is a new face in the 
Terrace environment ministry O U R  
office. He moved tO Terrace FROM 
earlier this month from the 
Queen Charlottes, where he was 
the senior conservation fficer. PRODUCE He replaces Terry McGunigle, 
who left the ,Terrace office last 
PT DE : 
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:Pulp °'BUY ONLY""" ' 
deal D IF ]  CFIEAP '; • t;tl dication and there is no word if AT REGULAR PRICE it has been disqualified, ' ,' ' : 
New Hazelton director Pete . . . .  . . . . . _ _  . " , 
Weeber works for Westar, a ! ~ , ' .... = GET ONE 
company that says there isn,t , "Porky Pine Peat' *FREE enough wood a  it is for xi ting 
operations intheHazelton area. POTTING "- , The board supported his call ! 
for "an accurate survey" of 
available saw and, pulp logs in- S01L cluding "identificatiOn of areas 
that are inoperable or that . .  
should not be logged for 12 L. Bag NO LIMITs silvicultural or environmental ~. ~,0rrlN~.se.~ ,poTn~j~, . 
reasons" in the Hazelton area, .t~ t,tTP.J~ ~ - - ~ l There, .said Weeber, a 1981 = ~ * For everY bag of 12 L. Potting Soil purchased at regular price, receive the second. 
inventory had established of 12 L. Pott ng Soil FREE. NO L IMITS.  Valid March 29, 30 & 31 lg90. 
harvesting levels "based on 
what was supposed to be 
available." A subsequent study O 
18 months ago carried out at the 
request Westar had determined 
no extra wood was available. 
: "The inventory that exists ap- 
pears to lend itself to endless ] ~ 
manipulation and just about 
any conclusion you want/' said " 
Weeber of the plan to increase 
what is available Utidei: the pro, 
posed .pulpwood agreement.. 
• . , q 
t :~ , .  
f. 
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' th is year: 
~m~c~ - The D~,~. 
merit of Fished~ and Oceans 
(DFO) is ready for a pink 
°- '1 sockeye salmon test 
lery on the Skeena River, 
that's unlikely to happen 
year, says the local DFO 
d. 
:urrent regulations pro- 
t these two species being 
:n in fresh water. To 
:rse that, explained John 
p, Ottawa would have to 
t a new set of regulations 
lugh Order-in-Council 
he had been told the 
ry earliest" that could 
pen would be August 1. 
yen if that were to hap 
the department would 
at a number of factors 
including whether this 
's run has any surplus 
re allowing the fishery to 
place, said Hipp. 
added that the season 
[d be very short and pro- 
y not extend beyond l 
. 15 because DFO won't 
the catch of spawning 
'i$ ,F--:ARCILIiERs probed the icy waters of.a.pond off.Orde Road for.as 
Ion8 a~, 40 minutes.before pulling out the six-year-old boy who fell 
in. A rowboat was used while RCMP constables and firefighters 
~vaded in, knowing every minute would count. Some became vic- 
tims of hypothermia in the race to find the child. 
Icy water braved 
Tragedy takes life 
TERRACE - -  The frantic 
rescue of a six-year-old boy 
from an ice-covered pond ended 
in tragedy Friday when doctors 
were unable to revive him. 
RCMP identified the drown- 
ed boy as Joseph Daniel Par- 
sons, of Terrace. 
The boy and his eight-year- 
old brother fell through the ice 
at around 3:20 p.m. The older 
brother was able to get out. 
Nearly 30 firefighters, police 
officers and ambulance atten- 
dants tbok, part in th'e search.in 
the ~pond behind Samson's 
Poultry Farm on North Eby. 
"One of them got out and the 
other one didn't," said one man 
on the scene of the incident. 
RCMP officers used an 
aluminum boat, but the cloud. 
ed, muddy waters hampered at- 
tempts to locate the child. 
Rescuers probed the murky 
depths o f  the pond with poles 
for what witnesses aid seemed 
like an impossible length of 
time. Divers had "just arrived 
when the child was pulled from 
the frigid water --  after being 
underwater approximately 40 
minutes. : , 
The-child was. given im- 
mediate mouth- to -mouth  
resuscitation a d was rushed to 
Mills Memorial Hospital, where 
doctors continued •efforts to 
revive him for more than two 
hours before he was pronounc- 
ed dead. 
"All y()u can really do is use 
the poles and do your best," 
Terrace f i ref ighter Ray 
Tremblay said of the efforts to 
locate the child. "We were just 
hoping to get him out of the 
water as quickly as possible." 
It was hoped the cold water 
meant a phenomenon called 
"diver's reflex" might occur. In 
certain circumstances people 
trapped in ice-cold.water go into 
a form of suspended animation, 
from which they can sometimes 
be revived even after long 
periods underwater. 
nemorel 
toodbankl 
TERRACE --  The last Ter- 
race Churches' Food Bank 
for 1990 takes place April 
9-12. 
Applications for the one 
held this month were up 
about I0 per cent over 
February, Captain John 
Harker of the Salvation Ar- 
my said last week. 
The food bank distribu- 
tion takes place in the 
renovated youth centre of the 
Evangelical Free Church just 
off Sparks Ave. 
The food bank is organiz- 
ed by local churches who 
supply volunteers for each of 
the days it operates. 
Donations of food and 
money are welcome and can. 
be made by contacting Micki 
Braid at 635-2015 or Terry• 
Elkiw at 638-1522. 
i i  i i  
,., ~! 
FRYING CHICKEN 
Fresh. Grade A 
Or Uti l i ty Grade. 
3 per Bag. Limit 1 
Bag With Family 
Purchase. 2.18 kg. .9 9,. 
• EATLOAF 
Bavarian 
[ Overlander .89,ooo I 
# 
| 
Fruit 
YOGOURT 
Lucerne. Assorted. Regular 
or Diet or Plain or Skim 
Milk. 175 g. TUb. 
5i .98 
I 
CAKE MIXES 
Duncan Hlnes:.Assorted, 
Varletles. sOOg. Box. Llmlt 
2 Wlth FanllJy PurchaSe. 
Over Llmlt Price 1.28 each. 
96 • EA. 
 FROM THE LIONS GATE TO" 
GOLDEN GATE 
ENDS MARCH 31St 
Here's How It Works... 
1. Save $149.00 in Safeway cash register tapes in a 
handy envelope you get at your checkoutf 
2. Redeem each $149.00 worth of cash register tapes at 
any Safeway for one San Francisco Boarding Pass, 
3. Take Boarding Pass & $149,00 plus tax, to any Marlin 
Travel office in B.C. for 1 return economy class ticket 
from Vancou~,er to San Francisco Via Cathay Pacific. 
Some restrictions apply. 
, -  ) 
, r ~. # f 
iW, Cml' l"  09111" ~"  
",,~. C O~ll) ' , , I 
;_it all toge 
LARGE 
TOMATOES 
Mexican Grown. 9 
Vine Ripened. 
NO. 1 Grade. 
2.18 kg. Q 
o , ,  ,,,.s 
B.C. 
1,10/100 g. 
' Bathroom 
, T ISSUE GEL Water Potato PEPS I  or  Conditioning 
I Purex Pkg. Of 12.2 ply ROllS. CHIPS  ~ 7"UP  
' Limit 1 With Family SOLAR SALT  Party Pride. ASSorted 
Purchase. Over Limit Price Varieties. 200 g. Bag. Regular or Diet. 4.47 each. For Hard water. 50 lb. Bag. I 2 L. Bottle Plus Deposit. 
3.98,, 6.99,, .88 .  1.88, ,  
I 
- -STORE HOURS: -  
sunday 10 a.m. -5 p.m. 
Non. - Wed. 9a.m. -6 p.m. 
Thurs. & Fd. 9 a.m.. 9 p.m. 
Saturday 9 e.m.. 8 p.m. 
Sale price effective Wed,, March 28 
to Sat., March 31 
See •Alice all week long for 
• FREE Safewayearnpllngl 
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 DITORIAI, 
Hear.. no ,evil 
The school board is doing its version 
of the three monkeys . -  hear no evil, 
speak no evil and see no evil - -  ov~r the 
issue of condoms in secondary schools. 
Unlike other school districts in the 
northwest, our local elected people in 
charge of education have deftly tabled 
any suggestion about the applicability of 
condoms in schools. Quite simply, the 
board which is only to eager to speak 
about the great things it is doing, is 
reluctant to tangle with' anything that 
may be somehow icky. 
Theboard was first asked to consider 
condoms in secondary schools late last 
year by the Skeena health unit. Health 
unit officials said condoms would help in 
preventing an increase in AIDS among 
teenagers. Board members •took the let- 
ter to a closed meeting with school 
counsellors and it's been tucked away in 
a filing cabinet ever since. 
There's much to be said in favour of 
condoms and much to be said against 
them. They should not be regarded as a 
cure-all for the ills of a society just as 
they should not be Viewed as a licence for 
indiscriminate behavior. 
But as much as the issue of condoms 
in secondary schools may be seen as one 
of morality, the board's refusal to meet 
in public is also one of morality. It is 
quite immoral for elected officials to 
dodge or evade on any subject. 
Keeping things quiet is merely a reflec- 
tion that board members either collec- 
tively or singly are unable to function as 
a properly elected body. It's quite a 
lesson to teach those young people in 
whose care they have been entrusted. 
Private party 
The Kitimat-Stikine regional district 
should dump its policy of holding closed 
sessions. They are not democratic, not 
healthy and don't give the impression 
board members work in the best interests 
of those they are supposed to serve. 
Some examples:, .- . . . . . . . .  
i > One month ago, the Shames Mountain 
Ski Corporation appeared to ask that its 
$313,000 debt to the district be instead 
converted into shares. The transaction 
would make the district the largest 
shareholder in the ski corporation. In ef- 
fect, it'Wo~uld turn Shames into a crown 
corporation and so, might be of passing 
interest to taxpayers. 
Just this past weekend, the board 
heard from two provincial civil servants 
about the two most important northwest 
resource issues of this decade --  the 
Iskut mining road and the provincial 
government's proposal to sell 623,000 
cubic metres of pulp fibre v, year for 25 
years. Both involve lots of money, both 
require a thorough airing. 
The district might have a point in con- 
ducting the Shames ession behind clos- 
• ed doors, because ..it jnvolved its ~own 
• - , . & . . ,  • . 
financing. But ~t took~cOn~id~able prod-. 
ding to have members acknowledg~ the 
existence of the appeal, let alone any of 
its details. 
The district has no excuse to meet 
behind Closed doors on  the Isknt road 
and pulpwood agreement. One reason 
preferred was that the private meetings 
allow for a "frank exchange of views." 
This leaves the question hanging of to 
whose benefit these "frank" exchanges 
would take place. 
All in all, it's not an enviable or very 
inspiring record of public service and du- 
ty. 
Differenf world 
Through 
Bifocals. I P 
• Once again the Charter of 
Rights has squelched tradition, 
like an elephant sitting on a tee. 
As of March 15, in deference to 
their religion, Sikhs who join 
the RCMP have permission to 
wear turbans instead of stan- 
dard headgear: 
From here on the RCMP 
commissioner can expect bids 
for religious exemption for 
every garment ever shown in the 
National Geographic. 
In 10 years.the force could be 
as ho'dge podge as 
I 'mmigration's Pearson Airport 
waiting room. 
We could have Royal Cana- 
diem Muddled Police made up 
of female Hutterites with ban- 
nets tied *under their chins; 
Muslim women cloaked head to 
toe in black chaddors with only 
their eyes showing; Jewish 
males on office duty with yar- 
n/ulkas clinging to the backs of 
their heads; and treaty Indians 
~/ho flip their braids forward 
before settling behind the steer- 
stewardess but didn't qualify 
because I was five inches too tall 
and 23 pounds too heavy. 
Did I petition? launch a court 
challenge? or fast until carried 
off to hospital on a stretcher? 
Not likely. Nor did I slump or 
diet. 
i understood the airlines had 
logical reasons'for hiring petite 
stewardesses. I searched instead 
for a job that fitted my physi- 
que as well as my talents. 
While I do think Sikhs are go- 
ing out of their way to draw at- 
tention to themselves, I have no 
quarrel with RCMP Sikhs.wear. 
ing turbans. Heek, with only a 
handful of Sikh Canadianshav. 
ingwheels of squad cars. |ng applied to join the 17,000 
• Now ,/hat ,Solicitor-General meml~er .force, I might never 
Pierre Cadieux has okayed tar- me.or a turbanned Mountie 
bans, recruiters won't dare to anyhow unless I visit Van- 
reject applicants unless they're couver. 
hopelessly illiterate, legally 
blind, or one o f  the Ten Most What bothers me - -  a third 
Wanted. If a visible minority generation Canadian whose 
/tpplieant is accidentally turned• grandparentgimmigrated to this 
down, he'll rush to file a country in 1903 and did their 
discrimifiation ' suit With the best to integrate-  is that so- 
Hdinan Rights Commission. meone whose famly arrived on- 
And no doubt he'll win. ly recently might be in a posi- 
What a different world !t W~ tion to issue me with a lawful 
in 19~2 when I graduated from order:! 
high school. I wanted :to.be,a ~: That ranki~; ' -. 
I II I I 
, .  . . ,  
t~  
I 
o an ~ 
and' 
• conespondent= for,:% 
'their time and , i ,  
talents; 
• YOt  MIND RffUffNIN  
TltE IfNIVES,JOltN : :;::/ 
NED ll iPA FOI  i 
/7  !',:i! 
, \~A E . 
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Probably when Cadieux ruled 
on the turban controversy, the 
government overlooked what 
could happen next. 
Suppose a pacifist applies? 
With the precedent of  
religious exemption established, 
any applicant who objects to 
bearing arms will have an air 
tight case for hanging up his 
belt (whether traditional brown 
or new fangled black) with all 
its tools of the police trade - -  
handgun, handcuffs, nightstick, 
Expect compromise 
in logging areas 
YICTORI~ - -  Whoever sent 
Adam Zimmerman to Globe 
'90,  the business and environ- 
ment conference in Vancouver, 
ought to have his head examin- 
ed. 
Maybe the chairman of 
Noranda Forests decided on 
his own to put the cat amongst 
the environmental pigeons, but 
someone should have told him 
that all he could hope to 
achieve by attending the con- the Amazon rain forests. Ger. 
ference was to e.sc~ate he war many has, for sometime, been 
between business and en- considering a ban on the ira- 
vironmentalists. 
But then, you can't rule out 
that this was the sole reason 
why Zimmerman shot off his 
• mouth at the conference. He's 
been known to do that sort of 
thing, particularly where en- 
vironmentalists are concerned. 
How else do you explain com- 
ments uch as these: 
"I 've personally been in the 
trenches o long that I 'm get- 
ting sick of the antagonism 
and the frequent statements of
doom and gloom," said Zim- 
merman. 
" I 'm really fed up with the 
ridiculous claims of some of 
the environmentalists which in- 
variably and always receive far 
more attention than they 
deserve. They amount o a 
kind of verbal flashing," he 
added 
Fortunately, not all in- 
dustrialists are Neanderthals. 
Contrast Zimmerman's obtuse 
and insensitive remarks with 
those of another forestry.of 2 
ficiai, Phil Gilbert, a manager 
with the Council of Forest In- 
dustries of British Columbia. 
Speaking to about 200 
forestry executives at the 
Canadian Pulp and Paper 
Association's 71st annual 
meeting in Montreal ast week, 
Gilbert said forest companies 
must come to terms with 
strong ecological concerns, not 
just here at home, hut around 
the world. 
• Consumers in some Earo- 
From the ,,,¢ 
co  i 
vironmenmlly detrimental harvestable timber. First and 
timber harvesting methods, second-g/:owth imber will be 
particularly those practised in 
pean markets, Gilbert said, are 
beginning to wonder about the 
acceptability of wood as a con- 
and , ammunition pouch struction material, and looking 
hanging from it. - -  to steel, aluminum or plastics 
"Oh what a tangled • Web we instead. 
weave Gilbert's right. A number of 
When first we practice to" European countries have 
equalize. "'" become very sensitive to on- 
port of exotic timber from 
countries that fall to practice 
responsible forest policies. 
As a first step, Germany and 
some other European coun- 
tries, have banned the use of 
exotic woods in public 
buildings. Feelings about en- 
vironmentally unacceptable 
timber harvesting methods ran 
so high when I was in Ger- 
many last year that there was 
With o.u t the 
troublesome en- 
vironmental groups, 
government would 
never have taken the 
steps they did to pro- 
tect the environment, 
including our forests. 
even talk :of taking a closer 
look at Canadian logging prac. 
tices. They certainly didn't like 
what they had seen at a cur- 
sory glance. 
Gilbert seems to be clued in 
to the problems of the forest 
industry, but unfortunately, 
he's just a COFI manager, 
while old Zimmerman occupies 
a real seat o f  power in the 
forest industry. 
Zimmerman may complain 
all he wants to about he wat- 
chdogs of the enviromnent, • 
without hem our forest would 
have disappeared. Without the 
troublesome en~,ironmental ~ 
groups, government would 
never have taken the steps they 
did to protect he environment, 
including our forests, 
And we're not out of the 
woods yet, if you pardon the 
pun. All the hype about ' 
"Forest Forever" notwithstan- 
ding, there will come a time 
when we have run out of 
gone and the new growth .5 :~ 
won't be':fdTenough along f6~ ~ 
harvesting. 
That may not happen during 
Zimmerman's lifetime, but 
happen it will. The signs are 
already here, or do you think 
forest companies areclosing 
some mills because there is an 
abundance of timber? A lot of 
small, independent mills'can't 
get lumber at all. Already 
there's a shortage in some 
areas. 
That shortage of harvestable 
timber also accounts for the 
vehemence with which Mac- 
Millan Bioedel pursues its 
plans to log the Carmanah 
Valley on Vancouver Island. 
Last week, Forest Minister 
Claude Richmond said the 
government will decide the fate 
of the valley very soon. He 
also promised a full accounting' 
of the cost, whichever way the 
decision goes. 
"Those figures are being 
compiled right now and they -, 
will be part of the announce. 
meat," he said, adding that ' 
the public will know the cost 
of the Carmanah decision. , 
The 6,700-hectare valley, " 
home to some of Canada's 
tallest rees, has become the ~, 
centre of a bitter controvers); 
between industry and en- 
vironmentalist. I have'a feeling 
the government will try to . ~-, 
forge a compromise between' " 
the irresistible force and the 
immoveable object. 
I suspect he government ir '. 
will allow some logging while.~:ii': 
preserving part of the valley. ~: ; 
Were the decision for preserv3~ i • 
ing the entire valley, I 'm sure i ~ 
the announcement would have::: '~ 
come during the Globe ' 90  : ' :  
conferem;e. Like any corn- ~:T: 
promise, this one, too, Will n0~'~! 
completely satisfy eitfier side,~] ' 
but it may be the only way.to:" 
settle the dispute. 
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TERRACE --  For t'he first time 
,in more.than a decade, there 
'will bea  convention Of Wovin- 
cial Skeena New Democrats o 
choose a candidate, 
Tllat occurs this Saturday 
when either Kitimat alderman 
Mike Corbeil or Terrace teacher 
Helmut Giesbrecht will win the 
,nomination. 
More than 900 people are 
eligible to take part in the 
nomination convention ~ at 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre. 
. It starts at 12:30 p.m. with 
registration. The proceedings 
are called to order at 2 p.m. 
" Each candidate has20 minutes, 
including speeches by 
nominators, to state their case. 
•, Atlin MLA Larry Guno, who 
first entered and then withdrew 
from the race, will introduce the 
candidates. 
o M ke Corbeil 
.......................................... i ....................................... . . . . . . . .  
says he will provide a voice in 
Victoria to put social issues 
back on the provincial agenda. 
~ "We need a government that 
puts people first," Corbeil said. 
,A  government that looks after 
the needs of the working person 
and puts in place h safety net for 
those who can't  help 
themselves." 
The 38-year-old former 
hospital administrator, Kitimat 
alderman and regional district 
director is running for the NDP 
provincial nomination in 
Skeena. Corbeii s married, has 
two children, and has lived• in 
Kitimat for the past 10 years. 
He said resource and en- 
vironmental issues are suddenly 
very important, but a l so  
threaten 'to reduce the party's 
emphasis on social justice. 
Describing himself as a com- 
munity activist, Corbeil said he 
gravi tated to. the  New 
Democratic Party in his youth 
• as he became xposed to the ine- 
quities of society. 
That concern about social 
justice today leads him to de-  
mand action on native issues. 
"Infants in native communities 
Helmut Giesbrecht 
NDP to choo 
. , . ,  . , 
i Social programs lacking 
TERRACE - -  Mike Corbeil have the highest mortality rate similar to municipal govern 
ments, with some expansion o 
their land ownership beyond th, 
existing reserve boundaries. 
But he said private lain 
ownership wouldn't be ques 
tioned in settlements. "The 
native communhy has alway,, 
stated they have no intention o~ 
trying'to take land away from 
people who own it." 
A settlement will finally mean 
security for all, he said, and 
open the way for economic 
development. "I think the big- 
gest danger in the land claims 
question is of it not being 
resolved." 
In some areas such as fishery 
control, he said negotiations 
will be "tr ick ier"  due to 
overlapping federal and provin- 
cial jurisdictions. 
But he said the solution to 
many such conflicts is to let the 
people closest to the problem 
decide what to do. "Things 
have to be de-bureaucratized - -  
we have to give the regions more 
control over local resource 
issues." 
Corbeil, who commutes fre- 
quently between Terrace and 
Kitimat, ' also said better 
in the nation - -  that should tell 
us something about our 
system." 
And besides righting the 
wrongs of the past, Corbeil said 
settling native land claims is 
also vital to, restoring con- 
fidence in the northwest 
economy. 
"The settlement has to hap- 
pen and it has to happen quick- 
ly," he said, "But it's not going 
to be an easy and quick fix. It 
has to be a win-win settlement 
that doesn't come at the expens e 
of anyone." 
He. predicted a settlement 
would mean transferring con- 
trol of resources-  including 
logging rights - -  in large areas 
over to the band councils. 
"The role of the provincial 
government would then be to 
monitor and ensure that the 
resource is being properly 
managed and maintained," 
Corbeil explained. "I imagine 
there would, have to be some 
sort of compensation for the 
forest companies (that gave up 
cutting rights)." 
He said he envisions band 
councils taking on powers 
background which goes against 
th ings socialist, Helmut 
Giesbrecht as a strong commit- 
ment to the New Democratic 
Party. 
Giesbrecht's family lived in 
the Ukraine. Of German 
ancestry, they weren't sym- 
pathetic to the Soviet Union but 
were to the German army when 
NO SOcialiSt mernace' . . . . . . "  here 
TERRACE Despite a family with the NDP dates back to 
1972, the last year of the 
W.A.C. Bennett Social Credit 
government and a year in which 
education was under attack. . 
Giesbrecht was first drawn in- 
to the teachers association. He 
became interested in  other 
issues and took on executive 
positions in the teachers 
association and the NDP. 
policies that are accepted and 
endorsed by voters through 
elections. 
In this provincial election, 
Giesbrecht views native land 
claims as one of the most im- 
portant issues. 
"We (the NDP)now 
recognize there is aboriginal ti- 
tle. We recognize there is a 
legitimate claim," he said. 
" I f  we recognize we have a 
responsibility to Japanese- 
Canadians, then surely we can 
recognize our obligation on this 
issue," Giesbrecht added. 
Although reluctant to discuss 
what form a settlement might 
ta.ke, Giesbrecht said it would 
involve self-gnvernment and ac- 
companying aspects of taxation 
and law. 
"Natives will have a major 
role in the economic develop 
~hent of the province. They'll be 
dealing with some of the pro- 
blems 'of being placed on 
reserves, of having little control 
of their destiny," he said. 
The NDP approach to land 
claims settlement would involve 
i t  invaded during the Second Giesbrecht also found himself 
World War. And when the Ger- • in local politics, first as. an 
man army retreated at the end alderman for six years beginn- 
ing in 1976 and then as mayor 
for four years. That experience 
also showed Giesbrecht 
something about the workings 
of politics. 
of the war, the family followed. 
Giesbrecht - -  he was five 
years old when the family arriv- 
ed in Canada in 1948 -- talks a 
• bit about his family when asked 
about the perception of the "The average person makes 
NDP being the' "socialist very little demands from 
menace", government. When I was on 
council, I got more requests 
from people who were quite 
powerful and influential in the 
community for their company 
or for themselves -- rezoning or 
whatever," he said. 
Giesbrecht describes himself 
as a democratic socialist, one 
who will work for change and 
"When they think about the 
NDP, they think of rabid Com- 
munists," said Giesbrecht, a 
teacher, former president of the 
local teachers' association and 
former mayor of Terrace. "But 
obviously there's a complete 
difference between the two." 
Giesbrecht's involvement 
[i 
• . ,• '  
Condoms could 
prevent deaths 
=n teenagers 
Mike Corbeil 
transportation would he one of 
his goals if elected MLA. He  
said he would fight for improv- 
ed ferry service, repaks to 
Hwy37'South, improvements to 
the Kitimat airpark, and con- 
struction of a Kitimat port. 
He said his transportation 
concerns don't mean only• 
Kitimat would benefit. "Any 
strengthening ofour transporta- 
tion network is to the benefit of 
everyone." 
Resource and environmental 
concerns will decide the fate of 
many northwest workers in the 
coming years, he said. 
"We're facing a crisis with 
the environment worldwide 
right now," he said, adding 
layoffs in the forest industry in- 
dicate B.C.'s failure to manage 
the forest effectively. 
Helmut Giesbrecht 
the party's policy of 'decen- 
tralization for all regions in the 
province, Giesbrecht added. 
In other issues, Giesbrecht 
says governments in the 1990s 
must reduce consumption of 
materials and non-renewable 
• resources. 
Recycling may be one answer 
but another istO find alternative 
ways of going about everyday 
life, he said. 
"Reduced :consumption 
doesn't mean reduced standard 
of living. It means a better 
lifestyle --using a bike instead 
of having a second family car," 
said Giesbrecht, 
Dear Sir: 
In reading your issue 
about the school board's 
views on installing condom 
machines, I was surprised 
and disappointed by Mr. 
Braid's statement that not 
one parent has said they are 
in favour. I, as a parent of 
eight and four-year, old 
daughters, am very much in 
favour. I might also add that 
I am very worried about heir 
futures. 
During my generation's 
teenage years, an unwanted 
pregnancy or a visit to the 
doctor for a venereal disease 
cure, seemed a major 
catastrophe. How insignifi- 
cant that now compares to 
being told that you are going 
to die; when tests show you 
have AIDSI And when you 
think of your sexual con- 
tacts, the horror in knowing 
you may have just sentenced 
these friends to a terrible 
death. 
Comments I have he~d, in 
this community .and others, 
seem to deal heavily with the 
moral issues involved. The 
responsibifity of sexual rela- 
tionships hould and must be 
instilled in our children, by 
us as parents and by society 
in general. But what happens 
until we reach that ideal 
level? How many of our 
young people must die before 
we reach it? 
Statistics for this area 
showwe have double the 
provincial rate for unwanted 
teenage pregnancies. Doesn't 
that tell us that not only are 
teenagers having sexual inter- 
course, but that there is a ter- 
rible ignorance of sexual in- 
formation! 
Installation of condom 
dispensers i only one small 
step in the fight to stop the 
spread of AIDS. Promiscul. 
ty, due to easy access of con- 
doms, is a fairy tale.. 
Statements of this point of 
view show either a total ig- 
norance or an ulterior 
motive. Condoms are not in- 
fallible, but they do work. 
I am a funeral director by 
profession. I see and deal 
~th death and' its effects 
every week. I have learned to 
cope with the many tragic' 
situations in which I see peo- 
ple involved. But, I do not 
deal well ,with needless 
deathsl 
I know (in fact I 
Installation of condom. 
dispensers is only one 
small step in the fight to 
stop the spread of AIDS. 
guarantee) that I will be in- 
volved with teenage deaths 
from AIDS in the Terrace 
area. AndI  knowlthat some 
of these needless deaths can 
be attributed to not using 
condoms. Are we so sure, as 
parents, that our daughters 
and sons won't have any sex- 
ual relationships? Are we 
willing to bet their lives that 
they will never make a wrong 
decision? 
Teenagers are only, human. 
James B. Westennan 
Terrace, B.C .... , ..,~,,, 
End to logging 
tragedy wanted 
Dear Sir: 
While watching The  Jour -  
ha l ' s  report on the Canadian 
soldiers who died during 
World War Two my thought 
went o the man that that day 
had come to see me wanting 
to no longer work in logging 
but in construction. 
It struck me that 
catastrophic asthe assault on 
the Fascists was at Dieppe, 
this man's chances for sur- 
v~ival would have been better 
• there than in the bush in B.C. 
He was telling me that of a 
group of seven loggers who 
came here from the lower 
mainland in 1981, four were 
dead, one was crippled and 
one was injured once. 
This is of course not the 
first time that someone has 
told me they wanted out of 
ever increasihg productivity, 
and mortgages at increasing 
rates. 
In short, are not the 
Catholic Bishops correct 
when they state that in this 
country profits are put 
before people? 
Should we the public not 
be informed of the statistics 
relating to the forestry in- 
dustry? Can a lot more be 
done to prevent needless in- 
juries and death; should 
more action be taken and less 
of the phoney "ForeSts 
forever" ads. 
I I I 
Should we the public 
not be informed of the 
statistics relating to the 
forestry industry? 
Log control pla n views a re rnixed 
TERRACE --  There's been "However your call-to-arms 
some favourable and some not 
so favoumble response to a 
Village of Hazelton proposal 
for tighter Torest industry con- 
trois.. 
The so-called Charter of 
Rights would require.a portion 
of profits from logging returned 
to the area from which the trees 
came and enforce stricter en- 
some of the comments attempted tO paint the in- 
dustry, "as some sort of berserk Paul Bunyon, drunk 
on profits, ripping down ancient trees with one 
hand and spreading pollution with the other." 
, '  I 
years." sawmill in the Hazeltons. 
Westar also agreed corn- Council of Forest Industries 
panics should be required to Greg Jadrzyk, vice president 
harvest a representative sample of the Northern Interior 
vironmental safeguards and in- of the trees in its cutting area. Lumber Sector, said the charter 
crease areas in which logging Again, Spencer said Westar had reflected many current concerns 
won,t be allowed, adhered to that in the' Kispiox but .  took issue with village 
Below areexcerpts from some forest, takin'g more than 45 per mayor Alice Maitland's cover- 
responses, cent pulp logs over the past ing letter. 
three years. . Jadrzyk suggested some of 
Westar Timber The company also wanted no Maitland's comments attemp- 
• Northern operations vice. export of round logs unless they ted to paint the industry "as 
president Keith Spencer said the were "clearly. proven to be:in some sort of berserk Paul Bu 
and quick fix solutions are, in. 
my view, an unnecessary over- 
reaction." 
B.C. Professional Foresters 
Association external affairs 
director Brian Zak said his 
organization believed there was 
room for improvement i  forest 
management but had reserva. 
tions about some of the 
charter's proposals which he 
described as too broad. 
He said local governments 
wishing to get involved first ob- 
tain information and advice 
from professional foresters 
working in their area and 
pointed out the association had. 
some specific recommendations 
the bush while they were still 
alive but this time l really 
started to think about why 
this killing and maiming in 
the woods. 
Why are these accidents 
taking place? 
Is it because most fullers 
and buckers have no protec- 
iion of union agreements or 
perhaps a lack of W.C.B. 
policing. 
Is 'it that speed up and 
longer hours under 
piecework and "subcontrac. 
ring" dulls the workers abili- 
ty to work safe7 
Perhaps it is the drive from 
owners and contractors for 
I do not profess to know 
the answers to all these ques- 
t ions, but in March, 
Labour's day of mourning 
takes place to honour and 
mourn .the thousand of 
workers killed and injured on 
the job. 
I would very much like to 
know how many loggers were 
killed and be able to add 
their names to the honour 
fist; but more than anything I 
would like to see an end to 
the killing of the workers and 
the suffering of the i r  
• families. 
John Jensen 
Terrace, B.C. 
I 
More letters, next page 
Company applauded th~ 
vlllage, seffort and agreed with 
. "many of' the points 
addressed." ...... 
excess of domestic maunfactur- 
ing requirements,, and, some 
portion of the province~'s,stum. ' 
page revenues to be reiurned tO  
the communities where,they: 
nyon, drunk On •profits, ripping 
down ancient trees with one 
hand and spreading pollution 
:with theother?, . 
Maintaining that image is- 
of its own. The Terrace Standard 
Those were an inventory of . welcomes letters to theeditor on 
all natural resources in the pro- all topics. All letters must be 
vince (estimated cost $250 signed and carry ~ address and 
million ove~flve years)i ncreas- local telephone number. Ad- 
in extraordinary cicumstances. 
Thank you letters should be 
submitted to the "Card o f  
Concurr ing a logg. Thanks"  section of the  
" classifieds. 
ing/sllviculture plan should be were generated. ' . nored the progress being made ed funding for growth and yield dresses or phone numbers won't Letters containing libelous or 
drawn • up before any logging • Westar operates tile C~naby; ,'~ In forestry, he said it was also research !i ($9 million over five be printed with the letter, but objectionable matter will be 
took place In a given watershed, ~ mill.near New Hazehon ~d a offe years), implementation • of a they are necessary for confirm, edited or returned.to he writer.i • ~ . . . .  ~. nsive to those who con- 
he.. s~d .Westarl had beln.g :~: sawmill ,a! Kitw_anga~:~.~hlch:Js, ,iinued to work to imvrove the landuse Strat'egy toreduce con-  ti0n of the letter's authenticity, All letters a~ run on a space 
muowmg tnat tormma m au : clue to cruse at the eitit~of tiff= industr-'s ~ ' r fo - - - ' : -  fliers' ~d~ilntroduction f a The ~wrlter's name will be available basis, with shorter let-!: watersheds with little or ao  month for an indefinlt~4,,~ - ' ,,. : ~ vrmu,~'¢. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  " - ,~  " ,~ , '~  " t "  ' " ' ~orest Practices ACt lndudlnga published. Requests for names tars hkely to bee pulglshedi r ,~"  respect and share your 
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TO THE TERRACE STANDARD 
. • • , , : . . .  
Blow to the north 
Dear Sir: 
I read with interest, your 
editorial of 7 March, 1990 
headed, "Missing Issue" and 
felt compelled to comment. 
I too, am despondent 
about Larry Gano not seek- 
ins candidacy in the Skeena 
Riding. Certainly, he was an 
asset to the provincial 
Legislature. Indubitably, as 
you said, he could have been 
a plus where land claims are 
concerned. My disappoint- 
ment however, goes deeper 
than that and it is where my 
total agreement with the 
words of your editorial ends. 
The Fisher Report and 
subsequent legislation, total- 
ly eliminated Mr..Gnno's 
riding, of Atlin~ an area 
which; for 27 years, sent a 
native Indian to the 
No way 
to treat . goes unnoticed pioneers 
Legislature as the represen- 
tative. With the disap- 
pearance of Atlin, we,also 
see the disappearance of that 
very historic situation. 
In fact, it was Frank 
Calder, in' 1949, who first 
won the seat as an indigenous 
person and, for those who 
recall it, it was that election 
in which our native Indians 
were firstallowed to vote in 
British Columbia. 
Today, we see both 
mainline parties in this pro- 
vince paying lip service to the 
support of our native people 
but a question remains in my 
mind. Where were they when 
this unique riding was swept 
away? All 68 members of 
both parties were standing in 
support of the Fisher Report 
and its creation of six new ur- 
ban ridings in British Colum- 
bia. They were thinking, not 
of the native people or Atlin 
constituency, but rather of 
their own selfish, political 
fortunes. 
The acceptance of the 
Fisher Report,'with its con- 
voluted boundary changes, 
dealt a serious blow to the 
north. Not only did it further 
disenfranchise northerners in
general, it disenfranchised 
our native people in par- 
ticular. 
One lone dissenting voice 
stood that day in the 
Legislature, mine. Not even 
Mr. Ouno voted against. So 
much for party politics! 
Yours truly, 
Jack J. Kempf, 
MLA, 
Victoria, B.C. 
Dear Sir: 
Once again this province 
did us proud. The response 
to the Variety Telethon was 
out of this world - -  one 
could feel the love and com- 
passion for people oozing 
out of the television. Sadly, 
our government has none. 
Had they one ,ounce of 
compassion they would not 
have practised the claw-back 
of pensions from Veterans 
and the old folk on low fixed 
incomes, they would not 
have taken paid-in due 
benefits from those who had 
lost their jobs just before 
Christmas two years ago and 
AGAIN during last year. 
Had they one iota of com- 
passion they would not'have 
committed that "coup de 
Writer has questions 
on co-op learning way 
Dear Sir: 
I agree with William 
Porter and Elaine Auriat 
(Parents  Object to Learninlr 
Way, Terrace Standard, 
March 21). 1 do not believe 
that students should be  
penalized for the work of 
others, something that i 
know happens when grading 
is applied to this "co- 
operative learning" method. 
I believe that children have 
to learn to work in ~'oups as 
well as individually. But I do 
not believe in grades for 
group work. Too often have 
I seen the marks of the hard 
workers get pulled down 
while the students who do lit- 
tle work or no work ride on 
the coat tails of the doers. 
Neither do I believe that it 
is up to the hard workers to 
motivate their peers. What 
does this do? It makes the 
concerned student feel like a 
nag and an irritant. 
The students who don't 
want to work for a teacher 
will be even less likely to pro- 
duce for one of their 
classmates. And if there are 
some students who want a 
good mark and some who 
don't care, ate the concerned 
ones forced to do all the 
work themselves or suffer a 
low mark if .they are unable 
to motivate, educate or 
replace their unproductive 
group members? 
• I realize I am dealing with 
an ignorant government who 
orders school boards and ex- 
pects certain behavior from 
its teachers. But I admire 
those teachers who have the 
wisdom and strength to stand 
• up to the innumerable whims 
Uniforms 
Dear Sir: 
The RCMP and their 
uniform is a~ Canadian as 
Canadian can be, and they're 
known for it throughout • the 
world. 
How can one man just 
throw it out the window? I 
agree very Canadian should 
have the right to become 
RCMP officers, but please 
. respect Canada. 
I am an immigrant to thb 
country and proud to hold a 
Canadian citizenship, but I 
would not' dream of asking 
Canadians to change their 
ways to suit me. 
I chose this country, let's 
allow it tO stay Canadian. 
Helena Duhan 
Terrace, B.C. 
of  changing education 
ministers and refuse to 
er~,,ploy fair grading pro- 
cedures and frustrating lear- 
ning methods ~like 
"cooperative l arning." 
I also urge any parents 
whose children are frustrated 
in group situations, whose 
children's marks are suffer- 
ing because of the less con- 
corned students in their 
groups and whose children 
are tired of trying to 
motivate and educate their 
peers to talk to the teachers 
of their children. 
I urge them to try and find 
out if marks are influenced 
by group work and how 
much, to ask the school 
board what their policy is 
and to find out about the 
sweeping changes that this 
government is bringing 
about. 
• These changes, as far as 
I 'm concerned, have been 
poorly researched, hastily 
implemented and, as usual, 
thrown in the laps of teachers 
where the blame will lie if the 
whim doesn't work. 
• Brenda Silsbe 
Terrace, B.C. 
Did you know 
that 
your Autoplan 
coverage is related to 
the use of your Vehi- 
cle? If you generally 
use your vehicle for 
purposes other than 
those specified on your 
insurance papers you 
may not be covered in 
case  of an accident. 
Check with us to be 
sure your vehicle is 
rated correctly. 
• . .~ ~ i~!! 
W[ S 
Wightman & Smith 
.Insurance Agenc ies .  
Ltd. 
3227 Kalum Street ,. 
635-6361 
grace" ~ their greatest 
vicory. We heard their 
"ayes"  resounding right 
across this beautiful province 
as those" forty-four British 
.Columbians struck down the 
very last freedom given to the 
dear grandparents of this 
wonderful province - -  that 
quiet a f te rnoon  strol l  
through their museums etc. 
From the richest province 
in Canada, this was just a 
thank-you to those loveable 
pioneers. When, oh when, 
are we going to get some 
compassion i government7 
Harold Ealden, 
Nanoose Bay, 
B.C. 
~. ,  " 
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~:':'t:~'Re:: Woelweit~5 - ~u:~:! ;~le  ad in thii'Ml*=h': i l , '  1g0  8kNna :~': 
" Malkelnla,fie; -Please: note . . . .  Ihil fonowing .corrocUons, ~ ,, ,,, " 
. Assorteddish sets $22 offer ~plles 0ely' to selected sots markedon 
• da le .  ' ,:;.~ . . . . .  
• 'The $4 saving'coupon for photo albums appfles only to the 80 page j 
.. aJbum~ reg, $12.99. • 
The $10 saving coupon for lamps appfles to a selected lamp assort. 
meet. 
We apologize for any Inconvenience or confusion these errors may 
have caused. 
Maria Thomsen 
TANNING SPECIAL 
,,,ess,o,, .s49oo 
For  0e ly  ......................................... 
IROHLUORHS 
Gym &Fitness Centre 
',4551Greig Avenue 635-4130 
 ORE 
When the General Painl dealers announce their March Point Sole, 
the moment of truth arrives• Those walls and halls, tile floors, ceilings and 
mouldings, the doors, porches and decks, the flames, even the doghouse thai 
people were going to gel around !o eventually...well...with a nine dollar 
saving on Ihe paint, excuses for putting il~ff no longer exist. 
And, for this, we accept he blame, as il were. 
The savings ore on now unlil April ]st. 
~,, - " : ' ; ' '~F  '" "i "K'" ~..*,'~#.. S 
• . - . . . :~ : i ,  .~. 
i~ ,  __ INFERIOR ALKYD  .l. Loss E.A.EL 
7<,  i •~.  
- 2 - [  - 
the regular price of every 4 Iilre con of 
premium quality Genera/Paint £kyd 
and Breeze Latex interior and .- 
exterior finishes. 
TERRACE BUILDERS CENTi 
3207 Munroe St. 
635-6273 
COLD BEER and WINE STORE - 
With a great Nleotlon.of ImPort products. Plus quality sportswear ~ U I I  
e a.m. w 1 ] p,m. : 11 a.m, to 11 p.m, (except Chdstmas) . . . .  • • 
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Route not known , .... : /  . i : 
:p!u,sh b# vCn! H re dec, ,on d 
•- . .  " i • :i,_ ..... • : w~t~J~anCofhe r Bm~ntHhYd~oawir~ OwVe::wrh.el,.nmi,',f~ly favoured the from t~e eastern he, Some residents a ,nth before western route. 
, d~fi~ding on which side of the Only the forestry sector 
timat Valley it will build a se- would be hit harder if the line is 
cond power line to (:arry surplus built on the West side, con- 
. • power from Alcan's Kemano sultants told local residents, 
: '  completion project. . : :' with timber-producing land 
: Project• manager Mike Worth about $200,000 a' year 
: Gwilliam said last Week officials iaken out of production. 
froilF~i<thre ~: Department Of ::Officials : say the western 
Fisher~ies and Oceans, the route Would give the power 
.- Ministry of Forests, and fish Company a backup llne that 
and wildlife officials want more would he completely separate 
time to review the environmen- 
tal impact studies. 
One of the two routes under 
consideration follows the ex- 
isting power line along the east 
side of the valley, while a new 
option would run the line down 
the west side. B.C. Hydro wants 
to: build the new 287-kilovolt 
l ine so it can buy up to 800 
megawatts of extra power from 
Alcan and transferit to the pro- 
vincial grid when Kemano 
comes on line four years from 
nOW. 
Gwiiliam ~sayS: the company 
has not decided on a mute and 
won't until:the final studies are 
finished and'~.have been cir- 
culated to the  public. 
"We would be making up our 
minds toward the latter part of 
April to early May," Gwilliam 
said. Company officials hope to 
submit the application for the 
project tO the B.C. Utilities 
Commission by mid-May, he 
added. 
He said the final reports will 
be made public through B.C. 
Hydro district offices and 
libraries by mid-April. • 
The initial findings of the en- 
vironmental studies -- released 
at public meetings last month --
Recyc le  proposal 
draws  
wor r ies  
TERRACE - -  A city ~council, 
decision to inciuae: 7l~iing ~., 
part of an :everq~l:~::waste 
management study is'%et what 
local recycling advocates had in 
mind. • 
"It's kind of a surprise," 
Skeena Protection Coalition 
spokesman Maureen Bostock 
said last week of $10,000 to be 
spent on the city's solid waste 
dispoai methods. 
' The st0dy will compile a 
waste management plan, with 
recycling as one component, 
director of engineering Stewart 
Christensen said. 
"That's not exactly what we 
had in mind." Bostock said. 
"We understood they were go t 
ing to use this money to apply 
for a feasibility study directed 
specifically at recycling." 
She said the budget indicates 
aldermen may not be as serious 
about recycling as they seemed 
tO be when the group first lob- 
bied council ast fall." 
Several aldermen spoke in 
favour of recycling then: and 
council gave approval-in- 
principle for adopting recycling 
as part of Terrace's waste 
management policy. 
Bostock said the budget 
means the city is moving slower- 
on recycling than first thought, 
and "won't get as far as they 
would otherwise." 
"We definitely intend to see 
recycling go ahead in this com- 
munity,"  she said. "The 
thought hat it might not hap- 
pen in Terrace just isn't accep- 
table." 
TO: 
OLD 
UNCLE R0N 
L Happy 
7 
BiThdayi , 
'% 
vulnerable to accidents and route, however, and want1 
disasters. The western route -~- company to sqrap the wh. 
which is about 10km shorter-- •idea . . . .  
would also chop $2 million Gwilliam characterized tl
from the project, s $18,mlllion sentiment as "not-in-n 
price tag. . / ?  :. ' backyard syndrome and s~ 
"T ' he fact that agencms are : the public consultation meetit 
split and  the  public is split, have been generally product,' 
makes our job thaf much moi'e B.C. Hydro s budgeted ne 
difficult,', Gwilham said,  ly $150,000 for the projec 
"We'd prefer to see consensus public relations, consultati( 
on one route." and studies, he said. 
GET AWAY FROM 
IT ALLI 
We have evep/thln9 
you're looking for. Good 
times, good company. 
relaxing atmosphere and 
fdendly staffll 
Pml Tomaament ivo~ 
BatuMay starling at 
1:00 p,m, 
EVERY 
WEDNESDAY 
IS SUDS DAY! 
/ I'm tired ) ]  ~=ha.,.=.: 
Tuesday. Sunday 
of the same Noon. 8:00 p.m. 
~. OI ~ "scens J  .o CLOSED MONDAYS 
~ Eat In Or Take Out 
~ Fnllh Baking AvIHIM 
T, OWL,  mHOU.HOOD rue I 
2387 Thomhl,  St., 638-8404 [ 
STEEL TOE WORK BOOT 'i 
BROWN OILTAN 8" V IBRAM SOLES 
SAVE $20.99." ......... $87 .99  
, [SOFT  TOE RUBBER BOOTS 
I SAVE $3.99 ..... $15.99 
STEEL TOE RUBBER BOOTS J 
SAVE $6.99 ....... $22.99 
STEEL TOE IRON WORKER BOOTS 
SAVE $17.99 .......... $71.99 ] 
] '~OFT ~:  RUBBER CAUL~ BOOTS ] SAVE $18.99 .... . . . . . .  $75.99 
SAFETY  TOE RUBBER CAULK BOOTS 
SAVE $19.99~ ;, :. . . .$79 .99  i 
Matte~.hbm 
iI-TOP HIKERS 
SAVE S29.99 
....... $99.99 i 
STEEL TOE 8" 
vu~.zzEo  no=o. ~1 
sAW $n.99..~ .~.~ J 
TEXSTEELTOE 
STEEL PLATE SOOTS 
SAVE $35.99 
...$143.99 
The Kermode Nlshga Ladles Basketball Team would like I.~ 
thank all the businesses who.~lonaiedt0the Ladles Pr0vln¢ ii' 
Finals held in North Shore. . ", ~. ' :,!~ .. ! 
TTerrace Nlehp Tribal. L0¢,aI ~:.;:/: 
. ' otom Ford .... , ' ~::':~7:!:~! 
Terrace Honda Sa les  : : !  
: Mohawk .• : " ,  ii/: i 
: Your Do, or r~{: i 
Premium Propane ~ ~:: ....... : ..::iki:/i ] 
• Safeway : :::;::::! j 
Sundanca :' i /::; j 
No would also llke to thank all those Individuais wfio':~o 
]onerously donated their time to help make this.event such a 
;UOCGSS. . , • J 
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Offer valid from Mamh 15 to April 29, 1'990 at participating RCA dealers• 
. , J l  .'h;tWi',~,)'~ • ' : I I * ' 
. UP TO 4] IV  V iUU REBA  
Offei: ~lid im the follmvin 8 RCA'IV models: FZOS$2EZ, FZ0566A K, F20567CP, F2058 lEG• 1:21368]DG and 
• *Offer valid on RCA VCR m.dels VR480 and VR490. 
;~!iiiii!!iiiiiiiiiiiii ~~.~illi~i~i~!!~ii~iilii!iliii~ii~!iiiiii~i~!~i~i~i~iiii~i ~ :< 
~i  ~ FURNITURE l APPLIANCE T Tn 
!i~i:i:i:i:i::.~:~:i:;::, ;...'~..:~i:i~::i~i!!ili:~i~:~i:i:!:~:i:i:i:i:i:~ • . CE  u .  ..::iii!i!!!i:iii!:~:~:i:~:!:~:!:i!i!! 
............................................ i::.:fi:ffi?i~:+:i:Ti:: 
0 : v; , 
e W RI<WElkR 
,/I.B, W RLD 
800 Third Ave,. West Skeena Mall 
Prince Rupert Terrace 
, 624-9399 " 636-2486 
Sale Dates March 19 to 31, 1990 
cor~TEX ~ | 
LINED IIIKING "%,% 
BOOTS. | 
SAVE $39.99 [ 
. . . .  $119,99 I 
, . . . .  \ : • 
I"GORETE'X ]00% WATERPROOF ~ GAVE $35.9.9 
........ $143.99 
GLOVE TAN WORK BOOTs 
STEEL TOE 6". SAVE $14.¢. 
.................. $58,99 
SOFT TOE~6~'. SAVE $,).3,99 
.................. $55.99 ~ SOFT ']'OR O". SAVE $14,99 
| " T ...... "" ........ $62. g9 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • $65.99. 
•t  
m 
• •? :  , .  
f 
h i i  ~ 
1 
. . . .  , y .~ , . , , ,  , , , , , . . ,  - . . . . . . . . . .  ~F ' .  ~" ;  - . - - - ' : . :  .:..~ : .  : . . . . . . .  ~ ' ,  , - - -  . . . . . . .  
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WEEK-LONG APRIL 2-7 GRAND' OPENING SALE 
WATCH FOR 
N D 0 P NJ NG L&rE ...... 
HIS WEEK ENDS S E'ENA MARKEI 
!: GRAND 
:OPENING SALE 
Door CRASHER 
. . . . .  ';~ - "  Dai~maid 
APPLE JUICE 
R 8 PAGE :.. :, :
1 Utre. 
49 = 
OPENING SALE', 
DO0~ CRISHER 
Pacific 
EVAPORATED 
"MILK 
384 mL. 
65 c 
/; 
.-.:, 
.? 
-~ ,  . . . .  
- . - -  i - • - - - - - . 
-G~{AND 
OPEN.~NG SALE 
Door C~AS~E~ 
COKE, SPRITE, 
GINGERALE 
Also availablb in diet. 1 L. 
9plus deposit "":' 
GRAND 
OPENING 8~LE 
DOOR C]RAS~EN 
Northern Country 
FROZEN ORANGE 
JU ICE  
341 mL. 
69c 
I Umits in effect. I ! Limits in e f fec t . .  : : ' '  : " ~ ~ , L ~" ~ * ' Limits in effect. 
! Starts Monday, April 2 at 9:00 a.m. I II Starts Monday, April 2 at 9.00 a.m. rl L !i~ :i!' . " i l  iiii:~i! : :  :~ Limits in effect. . ~. ~ i~i~i , ,,~, 9! ~i~ , M IN UTE Starts Monday, April2at 9:00a.m. Starts Monday, Aprll2at 9:00 a.m. 
~: 2. i l l  ! A I I TY  ~ ~ ~ ! Look for your off ic la l . t 'drFfo/t l rtnour C page flyer ' , 
• Is Our  Guarantee  iill ~ ~-~- 
m 
pnnn,,ei: = UCAT ncnT I! GROCERY IIREMODELLED KERY 
- , , v , , , , v . - ,  , , , , . . .n= , . . . .= . .  '.) i i Co oP Food F loor  i, ~:!::~,: . CAFETERIA & , ,,,,,.,,,,,,,._ ,,,,,,,._,.,, ,.,L.,, .j IDEPARTMENrT t I ICA.FET.E_R_IA_,& It First In Terrace!! 
FRE H " ' More Select ion i ENJOY THE ,L ~ F S  CUT FLOWERS I i ore lection I J Y  ,C 
~t s new/~z Your UO-Op .~1 
DON' TF OR G E TIT ALL  TARTS i MON A y , / t .  ~ : r" D L .M. 
OUR LOOK IS NEW, AND CHECK IT OUT , 
Ter race  Co p Department .S ' • -0 tore :: 4617Gre lg  - . . -  p 
- -  , * ;~ , ; : : :  ' -  , ,  g o o . o o ~ t  ~- .... .... CLOSED SUNDAYS! ~ ' 
Terrace Co-op-Department. Store 
~ "" ,  461-7 Grelg Avenue, I Monday to Thursday -- 9 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
:~°~ : :'" ;;~" . . . .  I Fdday - -  9 a.m. - 9 p.m. ,: :~ ,,:. ,:,; ;.:Terrace, B.C. Saturday -- 9 a.m. -6  p.m. 
' ~,,-:~ 635-6347 CLOSED SUNDAYSI 
b I 
, , . .:/•~ :!:, :-/,.:!:,%;: :r 
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PATIENT HIGHWAY 16 motorists should get their reward the 
end of this week when 30 Mile Corner on the way to Prince 
Rupert is paved. It's been a long wait for the project's comple- 
tion. Last year's efforts to pave fell apart owing to an unstable 
road base. 
30 mile corner 
up for paving 
by week's end 
TERRACE - -  Paving at 30 
Mile Corner on Hwyl6 
toward Prince Rupert should 
be completed the end of this 
week, says district highways 
manager John Newhouse. 
The project was to have 
been completed last year but 
the road base laid down con- 
tained too many fine par- 
ticles and became soupy once 
autumn rains started. 
Paving was tried late last 
year but water in the .~uh base 
made for an unstable foufi: 
dation and wasn't strong 
enough to prevent the 
asphalt from breaking up. 
Newhouse said the base 
has-been scraped away and 
mixed with new material in 
preparation forpaving. That 
new material comes from the 
work being, done on the 
Eskar highway overpass near 
30 Mile Corner. 
The extra work has in- 
creased the cost of the pro- 
ject to an est imated 
$440,000, he said. Work in- 
volved straightening out a 
curve leading up a hill and 
blasting and removing rock 
to widen the corner. This will 
be the third season work has 
been going on. 
The price includes the two- 
inch ashpait layer. A second 
lift .may be laid in combina- 
tion with other proposed 
paving projects on Hwyl6 if 
they are approved, said 
Newhouse. 
"We'd like to put the top 
lift-'(of •asphalt)down but if 
not,. the two-inch layer 
should stand up for while," 
said Newhouse. 
And as work progresses on 
finishing 30 Mile Corner, the 
final lift on the large Khyex 
to Tyee road widening pro- 
ject 60 miles west of here on 
Hwyl6 should be done by the 
middle of next momh. 
Columbia Blacktop is star- 
ting up its asphalt batch 
plant and wants to start work 
as soon as possible, said 
highways project manger 
Don Shaw. 
Fish case 
adjourned 
TERRACE - -  The Crown ap- 
peal of a case in which a 
Moricetown ative man was ac{ 
quitted of illegal fishing charges 
has been adjourned again. 
The federal and provincial 
government's case rests on 
whether or not a river flowing 
through a reserve is band ter- 
ritory. If it is ruled to be part of 
the reserve, then natives could 
have complete control over 
fisheries on those stretches of 
rivers. 
Jerry Nikal, a Wet'suwet'en 
• Indian was originally charged in 
1986 for fishing violations at the 
Moricetown canyon. He was ac- 
quitted last May by Judge 
David Smyth, who ruled a 
Gitksan-Wet'suwet'en fishing. 
bylaw superseded the federal 
Fisheries Act. 
Government lawyers will try 
to prove the river bed should 
not be recognized as part of the 
Moricetown reserve• Govern. 
merit control over rivers flowing 
through reserves will dissappear 
if the acquittal isn't overturned, 
they said. 
Fisheries charges against. 
natives in the Moricetown area 
have been put on hold since the 
.. Y 
~'e co~@ ~ 
TERRACE --  The highways 
ministry could find itself with 
another bill for work on a large 
Hwyl6 project that is already 
over budget and the subject of a 
lawsuit. 
Argo Industries Ltd. co-  
owner Case van Diemen said 
last week it has hired a person to 
look at the costs and cir- 
cumstances o f  a contract it had 
, highways ministry in 1988 after 
Williamson stopped work. The 
company was second low bidder 
The Argo co-owner also formation given them'by'the" 
acknowledged that it d id ex- who put the contracts out 
perience difficulty owing to .  bid . . . .  ,.., ~:~ 
to Williamson when the con- weather and site ~ locations on 'The  Ar-o co-owner said it  :~  : 
tract was first tendered in 1987. the nuar,',, "-roiect r S " : :~: +~ :+~  
Rock from q . ,, . . . . . . . .  the uarry fo rmed i' :i ~ ~Vas:o~e oft~ose things to  ~nd naotbla:tZ:grieSUeb-COrnt~eCtmOrs , ~ii!!~;il 
part of the 13.Skm Khyex to live and:learn We Ve learned = P " P .. . .  ~!;;::: 
Ty_ee Project in which a section lo t - -don ' t  go in cheap." said ~ising: from: unexPloded i e~:i : : !  
otthe Skeena River was f'dled in ! van Diemen i- ,~¢~,-;-- ,~. t,~,~ plosives :and  the ~ilhighway~.::: 
• • . . . .  " . . . . . . .  e . . . . .  m in is t ry -d id  ' a .Some extra ~ to move Hwy16 from lm- Prlce on the mini're ennt~ot , . P Y . ': !:: • . • • , S .=  . . . . . .  . .~_~.~,  _ ~ . . ~ , ~ . .  ~ , , .  ,,- . . . . . .  . • , , . :  
mediately best& CN tad tracks. Ar~o's -rio- +,, a,, +~,;, .... t. money tO correct POSSzbzly 
° " . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  hazardous condit ions in~lhe :  : was'S3•097 million. That was quarry. • . . . .  i : : : : :7 
f i ve  per c~nt more than ~ . . . . . .  
to take rock from a quarry. Although van Diemen decliw 
The quarry is the same one in ied to discuss details, he did Say 
which a previous contractor the Argo review of its costs 
refused to do work:: after i t  
learned there may be unexplod. :~
ed explosives left as a result of 
other projects: 
In that situation, Williamson 
Brothers Construction ~ ~Ltd. 
sued the highways ministry and 
was awarded $960,000 in 
damages after a Supreme Court 
judge ruled the ministry was 
fraudulent in not reporting the 
possibility of 'explosives before 
the company received the con- 
tract. The ministry is appealing 
the decision. 
Argo Industries was awarded 
the William~on contract by the 
comes in part from the William- 
'son situation. 
:..While• acknowledging that 
companies who receive con- 
tracts generally are tied to the 
price in return for the work, van 
Diemen said companies can ask 
for additional monies based on 
new information that arises 
after the contract was awarded, 
:"I 'm not saying anything 
specific on this case, but claims 
can be made on any job on 
changed conditions. Things 
,may be uncovered that weren't 
apparent and not apparent," he 
said. 
• Wiiliamson's bid.There were 11 
other bidders for the work. 
Highways ministry estimates for 
the work came in at $7.562 
million. 
: Van Diemen did admit that 
The Khyex to Tyee pro jec t :  
was to have been finished last: .: 
August. That date Waschanged ~: 
to last November and changed 
again to next month, i 
Highways ministry officials ~ 
Gov't appealing 
damages suit 
i 
TERRACE-  An appeal of a would Work in the quarry," 
court decision in which the Judge Hamilton wrote in his 
contract prices for rock work said earlier this year the original 
have been "ridiculously ow" iu price of $10.335 million has .  i 
th~ last several years, been .increased to $11.229 : ~ 
:"We have'nothing to blame million but that~ final costs i ~ 
but ourselves,,' he said but d id '  won't be known until after i t  
add tha t companies rely ou in- has been f in i shed . .~ . . . .  
judgment, 
Judge Hamilton was par- 
,ticularly critical of Neville 
Hope, the highways ministry 
regional manager here in 1987, 
and regional highways ministry 
construction .manager David 
Moore. 
The.highways ministry was 
also ordered to pay legal costs 
of Williamson, its subcontrac- 
tor, a bonding company from 
• which the ministry tried to col- 
lect payment after Wiiliamson 
refused to work in the quarry 
and interest on the damages 
dating back to 1987. 
Ministry spokesman 
N!cholson said the appeal will 
be'htmdied by lawy.ers from: the 
attorney:general's mm,tw ' ' ' 
highways ministry was ordered 
to pay nearly $1 mi l l ion in  
damages to a contractor shou ld  
be f i led soon, a min is t ry  
spokesman said last week• 
The appeal will be made to 
the B.C• Court of Appeal 
following the decision issued by 
a Supreme Court judge, said 
Betty Nicholson, 
Judge Howard Hamilton rul- 
ed the. ministry acted 
fraudulently by not telling 
Williamson Brothers Construc- 
tion there might be unexploded 
explosives from previous pio- 
jeets in a rock quarry before the 
company received a contract to 
work the site• 
Rock from that q~arry I form- 
ed 'part 6f tl~e' KliyeX itb~Tye~ -' 
road-widening pro jec t '  ~0n ~ 
Hwyl6 between Terrace and 
Prince Rupert. 
Willlamson refused to work 
in the quarrywhen it learqed of 
the possibifity of the unexplod- 
ed explosives after receiving the  
contract in 1987. 
A portion of the $960,000 .
award went to a sub-contractor 
hired by Williamson to blast, 
rock in the quarry. • 
"I find ,.. that Highways, as 
a body corporate, dealt with the 
nitro-glycerine issue in a man- 
ner that was fraudulent in that 
there was a reckless disregard,: 
for the safety of the men who :~ 
i 
OF 
j0 v 
N~ICE OF  PUBL IC  HEARING ~ 
THE COMPLAINT  ' 
Pacific Northern Gas Ud (' PNG' ) has been mqulrsd to file s Rate Design 
Application by July 6,1990 by Commlsslon Order No G-20 90 The Order resulted 
from a complaint by Ocelot Chemicals Inc (Ocelot), pursuant to Section 64 of 
the Utilities Commission Act, alleging thatthe rateschargedby PNG are unjust, 
unreasonable and unduly discriminatory 
THE PUBLIC HEARING 
The Commission has ordered the public heating to commence at 9:00 a.m, local ' 
time, Tuesday, August 21,1990 at the Crest Motor Hotel; 22 2 .. 1st Avenue West, 
Princr~ Rupert, B.C . . . .  ; 
PUBLIC INSPECTION OF THE APPLICATION" . .. 
The Application and supporUng materia]wiil be available for i~ooction afler July }!:i 
6, 1990 at the Head Office of PNG at Suite • 1400, 1185 West Georgia Street, 
Vancouver, B.C. and at its District Offices located throughout its service area !! 
The Application and supporting material will also be available for inspect on at ,)!! 
the office of the British Columbia Utilities Commission, Sixth Floor. 900 Howe ,~ 
Street, Vancouver. B.C. ~:, 
An Executive Summary of the Application will be prepared and available for 
inspection in PN G'S offices and will be distributed by ti~ Applicant o Interested 
Persons as they become registered with the Commission, The full Application will 
be distributed to'lntervenors as they become regl~ered with the Commies ion 
INTERvENTIONs  " ; ' '  ~ ; . . . . . .  " ~ ' ~" . . . .  " 
Following the July 6,1990 filing of the Application. intervention dates and future 
filing deadline requirsments will be made byaCommlaslon Order and Not ce of ~:~, 
• . • 
.• ~lby's Name: Edn'Marfe Lindstrom' 
Date & 'llms ef Bi~: March 20, 1990 at 8:38 pm 
W0qllll: 8 Ibs. 11 oz. ~ Sex: Female 
Pareala: Bill & Louise Lindstrom 
BabY'S ~me: Holly Marie Derow 
.Bate & Time of ~:  March 18, 1990 at 2:23 am 
: Welghl: 6 Ibs. 14 oz. Sex: Female 
• .: P~nl~: Leanne & Kevin Derow 
~by's Name: Spencer Allan Hudson 
Date & Time of B~rth: February 7, 1990 at 7:23 pm 
Weight: 7 fbs. 15 oz. Sex: Male 
Panlnhl: Allen & Nicole Hudson 
I 
Umited quantities. 
March 20 - Aprll 3, 1990 
SKEENA MALL i 15-5236 
Terrace Automobile Dealers 
presents 
CAR, TRUCK & RV 
AUCTION 
SALE  ...... 
,: : ;  = 
a m Saturda y, ' ii, 1 1 l I . . 
March 31, 1990 
Nikal case began. Personslntendlngtopartlclpatelnthelmblichearlng, a dwhoareuncertaJn ! ": ........ :,,r ',:' ~ . . . . . .  of 
• zb._ ' • as to the manner ln whlch to proceed, maycontactMr.R,J.Pe!latt, commlaalon . . . .  ' !!I )~ )!ii~~:"~i::;?ff!i:'i~;ii}" :.~.'/: : !': " . . . . . .  " '. • - ~i, ~: • 
. . . . . . .  | Secretary, orMr, S.S. Wong, Maneger, Rat,snndFlnance.Petroleumhy ~; . ! / ! ' :~" !F r0ntzer  iW 'A  D___l_~ I1 1 telephone (660.47001B,C. TollFtee il:800-6~.'i~)orlnwdtlng. . :!: 
f~ lF J  x,,wcX/8/,/#/ , ; ,  ........ ~ 
" ' . . . . .  '~ " ~  . . . . . . . . . .  ' i Michael ' " 'Ph  372  0560 or 372 '6808 
" . i  . Imf '~/ '  / I i : :? ;Ro~ff J ,  Pellatt;~ .... ~ . . . .  ' 
XI  ~; . . " /  i , ,  .=; .  ;:,?~:1;!; one - on ,=  
. . . i w e n m l l m m ' ~ ~ ~ ,  I . . . . . . .  . . . . .  ,, ,..,,/~,~,:.~. ~. ~ ,,~ , ~,~,,~,,, .~, ,~  ,~  ,~ :~ . . . .  ~!. ~. 
, - i . . . . . . .  i . . . .  I [~ ~I . . . . .  I "~ 
INDOORS AT 
4530 Greig Avenue 
.Across from Skeena Hotel ' 
E RACE, B, 
'~ Op the biock will be approx. 100-1988 Models & Older 
i CARS TRUCKS l . . . . .  
i i ~ F rom Ter race  Dealers  , 
; :  ? . . . . .  . , , .  
:i~-,:4 : Professional Auctioneers ' 
:!;,!,CO;Op learning defended 
" I IB I~CE.  - -  Opposition to- 
the changes coming to the 
school system is to be expected, 
according tothe school board's 
chairman. 
• "We're in the process ' of 
change , -we' re  in between the 
old ways and the new ways," 
Edna Cooper said last week, 
"And that's always disturbing 
to people2' 
Cooper was responding to 
comments from some local 
parents  • angry aboutl  
"cooperat ive  learning ''• 
methods b~ing u~ed in some 
area classes. The techniques are 
being introduced as forerunners 
to the province's Year 2000 pro- 
gram; which will begin bringing 
in major changes Starting this 
fall. 
The techniques used primari- 
ly involve children working 
together in small groups. 
Parents in one class at Clarence 
Michiel Elementary say the 
technique is hurting over- 
achieving students, who are be- 
ing forced to carry the weaker 
ones. 
"This method says that 
mediocre is a "real good aim. 
They're taking the future 
shakers and movers of this 
world and trying to make pro- 
ductive factory workers of them 
all," parent William Porter 
said, adding his daughter has 
lost interest. "What do you do 
Council shorts 
\ 
J 
FOUR.CHILDREN worked together in a group to draw and write.this storybook~. Teachers and schooi 
Terrace Standa~, Wednesday, March 28,  1990 - page A l l  
board officials say it's an example of the benefits of cooperative learning, a teaching metfiod being us- 
ed to introduce'some.of the province's Year 2000 changes. - 
with a kid who has alWays been "Out of that camethe design Cooperative l arning helps in 
gung-ho about school, who's for an ungraded primary cur- these areas by showing children 
now fed up and not interested in riculum, and the design for an • how to work together, he add- 
going to school? How do I 
motivate her when she feels 
she's .wasting her time?" 
District elementary principal 
Paul Axelson said the methods 
are not new but more attention 
is being paid now that they've 
been given a new name and con- 
nected to the Year 2000 plans. 
"We alwdys knew the 
changes would upset people," 
Cooper added. "And we're go- 
ing to continue to have very ner. 
vous parents." 
Axelson said the Year 2000 
changes came from a royal com- 
mission on education that con. 
eluded the public wanted 
change. 
intermediate program that 
replaces the current grades 4 to 
10," he said. "And within that 
is the direction for us to use 
small group instruct ion, 
cooperative groups, more in. 
dividuai programming, and to 
do away with the kind of lock. 
step pass-fail system we've been 
using. Inherent in that is the get- 
ting rid of letter grades in report 
cards,, and focussing on what 
children can. do, and not what 
they can't do." 
He said the Year 2000 pro- 
gram also gives value to social 
and emotional development --  
not just idtellectual develop. 
ment. 
ed. "It's a method that's been 
proven by researchto be very 
• beneficial and very valuable." 
Cooper said it is still unclear 
whether the education ministry 
will eliminate letter grade 
evaluations this fall 
"But  evaluat ion and 
assessments are going to change 
- -  it's mandated by the govern- 
ment. We all have to get used to 
it." 
She said the school district 
has been unable to fully inform 
parents about the coming 
changes because much of the 
new system is still on the draw- 
ing board and being changed by 
education ministry officials. 
"Before I lost 
Church  gets approva.I 
. on vehicle, parking lot 
TERRACE-  The Pentecostal Council has turned down a the house. 
Council accepted a committee 
recommendation to decline the 
request on the grounds there 
was sufficient space available to 
build a garage without relaxing 
the regulations. 
Aldermeh have, however, 
agreed to relax the reg~gtions.~ 
in the .case of, ~ applicatieKi~ 
the 4500 ~i0~k Of sb~cie 'A~e~' 
In making the request, Rod 
Toovey explained he wished to 
split the property into two 
parcels each 72ft. deep and 84ft. 
wide. 
Pointing out the depth of the 
lots was too shallow to both ac- 
commodate an average sized 
house and stay within the cur- 
request by Munthe Ave. 
residents to relax set-back 
regulations on their property to 
allow construction of a garage. 
Explaining they wanted to 
build the garage in front of their- 
house, Chuck and Sheila Love 
Assembly will be able to retain 
some green areas at its Eby St. 
property following a council 
decision to relax parking re- 
quirements. 
The problem had arisen when 
the assistant fire commissioner 
,Nutri/System 
helped 
Under city regulations, that 
figure required the church to 
pi'ovide at least 127 off-street 
parking spots• 
Howe~er, Rev. John Caplin 
Said, providing that amount of 
space would require demolition 
of a small house on the property 
add paving almost all the grass- 
ed areas. With half the expand- 
ed building being used for 
educational purposes and the 
remainder for ser~,ices, fie also 
suggested it was unlikely the en- 
tire seating capacity would b~e'in 
use at any one time. 
Although council decided on- 
ly 99 spots are now required, the 
church has signed an agreement 
to increase the number to 127 
should the city feel it is 
necessary. 
Meanwhile, the church's pro- 
posal to set up a youth centre on 
its premises has prompted the 
city to undertake a review of 
zoning regulations for churches. 
The review will establish a 
policy on what qualify as an- 
cilliary uses for such institu. 
tions. Caplin explained the 
church regarded the centre as 
assigned a maximum.~ seating, said that would leave only a 
ca~a,~:ity~,~.of(;.j;Ol~i~o the i :, lOft. between t~, structure and~ 
churFh's-building . ,~clucl ing their i~ro~eh~" !in~, compared tb  
its new sanctuary addition, the 25ft. clearance required 
under, the current by-law. 
Although there was room to 
construct as garage at the Side 
of their home, they said it 
would mean putting in a second 
driveway (resulting in 70 per 
cent of the front yard being pav- 
ed) and mar the appearance of
Your Personal Equity Calculation 
Complete his imple calculation today to find 
out how much equity ou have in your home. 
I. Approximate value or 
your home .$ 
2, Approximate balance owing .. 
on mortgage(s) $ 
3.Subtract line 2 from line i.. $ 
;rite wnount  on l ine 3 is the equ l (yyou  
h~wt" bttflt tip in )'ottr home. 
• Our Mortgage Rates are CIoae to The Bank Rateml 
]~,~k~b'~- -VCO 4eo~)Lazello Avenue Terrace, B.C. VSG 183 
Telephone (604) e3s-2826 
70 I was a 
wallflower." me blossom." 
The Nutri/System* Weight Loss Program inc udes a variety of 
delicious meals and snacks, nutritional nd behavioral counseling. 
light activity, and weight maintenance. 
j~ J .~"  N u t r l l "  ~'bM~S,., em, .
F 
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rent restrictions, he asked the 
back yard set-back re- 
quirements to be reduced by 
eight f(~et. 
He also suggested the width 
of the lots meant he size of the 
side yards would compensate 
for the area lost at the back• 
Council agreed tO the propos- 
ed ~iuction t0~ i'fiel ba, ck,yard 
s¢ ~cl~ but'al~o imr~asedthe 
side yard requirement on one 
side of each property by a 
similar eight feet: 
3 WEEKS ONLyFOR' =79* 
, , : ,  , , ,.: : 
• , t . , i. CALL TODAY FOR A FREE NO-OBI.I~AI]ON CONSULTATION .. 
638-1800 
TERRACE 4644 LAZELLE AVE. 
• S~e¢~ off~ consist= of 3 weeks of NumtSystem semces. ODes not infJLde c0st ~ exclte~ve SulntSystem fo~.  
dla l¢ l ,  rna~lzmance anti videos. Offer v~ al I~=~1 ~ng C~I~I .  New chnts  0nly. Offer ~ Mich  31,1990. 
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. ,  HOT OO,,,, o ' Miss Terrace . ~  RES( 
', Fashion Show 
FUN -,FUN- FUN 8 pm FridaY, March 30 
I 811des & pools • 2 pm Saturday, March 31 
ovo Moo,.,. Fn., March 30 & Sat., 
2 for  1, - M a r c h  3 1  
bring a friend. " " , Featuring Fashions by: ' " 
e Cotton Co. • 8AAN 
• • Mant ique • Francines 
See the latest styles & the M,ss Terrace Contestants 
I ,.. ,, a r ia  4:~uBp.m.;ere;,,allforPOOlSl. " :[ '- ........ 1 After,":*" ' ....... " " -  ' : 
, , ,~ ,~, -~ , ~. ~ ....... . ' : , . , . . ' , . .  , . , ; .  , . 
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Maytag has changed the appe~'ance of its dishwashers, This 
creates an oppm'tunlty for y~ to gAVE BIG on discontinued 
models while they last, IfllRRY for BEST BUYS1 
GREAT BUYS HOWl 
~ AT TOTEM 
FURNffURE &., 
APPLIANCES 
ON DISCONTINOED 
MAYTAG 
DISHWASHERS 
• Nobody gets dishes cleaner 
• ,No dishwasher holds more 
• Tlrree level scrubbing power 
• Quiet cleaning 
HURRY IN AND SAVE! 
' Sale ends March 31190 
• , , ?••  
- -  •••;i ! i: i• i% •ii~i ¸ ~!i•ii :¸ III~I:!/~I~II:I ••i!/•• • • • ~• 
Winter water 
Low WINTERwater is evident as sand and gravel bars poke yet before the heavy spring run off increases water levels. 
above the surface of the Skeena River. It'll be at least a month , : . . . .  , 
School condom debates A.new 
continue in northwest ~~"~Z'~'o': sp!r!tof 
' AIDS education i  schools, and ~ :  glvlrlg TERRACE -- Prince Rupert's at a closed door meeting nearly 
school board has voted two months ago, and then tabl- the release of the provincial ^"~'*""~F'"~*'" ...........¢o~;*;"g 
unanimously to install condom ed the issue, government-sponsored AIDS " ,,d,.o~u.,.,i,g 
dispensing machines in the Cooper said the trustees want video. 
district's junior and senior to seek the opinions of more The Skeena Health tUnit's 
secondary schools, parents, students and teachers medical health officer said three 
The decision two weeks ago before making any decision, of the five AIDS carriers in the 
makes Prince Rupert he second She said the board is continuing northwest who tested positive 
mrthwest region to make con- to meet privately with people• last year were teenagers. Dr. 
doms available to high school David Bowering said the pro- 
students in a bid to prevent the "We're listening to the opi- portion of youths here who are 
spread of AIDS. Trustees nions of anyone who wants to HlV-positiye is much higher 
pointed to a survey of parents talk to us about it," Cooper ad- than anticipated, and said it 
of Prince Rupert high school dad. isn't known how many more are 
students, which indicated 72 per The Skeena Union Board of infected but haven't been 
cent favour installing condom Health also called for increased tested. 
machines. 
Northwest school boards ~¢ 
have been addressing the ques- 
tion since December, when the 
Skccna Union Board of Health 
urged that the machines be in- 
stalled. ~. 
Terrace and area trustees 
have so far made no decision on =- I BL 
whether to make condoms .3 I f awilable in School District 88 
schools, g I Interested In gavin 
Queen Charlotte school 
i board trustees voted earlier this ~. ~ A ~ . ~  year to install the machines• The two northwest school districts z have joined several other boards 
across the province in moving to 
install the machines. ~:~ 
Earlier this month Kitimat ca ¢ trustees voted against installing [~ 
the machines by a 6-1 vote. ~'-" 
Of the northwest school 
boards, only Smithers and Ter- 
race trustees remain to deal with 
the issue• 
Terrace school board chair- 
man Edna Cooper said last 
week the condom question I 
won't be ignored• | 1 "We're not going to let it / drop," she said, "We are going NOTICE OF PUBLIC to make a decision," 
Local trustees heard the opi- MEETING 
nions of some local counsellors 
SEVEN SISTERS LOCAL Ca ugh t .~ ,ou .c~ USE PLAN 
The Ministry of Forests invites the general in store public to a presentation of the ANNUAL i;. ' 
REPORT of the Seven Sisters Local Resource 
Use Plan on the following dates: 
TEI[U~CE - -  A local man 
caught red-handed in a January HAZELTON 
break-in at the Terrace Co-op April 2, 1990, 7:30 PM at the 
has been convicted and sentenc- 
ed to 18 months in prison. Legion Hall in South Hazelton 
Police officers at the March 6 AND 
trial said Aaron Jeffery Albert 
Young apparently entered the TERRACE ~:~ 
Oreig Ave. store through an 
• unlocked rear door on the night April 3, 1990 at the 
of Jan. 11. Kalum Forest District Office ~.  
Young then tripped a silent 
alarm prompting officers to at- Copies of the Annual Report will be available 
tend. Crown prosecutor Paul at the meeting or at the District Offices in 
Kirk said RCMP found Young Hazelton and Terrace on or after Apdl 3, 1990, 
inside carrying two large 
backpacks filled with cordless Any and all comments with regard to the i l !  ~!) r i  
drills. Annual Report should be addressed to: 
"The accused claimed he fell 
asleep in the store and was just DISTRICT MANAGER 
returning the merchandise to 
the store's lost and found," KISPIOX FOREST DISTRICT . i . 
Kirk added. BOX 215 . 
Provincial court Judge P.R. HAZELTON, B.C. 
Lawrence didn't buy l'oung's VOJIYO 
story, finding him guilty of . , 
breaking and entering with the 
intent to commit a theft,.. SmnaoredBy: 
Lawrence pointed to Young'sl 
previous record of break-and- 
enters in deniencing idm to 18 ~,, . . . . . . .  ,. ~.,.,, 
months ki jail, 
MAYTAG 
BIG LOAD 
DRYERS 
• No. 1 preferred 
brand' 
• Dependability 
proven in 
commercial 
laundries 
"iSsued I~ Caaadrq~ ¢an~.n~r *ulvev~ ) 
5 REASOHS 
Ill BUY A MAI~G,  
1, DEPENDABILITY 4. DURABILITY 
2. QUALITY 5. EASE OF 
3. LONG, STRONG, OPERATION 
WARRANTIES 
CANADA'S #1 
PREFERRED BRAND' 
~.t MAYTAG 
HEAVY DUTY 
WASHERS 
asia longer, needs fewer repairs 
and costs less to service 
• Large capacity 
MAYTAG 
REFRIGERATORS 
BUY HOW! 
WE WILL 
GUARANTEE IT 
TO THE YEAR 
01111 rl,I iiilm it, I|~ 
(ASk |04 Ol|llll) 
MAYTAG . . . . . . . . . .  
STACKED . . . . . . . . . .  
PAIR I II 
• Full sized, large : 
capacity washer - - - - -  
and dryer 
• Simple Io, operale 7 .~ . -~ '~ ' .  
Only 27V2" wide 
FURNITURE & APPLIANCE LTD. i 
,T/ace 1963 t i 
t~m~ ~ • Free Delivery / 
• ' '0" Down O.A.C. 
• Same Day Credit Approval i 
%'%~1 0 i 'ORD, GMC, cHRYsLER & IMPORTs I i 
'90 supor ! '90 c" '90,empo Cabs Cabs 
from i from . from 
*325 [ s469 *225 
per month .0 ~r~0n~,  r per month. 
48 months O.A,C. qu ~I~,,=,~..~?.~. 48 months O.A.C, 
o.= ,, .,,=,~,,,u 8.9% financing 
uy or lease any now or used gas/diesel truck or van 
or less from factory broker with "0" down O•A.C. 
s g $2,000? A new car or trt~¢k every 2 years? 
)LLECT ANYTIME 
1-7778 
Cell todayl 
Great 
selection of 
used veNcks 
VANCOUVER 
Touring Ensemble 
~'i :~': .•. , 
PRESENTS . 
LA BOHEME 
A Terrace Concert  Society product ion  
da rii6 y, Ap 
HEM Lee Theatre,  6 p.m. 
Tickets available at Erwin'e Jewellers In the Skeena Mall 
"A I i le of living, 
- *orll ,~: for giving" 
OPENING MAY, O0 ,', 
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I . HEY  "1' FABRIC EXTRAVANGA!:" :J~'J~ 
-.~1 SAVE,. I v, lnn.=.~l J BUYTWOMST;~ES'OI~,~;~'~'B"'C I I  
I r.| £ ,  % e,.Xc~"~oC,'.~,%%"~EP..%"..~ I .,'~0%."o~."..%; I WE SEU ~NO RECE,VE ~HE I I 
!: I ~ L OFF .,.c.%~,==u:~;....,., I EASTER 620DY J woOLWORTH yo3urdFFeREcEHEADOUARTERS, J j 
". . ELIUM ~ I WOOi~WORTH YOUR BIKE HEADQUARTERS _ J~ALLOON J WOOLWORTH YOUR CO:IRNI::~::EH::::U:::JR:IS! J I 
I . . . . .  AGAIN FOR 1990 ~/~' r '~ '~_~ - E.V I . . . . . . .  I I 
I SAVE ~. ..~o~ou.ou..,.~ ~ ~ :~ i~NTTIULR~AA~TE, ~AV~ CORN,NGWA~N~ C00KWARE , v.,u~..,c.o ,.. ~ ..,o,oo~ ~ o 
t II ~ ~ ~ Oll%l~O ~ ~ BASTER 6 | I pieces, styles and pazterns j 
' ~ 1  , ~ , 1  OFF with coupon on any '., "i SAVE S] .p  ~ 
. li(~,,.~t "~'ET~Si' .i~[ Ii,~_.., 5SO~Di~ISET~I [t~~ FRYING PANS. a~l |~(~[ED°'F'FB;AhC~U'P;I~AN~..,.] i'(.~ includ~;n rtment~i I i ,. J ' i ' i . ~!  ! jg  eass°wee~:vneclrudlngTIF i i ~°°T'°l~'~~°°.~ji~ irlclude:: !u~sOsrlOrtmerl'' ~'~i II 
. . . . . . . .  ' =  . . . . .  " -  . . . . . . . . .  " "  . . . . . . .  - . . . . . .  " . . . . . . . . . . . .  
• '" [CLEAR..V_~E.'~_W~BiR~_D__C'_A_ GE I "I| | /  : D|P, " L '  ' 17P cStalnle=Steel,'''''nu'°'"0j,'' I.oo.~"OZ0,,'~,'~,".,,,o 1"[! I ~..o-~~k} 1! I 
. . . .  . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  I 
,~':_, ,, L. i~,, :.~,~ FAMILY' ALLOWANcE MONTHLY DRAW FORi~ [' 'l ~~; , "  ' ,  7";,~.~ ' DRAE 0F YOU, CH01C, ~ w .  !" • , ~.V- t~: ,~ MARCH wlLL BE HELOA~ER OUR BIKE DRAW , ~ ~ "" ~' " ' 
' I }~,](~)0%, ' ~. ~ ,  _%, ~.~ *~ .... cV~iann~jhsee~alFUe yOouY(~Ue;.Feanmt~ fAIorOnW jtnsctecO sheqUerl~ar~irf r ' ', "~_ " ~.o v o '  e ~ .'~'~; '~[ A BICYCL " " 
L II O)~ ~ N!°WanMondayCeCheqUeof every month*ithy0,:*~,purch ~ase: Draw held on art I '1 .~  - ~,~.'~.,,,~, - VALUE UP TO $150.00March 31 Ii I 
I 
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School dnstnct shorts :-ii: ,:iii:  H0me f:theWestem Boot 
' ~ ~ - -  - -  - - l  ' ' - - - -  - -  ' = '  ' ' ' - -  l L ::: ~ ~ : I :  :i~:'i / tO 'a .  blgger &: better locatlon ",,:, J,~|l~ J 
 ppean m  ptea ' : ":~::4:~ed1,70PENING APRIL Lake lse  Ave .  
a : ; : : :!:.I y ensPhete).BEEIDE3RDAVEBHOE8 ~ l 
- -  School board Parents who aren t satisfied p y a. district teacher to get million will be ut out to te:'d : :: ': ~ :~ ;: 
wtwtwt~e~Syh~)~eanPtPsr°a~V~ :t~Yjs en~s ~t~sa~to°~dtisa~e~t o°~fi~ea~Cn~= ~e°tsg:tt~raCvn.emrt~lr.tmhendDaf nn~h:nnef~V:w:;k:ceme: :~  .i~. i . i .  635 ,6 .  703  . • 
can appeal decisions of teachers appeal directly to an appeals Faced with/provincial 'shot- ~ Hazelton Secondaw School i : .... : ~ ' " '1 
tages in specialist teachers," the were completed last week~' | ::~ i l L I ' I P I~N%I  Zf~l lk l l f i  I 
7 ~ I i t  in  IJUt.  I IM ,. ! 
an(: J THE HAIR HUT Is very • 
199( | pleased to welcome KeU 
ex | .  Everett to their professional 
k o: I team. Kell, recently came 
, | from Vernon where she has 
Jot J eucessfully •completed 
pasl | numerous  pivot point 
: - -  | courses In advanced ha i r  
ent~, : /  , cu t t ing  for  men and 
nts' | women.  Let Keg give you , 
rks, J the scientific approach to I~  m 
rno. ] hair scu lpture . .  KELI EVERETT 
,sin J .  ~ OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK 
;rr°a / f3 l r - -D~\  Me. . .  Sat. 0 am-6  pm " 
:ion / I~L~_  ._~,~ Friday 9 am- 9 pm . 
bar |~t.~'jFh~.~T'~>c~ 3992 B Old Lakelse Lk. Rd. 
ir~, J '~)--~.~r,t 'q7 in Thornhlll ' 
by the ~ 
and school distr ict ad- 
ministrators. 
Trustees approved the new 
procedure - - required unde~ the 
new School Act - -  at the 
board's March 13 meeting. 
It entities students or their 
parents to appeal any decision 
of a school district employee 
"which significantly affects the 
education, health or safety of 
the student." 
Examples given for situations 
that could be appealed include 
placement of a child in a par- 
ticular class, learning material 
used in school, suspensions of 
children for disciplinary or 
health reasons, and,' grading 
and graduation decisions. 
committee appointed by  the 
school board. Three trustees sit board decided last year to sch0olboard trustees were told 
on the "committee, and the ' recruit a teacher rinterested in at their March 13 meeting. :~ 
board can also name ad-: taking: on the training, and Trustees have approved and 
cover the person's university expafided programs for 1990 
training costs. The board deeid- designed to provide work ex- 
ed tO ask the education ministry perience for students at risk of 
to pay half;- ' ' . . . .  dropping out of school; 
A letter to the school board Work  Or ientat ion  
from the director o f  the:: Workshops - -  run for the past 
ministry's educational pro- three years in the summer 
Spray proposal 
gets a hearing 
TERRACE --  The appeal of 
Canadian National Railways' 
proposed spraying of herbicides 
along its northwest railway line • 
will be heard April 25 and 26 in 
Smithers.. 
Fighting the planned spraying 
will be a coalition of fishermen, 
natives and environmental 
groups. An Environmental Ap- 
peal Board spokesman said the 
tl~ree main appellants are the 
United Fishermen and Allied 
Workers' Union (UFAWU), the 
United Transport Union, and 
Pat Moss, a representative of 
the environmental group Save- 
the-Bulkley. 
The Skeena Society to Op- 
pose Pesticides and several nor- 
thwest native organizations are 
backing the appeal, according 
to UFAWU vice-president Ar- 
nold Nagy. 
CN wants to spray the track 
to control weed growth along 
the track. The company was 
granted a permit last year to 
ministrators, teachers, and 
anyone lse to sit on it. 
The appeal committee r com- 
mends a decision to the school 
board, and the board's decision 
is final. 
Trustees rejected a draft of a 
new student transportation grams department s ates the 
policy. The policy would set out  money won't be provided now. 
the terms under which students The board was asking for 
get school bus service. Trustees $22,708 from the province, and 
wanted to make changes to the hasn't decided if it can still go 
draft to better reflect weather ahead with the plan. 
and geographical conditions in Trustees decided to write a 
northwest B.C. letter to a committee comprising 
The school board's plan to =. several piovincial ministries in 
an effort to get the money 
through other avenues. 
Construction of a new secon- 
dary school in Hazelton at a 
cost 
spray the herbicides Karmex 
and Glean in a six-metre swath 
along the tracks from Smithers 
to Prince Rupert. 
Herbicide opponents ay the 
chemicals can pollute drinking 
water, kill fish and wildlife, and 
contaminate berries and foods 
used in traditional native 
culture. 
Several groups came together 
in 1987 to defeat a similar ap- 
plication by CN. 
Nagy said the fisherman's 
union is particularly concerned 
spraying could pollute small 
streams along the line and 
damage fish stocks. 
Some appellants want CN to 
instead use steam and borax, a 
more environmentally accep- 
table method of growth control 
used by Canadian Pacific 
Railways last year on its Van- 
couver Island track. 
The proceeding.~ : e  tO be 
held in the Hudson Bay. Lodge 
in Smithers, April 25 and 26. 
provide paid work for students  
likely to drop out. The students' 
problems include low marks, 
pregnancy, and social or emo. 
tional Problems. 
The school board will again 
apply for the 1990 summer pro- 
gram, but will also apply for a 
year-round Work Orientation 
Workshop from September 
!990 to June 1991. The progr.am 
runs at no cost to the board, 
and is administerfd 
of approximately $12 Canada Employment Centre. 
\ 
\ 
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Windy Craggy Project 
Mine Development 
Geddes Resources Umited has defined a major reserve of 
copper and other by-product minerals on its Windy Craggy 
property in northwestern British Columbia The Company has 
completed conceptual engineering for the development of a 
major, long-life mine Environmental studies have been carried 
out to determine the present environmental conditions and to 
plan a course of construction and operation of the mining 
complex so as to minimize the impact on the environment 
The environmental information has been compiled into a five 
volume Stage I Environmental nd Socioeconomic Impact 
Assessment Report which has been delivered to the Mine 
Development Steering Committee of the British Columbia 
Government This report will be reviewed by the Committee as 
a part of the Mine Development Review Process The report 
has also been distributed to all interested government 
agencies in British Columbia, Yukon. Alaska and the Federal 
Governments in Canada and the United States 
Copies of the report have also been placed in Public Libraries 
at: Fort St John, Haines, Juneau, Kamlcops, Prince George, 
Skagway, Smithers, Terrace, Vancouver (Main Branch), 
University of British Columbia and Simon Fraser University 
Libraries. Victoria and Whitehorse 
The public is encouraged to review this report o inform 
themselves of the importance and scope of the project 
To provide a further opportunity for interested persons to gain 
an understanding of the project, Geddes Resources Limited 
plans a series of public meetings at locations in areas where 
sufficient interest is expressed You are urged to return the 
form below indicating your interest in the project 
To: Geddee Resources Limited 
Gulnness Tower 
1080-1055 West Hastings Street 
Vancouver, B.C, 
V6E 2E9 
I would be interested in attending a public 
meeting in or near my community to learn 
more about the project 
Q I would like to receive a copy of a summary 
brochure describing the project 
Comments 
Addm=" ~' 
(Pn~P~nt) 
HUGE 
DISCOUNTS! 
ABSOLUTEB 
NO EXTENSIONS! 
:2. 
11 
• I" ! • 
,£  
I 
I 
LISTEN TO THE EXPERTS... 
' if you want o know why domestically 
based automobile manufacturers are 
getting their pants beaten off 
all you have to do is 10ok at the 
1990 Honda Accord' 
~to~t~e Magmr~, No~mber, 1~9 
/ 
/ / 
:---._ / / I I I 
\ 
\ 
\ .. 
Time is Running Out... 
SALE ENDSSAT., APRIL 7, 5 pm 
JUST ARRIVED! 
The NEW 1990 Prelude has an awesome 
LISTEM 19 TIlE EXPERIS... 
"Honda's CRX Si - Econospet-- 1990 
Top 10 New Car Buys."Theleader i~Ihedas~" 
Moreover, it's a Honda, *h~ meansthe 
2-seater willlxovideyeon~ seMceee a~ = 
transportation mxlule with n=y a wlrnpe 
~ ~  combination of power and feature 
equipment a a price that offers an astounding 
performance per dollar eturn1 
FOR THE'POWER OF PERFORMANCE, ..~- ~t 
TEST DRIVE THE 1990 PRELUDE TODAY! ~ .,~i===~ ~, ,~ I  
• u I 
TERRACE HONDA SALES 
638-8171 4838 I-Iwy. 16 West. 
. ~' ..... Dealer No. 8920 
i , i i , 
. . . . .  r 
f ; ' P '  t r ¢ "  - ' , '  - t ( '  " , '  f 
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' ' ~ "  " ' 4"  i "  ~ '~ r Make our place "Your phice" to or~oy en . . . .  . f l ~ l l i ~  | ,  i :~  
"i ~' ' " " n i  evenfngofklflmatod,l~klge/glreasot~31epdcell ~. '~ l~. J i lW- I  
I I . . . .  c,o,  nnv ntinn D • you ey [ i ' ~ V l l  l iVeN u lb lV l l  I l Y  You©analmuth~rtheoemnl , I  i : 
cent re  o n  - 
, ~ " • - -  . a i _ : I \~  ~ . BAVARIAN mN ~ i,...~..~ R ' i 
[ '3  ~ ~ ~:i ~ - -~; 1  U l [ y  5 i n s [  " ~ : Ch°°seanyeombnatl°n°f 3iternsfr°mthe.i : ~ i .... : A. -=-__y .= =.A J I .  ~ ~ ...... ~ I ? '~~o. .0 f3 .emst r , ,~the  \ /" :~,~! ~ i 
• ~Jun mckenN ~was  : 
~:~'i '~" .~.~t ~o l  ' i  '3;' . "TERRACE --The design, cost . said the inten t Was to ,:establish \ ~ . : -~='~'~ '  -'- : :i:: !:: :i i 
I I  posed community/convention One of the first steps was to ~ ~,~l ,  ka ~=~,, ml =,,= ' " '~  " ; 
.~ ~ ,,. [ centre will be known by July 31, decide the type o f  buildin= "re' ~ ~"  " "  ~- . .  ~ 
] " "  ~~i :~:"  *' ~":~: I says the newly.hired person in quired. That meant determininoo ~ emd~l FanaU or s~ms~m~' C~m~, 0~tm / ~ i : i 
1 ~ ~ ~ ,  charge of an economic develop-, what outside conventions could i ' / ' f  "~: :> ' - - - - - - "  ~ ' ~  ~ : ' J I  
i ~ ~  ment program, be attracted and the facilities' ~" t......~ ~h~- '~" 'Q  _ .am a I~ ~ / 
: Dons Smith said the centre is they would require, local needs : . 
' ~ SI one of four projects chosen as for both large annual events and Any 3 i 
, ways of diversifying the city's regular smaller gatherings and For more Information and reservations cull: ': 
I ~,:: [ economy, then reaching a baiance between BNI~tMm..S~n. LUICtI:Mon..FrL 4332L~elseAvo, 
The others are an assessment the two. 5 p.m. to 11 p.m. 11:30 a.m. to2 p.m. Terrace e.c. 636-9161 
I of the community's upport Visits to cenLres in similar siz- 
'l systems for seniors, provision ed communities -- already 
of wildlife viewpoints and underway-- would also provide 
. . . .  ~ w nature trails and establishing a some further ideas. " 
I /~,:~:~:i~ ~ ~'~ = :: forestry faculty at Northwest Once a basic concept had 
...... ~' ~:!~" , : , . : ; " ,~~:~ !~- ~] " Smith was hired this month program would put the city in 
- ~ ~ i  ' ,~:" ~ ~" ~ Community College. been settled on, Smith said the 
• ~- !~ ~ ':, .,.: 
~~:'~: - ~  . .  government grant o assist corn- parts and financial specialists 
I " Facelift munities with their economic needed to complete the next 
[ development planning by pro- stage. "That saves a lot of time 
viding access to government and searching for those people," he 
[ private industry experts, added. 
i I NEW LOOK for spring is the object of John Vande Velde's . Agreeing the decision to pro- His job throughout would be 
[ I work on the front of. Dave McKeown's building now housing cued and actual Construction f to ensure the various tasks were 
Kondolas Furniture on Hwyl6. the centre would obviously not being carried out and 
! = occur' within the five month "everybody is working with 
', lifetime of the program, Smith each other," 
' 
I d Environment stresse 
Nisga'a looking for investors " 
! TERRACE -- The Nisga'a booth at the Globe 90 trade ment at a latter day (when the dad. 
Tribal Councii received agood show to hear its message of claimis ettled). We emphasized And although other native 
i response in its search for responsible d velopment i  the the environmental con- groups protested outside Globe 
[: developers at an international Nasa Valley once its land claim sciousness of our people," he 90 saying that aboriginal title 
environment and business trade is settled, said. must be recognized in B.C., 
i show in Vancouver last week, "We're here to promote our "We're not in favour of Nyce skid there was no conflict 
i says one of its membe~r s. . existence as Nisga'a people in  development for development's ,,in the: Nisga'a ~ lookin~,,-~for 
; .Harry Nyce said at,l~t.$~000~W~h~r~nce i ore B;C. We're: sake, but-for development that " 'devel6~s. ,,:~: i  :~:~''': ' - 
i pc°pie stopped atth~uncil's~ looking :for business develop fitstheenVironment,', Nycead- ty"Thi~givesusthe°pp0rtuni'to draw attention to the " - - - - ' - - -  r ii 
OFF Miners suppliers meet that(land'issueandt°theissUeSare import t to us," he 30% I ~ • said. " Representatives of forest in Smithers next week companies, mining concerns . and recreation and tourism ALL  DENBY 
enterprises topped by the 
TERRACE-- Area suppliers °f ~ i i i i i :  " the multiplier °f that m°ney N isga 'ab°° th 'Nycesa id ' , ,  " He timated that 1 ,250  ~ , ~ - - ~  
tee mining industry have their around town, Harivel con- Nisga'a buttons and a larger 
chance to increase business next tinned. 
week at- a trade show in He said Smithers i an attrac- number of brochures were 
Smithers. :!~- : " ~/S~ 0~:~ ~O,~"~)d/~'~ " i tive place for mining companies handed out. 
Nearly all of the 8O booths et and for suppliers because it is The booth, buttons and 
brochures cost an estimated aside for displays have been' ~ the next largest centre on  SINCE 1910 
• of  ogre- I-Iwy,.  te.P,,nooooor.e or tend continue to come in, those doing work in the north. i~" and from Vancouver manned 4637 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace Shopping Centre 
merce organizer Colin Harivel ~ l~ " - -~  ~ The airport in Smithers isn't thebooth. 635-7440 
subjected bad weather condi- ~ ~ ~ ! : ~  to 
said last week. ~ ~ / tions as the one here and the 
"You name it, they're corn- town is a regional centre for 
: ing. We have welding outfits, provincial government services, 
:'~ tmond rillers and somebody Harivel added. 
selling ice machines," he said. Also scheduled is a mining 
One of the booths has been / ~ / conference featuring reports 
rented by the City of Terrace and speakers about various nor- 
which wants to attract mining thwesi projects- including the 
compani~ by-selling the city as Eskay Creek property north of 
servicing base, Colin Harivel Stewart and the newly-opened 
The response shows the "In Premier gold mine at Stewart. Enemies 
signficance of the mining in- 1987, a peak year, the Cominco will give a presenta- 9 
dustry which poured an figurewas$25million,"headd, tion on its SNIP property in the A LOVe v~tv  ][ -~l ' I t r~/ 
estimated $10 million in direct ed. lskut Valley and a provincial 
financial benefits into the "We can't say what will stay mines official will speak on ef- ( 
Smithers area last year, said in Smithers, perhaps 50 per forts to build a road into the 
Harivel. cent, but that doesn't include valley. Paul Mazursky's gentle, .; 
ironic comedy of post-war 
go .w or .s o 
isthe revamped food floor, con- migrants is steeped in .!!::i~! 
course and cafeteria t Terrace nostalgia. :, ;* 
Co-op. The movie's central ' i t  
The $750,000 project began figure is Herman (Ron 
last fall and includes new an- . Sliver), a Polish Jew who, 
trances and a new exterior, completion of its $500,000 '* * * * , ,  
At the same time, the Co:op renovations project, said Smith. Leg and June Spooner have after enduring the horrors =. 
has moved it building supp]!es Also planned is a banquet- bought the Northern Accents of the holocaust, settles in : 
store from its Greig Ave. loca- meeting room to fill the space gift shop in the Thornhill Public New'York, The time is furs from an overactive nothing of the others. 
tion to the former QM In- left when the Ironworks Gym Market. The couple will keep '1949 and Herman still suf. libido that has him 
dustries building onMolitor. 'moves on, said Smith. That' l l  operating Yeilowhead Hay and furs from haunting cheating on his wife. In. Enemies, A Love Story, 
• 'Co-op general manager boost the conference capacity of Grain, nightmares of his wartime fact, Herman must contend is based upon the novel of 
Lawrence Oosselin says the . 'the hotel to more than 400 peg, Leg Spooner said he will con- exnedenneA at thn h~nd~ with thrum Indiae In hh. I|#~ the e. '~m . . . . .  k , ,  I . . . .  
I renovations i,and changes will p i e . .  centrate~on the feed store while 
mean more jobs but how many ' Ju6e wllli be:at Northern Ac-' 
w0n;t be known for awhile. * * * * * * cents, Running th~ gift store in- 
. i , ,  * * ' ,  . . . .  An arts and crafts gift shop is ~ cludeshandling the Sears outlet, 
The Terrace Hotel has anew opening up on Hwyl6 next,t0 post: office ahd Richards 
manager. . the  chamber o f  commerce' CleanerS agent responsibilities. 
,Robert Q. Smith was most' tourism information office.' ~: "We thi"k Thornhill will 
r~ ;ntly in charge of marekting ' Kermodei Trading Company really go ahead, and this is a 
a /promotions attheLakeaide will have separate hemerooms, perfect opportunity," he said. 
Resort at Pentieton. : :  : employ five people and: offer : :: :, , * * , ** , ,  
:~!From Ontario, :Smith has items from, ar.ound'BiC,,Say.' : Lagtl !year .686 immigrants 
~n ' ln  B.Ci since ~1r989: ~ ' ' manager urenaa t=acnero ann .came to B.C, under a plan 
Nhe Terrace Hotel ~ls also owner Glen Saunders, ~ : :  whereby, they must investment 
ch~ its name --totheTer- ~ Cachero said tt was difficult money  and:wovi~e jobs. 
race]nn.. . :'~ :": ' :  '~ to find B.C,-made .iPr0dact s~'/, The .~t~ under the an-, ', :!:~m~U,fit ,with p!ans,io~offer :: .: b~use it m~t  vls!!~$:to~s :~:it~pre0neda] program s~d they: 
t 
spring and cOlnclde':~:~th',::the ~,: i ~on !Ideal attlsans,,:, ~::,~:.!~,'.~.::~.'~,;!!:i~:and l~eep~.517'~t~ Cotillions.., 
A " ~ , 
~, 
I 
~j 
' t* 
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"No" toaletlng 
EAT WELL AND STUFF of your f o o d . .  ; ~ moderate amounts. 'Try 'the 
gKUPKA • , When you eat, onlyeat. Ifyou:i 'light" versions!of beer o r '  
~d to diet to eat read or watch TV as you snack., wine. ' :~i , : 
~a Health Unit you may lose track of the  I * Get some exercise ~er~ day, • 
~ya Kupka in amount of food you are eating, Walk tO work. Take the stairs. 
a ser ieso fco l - .  When eating out, make ' Find activities you ehjoy and in. 
[ng March as healthy choices. That does not dude family or friends. 
mean you have to give up good Eating well and living well 
next month, taste, mear~ you care about hehealth 
of your mind and body, ii 
For information on  healthy 
By SONYA  
You don't nee  'I ,, .  
well. says Skeen    y se. k  e. • t e.exerci cyez~.day, 
nutritionist Son .stairs. 
this, the last in ries of co l . .  
umns recognizing 
nutrition month. 
Beginning 
there'll be a regular series about . When grocery shopping, use a 
various aspects of  health in the list and try not to go when you 
northwest, are hungry, choices while grocery shopping, 
• If you choose:to have •contact a local Ovcrwaitea "
Healthy eating habits involve aic0holic drinks, enjoy them in ~ store. . = : 
choosing a variety of foods ac- 
cording to Canada's Food 
Guide, picking foods lower in 
fat, using high fibre foods like 
whole grains, fruits, vegetables 
and legumes and trying alter- 
natives to meat. 
These habits will help you 
control your weight and they 
are important but they are also 
habits many dieters ignore. 
Dieters also tend to miss out [ ior f f ier ly  ~ometn lng  ~OOQ I 
on one other vital aid to weight Bookstore) is having a. . .  
t control eating regularmeals. Thank You Eleanor Froese Day This means three me ls a day l i  ~ and maybe one or two wise 
snacks. Sat., March 31, 1990 Most dieters commonly sk ip  
breakfast.  Their  usual 
arguments are "once I start F.~aaor will have a gift for aH I I I eating I can't stop" or "it starts ALL  DAY 10% OFF ' 
my dieting day off right - -  customers from I pm to 4 pm Coffee served all day. 
calories not eaten can't land on 
my hips." The Right? Wrong. 
Many studies how that skip- 
ping breakfast may not only  T r e a s u r e  H o u s e  decrease your ability to perform 
well at school, work or home, 
but it may also temporarily (formedy SomethinoGood Bookstore) 
lower your metabolism and 4607 Lazelle Ave., 
create strong urges to binge on 635-3803 
high calorie foods. 
The change in metabolism 
may make you conserve more C o m e  toke o u r  calories as fat in your body than 
.your neighbour who ate a 
healthy breakfast. This is why n e w e s t  showroom you may be able to eat more to 
weigh less. 
The urge to binge on high outFor spin 
calorie foods can destroy you a • , • 
motivation to keep yourself on / 
the health track, while at the 
same time adding another spare 
tire. 
This urge might be caused by 
a lack of energy going to your 
brain, or by alterations to your 
blood chemistry during times of 
starvation. It isn't really a lapse 
in will power, it's a strong sur- 
vival instinct. 
Eating breakfast puts you 
well on your way to getting all The new Passat is our biggest, most outstanding handling and tenacious 
the nutrients yOU need every spacious Volkswageneve[ roadholding. 
The Passat is designed to transport So drop by and take our roomy new day. Miss it, and it's hard to 
make up for it. Breakfast will five adults in complete comfort, It's so showpiece for a test drive today. 
also help you  avo id  those late roomy that even the rear seats recline. 
Yet Passat doesn't Surrender perfor- 
night munchies. Many nutri-, ~(~ Pastor $19,950 '  rnance for comfort. Like all German- 
tionists think it's best to eat engineered Volkswa~]ens, it offers 
most of our food during the • Based on manufacturer's suggested ~eta*l Io~ the sedan with 5 speed manual 1 lanhm~$sloo 
day, rather than late afternoon Opt0ons dest,nat*oncha,geanddeatetpre!oa,at0onextra Deal trn ysellforless 
and evening. 
It's time to say "no" to diets / ~  Columbia  Auto  Haus  L td .  
and "yes" to breakfast. ~ 3779 RIVER DRIVE, TERRACE, 635.5717 
S ip ome t s 
The following tips may also T R A V E L  
help you attain or maintain a . ~ ~,.~...~_,-' '-- , 
healthy weight without depriv- -~  
 ,oo.o o.o ,,aoo ,o - .  
home to eat. Sit down when you t . ~ ~  
eat. , '-: , !i' ~'i~ , 
Eat  slowly. Enjoy the fiavour 
PUERTA VALLARTA - APRIL SPECIAL SATURDAY DEPARTURES 
. FROM VANCOUVER FROM $499 per person at the Posada Del Angel 
' ~ ~ U p  • MAZATLAH- AIR ONLY APRIL 7 TO 14 - $299 
BC/ 
, DAItN! 
[ ~OIILD HAVE 
~ ADVERTIgED 
]N TH]~ ~PA~E! 
NEW LOCAT 
0 
-. ,. , 
~/! i  ~i .i~i ' ~ • 
:~ /i / /  ¸ 
THE ENTIRE STORE! 
PLUS 
: , ,  Dai ly  Door  Pr i zes  
. ::~ . One Grand Pr i ze  
:. , Cappucc ino  Bar  
MANY MORE UNADVERTISED 
SPECIALS! . . . . .  i , 
L imi ted  Quant i t ies  
CARMENS KITCHEN 
R.q.q 2352 4718 Lakelse Ave, Terrace , - . - . - -=  . . . . . . .  
Radio J'haek 
AUTHORIZED SALES CENTRE 
RAND OPEN 
- . 
NEW LOCATION 
4718 LAZELLE AVE.  
2 PRIZE DRAWS 
* lusters entry forms available for a Duo/one Tad-1000 answering 
machine, No purchase necessary, 
*Sales slip draw to win a Radio Shack cordless phone. 
BOTH DRAWS TO BE HELD 5 P.M. SATURDAY, APRIL 7th  
FREE REFRESHMENTS SERVED ON SATURDAY 
~ i  ,TABBY 1000 ex  ~ i I  1 TANDV IOCD TL i! ¸• TANDY' 1000 SL 206KRAMcxpafldableto640k, OOOS.2pr0ceosor 640K memory, 80286 i i  I 
: . . . . .  * 384K RAM expandable to US.DOS 2.11, 1.3.5" 720K disk pPocessor, MS,DOS 3.3 i~ i
640K 8080 p~essor, drive complete with (in ROM), 101.key an. 
" ~.L'%.. MS.DOS 0,3 (in ROM), an RG9.11 hioh re, I hanced keyboard, t0t.k. ~,  ~.~. oolotlon colou,/ ~ ' ~ i i  • -, , ° 1.3.5" 720K disk drive 
board, I-5,25" 300K flop. monitor (monitor i | ,,~:.~  ::%~ ~:". ~!.!~ complete with an 
py disk ddve cornplete stand not in¢lnded, ; ~ l n l ~  ;~ '~ f169-11 high resoluUo~ ;~ 
, with an R60.11 h~h re. 25-1001125.8056 i ~ ~~'f monHor. L~. '~ . .~co lour  ~: 
solution cdour monitor. Regular system ~l I I I~[  '~ 05.1601/25.80561990 
--' "' ' : 25.1401125.0056 1990 price $1 098, Save : ~ = ~  . Catalogue price $2.690. 
"3 Only" 
~ ~ ~ _ . ~  ...... ,,,._ s7T 5 :. : . :~~ , 
B.C. FERRIES EFFECTIVE MAY 1 • *'~ ' ~ ' ~  ~ ~ "~"*~" 
A new ferry run wil commence from Nanaimo to Tsawwassen - DESK OR WALL . ~ . , . .~~ 
Fare to be announced. ' MOUNT TELEPHONE 
with I[~htad keypad, " 
. .  * * 43,8804 ai~o~d/ ' 
',~ coffee, 43.8005 
: ~:~. ~ whita/chafcoal, 
RIO. $49.95, CHARTER AIR FARES THRU RESTA WEST - VANCOUVER-WINNIPEG :""  ~i,~ Save $1o. REMOTE CONTROL VAN OR TRUCK 
S209 - VANCOUVER-MONTREAL FROM $349. SPEAKER' 
~ i  i, .9AU 4X4 TRUCKS SPEAKERS • , • ,  ii~ ~; s390e PN°NE 
E~'~ '-, ' Full feature, 40 ~emor/'speakei 604057A27MHzyfllow;OO*4OgIA lOO watts per palL 12,8701 1990 
• 49 MHz blue. R~A~O.95 Save 25% Ca~oooe price $299,95, Ve Prlcel COHTIKI - APRIL SPECIAL - RE~BVE $100 OFF ~ . . . . .  tho~e with LCO dlsplay. 43.8900. . 
. . ,.,,ce. s59~. s -,~,., . .  . ,  land only packages from Europe and the South Pacific, .Le 
• ***  ~ " $99"  ' . .  '149  se 
SENIOR'S SPECIAL AIR FARE FOR THE MATURE TRAVELLER - 
55 p,US fares Terrace-Vancouver eturn $155. Seniors may take a ~i /~ , Assorted ,hand,hold ~ 
travelling companion. , ! games ' ~ 
• ***  
~ ~::;: IN OASH~M/FM GLOBAL HORIZONS - CANADIAN AIRUNES OFFER DISCOUNTS TO UNDERDASH AUTO ~' 
' SENIORS ENROLLED IN THE HEM/TRAVEL PLAN. OASSETrE DECK ; CASSETTE DECK 
• 0 t 1 ~  ~10 : rnlnl.size, =utO.sfop, 8 w|tts, 12.1927, • ~' " : : " '" Auto-stop. 0 watts, .12.1004. RUG. $09.95. • OFF  Re9. $09,05. Save 930. These Specials Are Available Through All Travel Agontsl. =.s., . , ,~ o,.. ~ • s59e s ; " . . . .  *~:~ '~... " ~ *,, ' . ~ s44 ee i. ; : 
GATUH -I-MIg ~ l~ lH i / /A  I i i i ] 
• :: .~ . : ~ MANY MORE UNADVERTISED DAILY  SPECIALS l l  ~ ~ ' ~ ~r ~ ~ ~ '~ ~ " ' ~: INSTORE.STOCK ONLY - LHTED QUANTITIES "7 TERRACE ,S.TORE, ONLY, 
' ~ , ~ i  ~ .... ~! : i i163§ ,181 . .  Ratine jrhaek 
~~:~:~: , ;~;Sk¢ lNma MI I I I~  ;I ORIZEO SALES CENTRE . . . . . .  . . . . .  
~ - . ~ . . - . . - , ~  ... . .  1 
' • , , • , • 
' i . ' , ' ,  , . , ,  r '  ~ '~ " ~' ~ ~;S~'~"~'¢ 'sv~ ~'~ ~ ~" ~ ~'  ~ ~ : "~ • • ~" ~ ;~ "Ms ' ;~  ~ '~  "~ q'~' "~:~ ""  ~"  "*~ q"~ ' " '  ~ ' ' - °  ~ I t . '~  ¢ * 
/ 
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Local songstress bridges the gap 
, >  o.h.s, w0. , . , . . .y ,  .o fa.o.,.0, = :Wlkat'a Up ~ a publk Nrvice 
to Ib8 reade~ and thoN com-  
/ muidty orlutlattlona In the 
':MARCH ~.~,  ~ - -  April 
2-$. Everybody is invited to at- 
tend a Spodal Series of Gospel 
Meetlz~p each :Mght at Oll'a 
Restaurant, 8 p.m. Evangelists 
Mr. D .  Howard and :A. 
Bor~ma will p r~h the Word. 
Come and rmd biblical answers 
to the many questions that arise 
In our minds. More iofo 
6~$-3810. 
. . . .  • " t" "k' ,A, ,k, 
MARCH 21, 1990-  Human 
.riilhts workshop. Sponsored by 
Terrace Women's Resource 
.Centre. Guest speaker is 
Rodger Davtsin the basement 
o f  the Terrace Pub ic Library 
• at 7:30 p.m. Pre-registratioh 
required. For more lnfo. phone 
638-0228. Ask for Bey or 
Carla. 
MARCH 27, 1990 Breast 
Self-Examination workshop at 
the Terrace Women's Resource 
Centre at h00 p.m. Pre- 
registration required. 638-0228. 
Ask for lkv or Carla. 
• k*  ~r'/r * 
MARCH 30, 1990 - -  The 
"Resource Manual for Low In- 
come Women" is ready for 
distribution and the Terrace 
Women's Centre invites you to 
an Open House to receive your 
copy. Please come and meet he 
project ,  part ic ipants that 
developed the manual from 1-3 
p.m. 
MARCH 29, 1990 -- Ministry 
of Health and Terrace 
Women's Centre ate sponsor- 
ins "Nobody's Perfect" a free 
five week parentins program, 
for parents with children from 
birth to age five. Register now 
for its last sesalon until 
September. Classes" will be 
Thursday afternoons, beginn- 
ing Mat. 29 1990. Childcare 
and t ranspor tat ion  are 
available. For more info. call 
Carol 638-3310 or Candice 
635-2116. 
" .MARCH 30, 19~0 -- The 
""C'al/~16dla" ScI~6ol "Braid "iS- 
holding "a "Silent Auction" 
Mar. 30 from 6-9  p,m.. Mar. 
~I from 10 a.m. - 5 p.m. and 
; April I from 12 - 4 p,m. in the 
Skeena Mall. Proceeds will be 
~u~d to send the band to a 
music festival t UBC in early 
May. More info. call 635.4341 
evenings. 
APRIL 1, 1990 - -  Terrace 
Mens Soccer General Meeting 
will be held Sunday at I p.m. at 
the Terrace Public Library. All 
interested parties please attend. 
'k * 'k 'k  "k 
APRIL 3, 1990 - -  Terrace 
Breastfeedin8 Support Group 
will be .holding a meeting on 
Tuesday at 8 p.m. in the educa- 
tion room of Mills Memorial 
Hospital. The discussion will 
focus on cont inued 
hreastfeeding, For further info, 
please clal Terry Walker at 
635-3287. 
APRIL 7, 1990 - -  Garage Sale 
to be held at Mills Memorial 
Hospital Thrift Shop from 10 
a.m. to I p.m. If anyone cares 
to donate miscellaneous articles 
for this sale. please contact Sal- 
ly Smaha at 635.4243 or 
Avel ine McConncl l  at 
635-5650. 
" APRIL I1, 1990 ~ General 
Meeting of B~mch 73. Old Age 
Pensioner's Organization at 
Happy Gang Centre on Kalum." 
Thursday at 2 p.m. New 
members welcome. 
, ~'k'A, ~r ~ 
;;KITIMAT" & TERRACE 
BLIND & VISUALLY IM- 
PAIRED PERSONS. We have 
a white cane club in Terrace. 
When in town come and have 
coffee with us. We would be 
happy to welcome you. 
Located at Women's Resource 
,Centre ~J42 Park Ave. Thurs. 
"day, 1::t0 p .m.  lnfo contact 
Phyllis ~6~8.0~12 or Felix 
' 638-1285. 
The Terrace Standard 
offers What ' s  Up  as a 
public service to its 
readers and those  eom-  
:~ munlty iorganizations in
: the  ~a.  
:/ ileum for th is  section 
:are fo r  non-pro f i t  
Organizations and for  
those events in, which  
'f .there, is no cost to, gain 
~ admlanion. ' 
: To meet our~produc. 
- !  l ion deldliael, we :l~k 
. | ::that t!!.ltema be.mbndt. " 
• ] ;  ted  ~,by: noon . "on  the - '  
• f0DowJnil week's issue. 
• ,:We also m~k ihat Items be 
• ! i ~ t}l)ewrltten orbe bfln/ed 
, :4 , , :~mm~.- , ,  .':~, , ,:.~ ~ . .- 
Laur ie  Tha in  
ty and determination to stay true to her 
as Rita MacNeil found out last week. own style of music,=, 
Even the fact she had just picked up a Although Thaln had to go on at short 
Juno as best female vocalist failed to per- notice, she said it hadn't bothered her. 
suade the fog to  lift at the Terrace- Noting stage performances were now 
Kitimat airport Monday night, causing part of her own singing career, she add- 
the Maritime star!s plane to divert o ed,  , I  was'mentally prepared for it." 
Prince Rupert. She was also happy to have been given 
That left organizers 0f her R.EIM. Lee an opportunity to play before a home 
performance witha problem MacNeil town crowd. "My music has grown in the 
was going to be at least an hour late for time I've been away and I think people 
tile show. were pleased to see how things were go- 
Fortunately, one of Terrace's own was ins," she explained. 
on hand to solve that problem and Local' audiences got another oppor- 
MacNeil's road manager wasted no time tuniw to hear Thain last weekend when 
asking, Laurie Thain to step into the she put on two dinner shows. She now 
breach, heads back to Nashville where she will 
"It was pretty thrilling because I have. start cutting J~er third album. 
a great deal of respect for•her, ', Thaln Although the disc will be produced to 
commented after her unscheduled 40 appeal to radio audiences, Thaln made it 
minute performance. Pleased to see clear she won't be changing her style to 
MacNeil get the recognition she descry- do that. "It's going to be real country," 
ed, Thain said she admired her originali- she said. Ri ta  McNe i l  
),.• 
• Qu i te the  ...... qu i l t  
HARBINGER OF SPRING. Drawing the crowds again over the weekend was the annual craft exhibition 
at the Happy Gang Centre. Handiwork on display included quilts, afghans, needlepoint or crewel pic. 
tures and embroidery. Above, organizer Rose de Bruyne shows off a quilt fashioned by Joyce Carser. 
sa. 
Tick disease here 
Welcome to Around Thor- 
nhiil. , 
• The sun is shining and it's 
cold outside. I thought we'd 
seen the last of all thatl 
This week I would like to in- 
form you about Lyme Disease. 
The most important new infec- 
tious disease to affect North cm in diameter at the site of the 
America, it is spreading rapidly, tick bite, appears only in 50 per 
Although it is less common in cent of cases. Victims can also 
Canada than the U.S., where suffer flu-like symptoms -- 
thousands of people have been fever', headaches, stiff neck, 
infected, the number of cases 
rose in Ontario last summer and painful joints, and general 
aches --  which usually disap- others have been found in pear seven to ten days later. 
Quebec, Manitoba, and Alberta Stage 2: If the infection isn't 
- -  and some here in Terrace. treated, second stage symptoms 
This article is intended to pro- appear weeks or months after 
vide you with an overview of the the onset of the infection. The 
malady, including symptoms, person suffers neurological nd 
(the disease can be successfully cardiac problems ranging from 
treated with antibiotics if meningitis to heart block. 
caught early) and, more impor- Stage 3: Months or years 
tant, preventive measures active later, victims develop chronic 
outdoor people can take. 
BACKGROUND arthritis and chronic fatigue. 
The earliest reports of the 
disease go back to 1909 when a 
Swedish dermatologist noted 
patients who developed a ring./ 
• shaped rash at the site o f  a tick 
'bate. It iate'r gained its official 
aame "erythema chronicum 
migrans" because .o f :  the 
disease's hallmarki a persistent 
red migrating rash~ - - 
Around 1975, parents'rin 
Lyme, Connecticut,., ::beCame, 
alarmed at the high=nia~ber o f ,  
juvenile i'heumatold 'arthritis 
cases in the area. Clinical in'.  
vestigatioil solated the cause as 
a bacterial lnfectiom Transmis. 
sion of the bacteria was suc. 
cessfully linked to bites:received 
from local deer ticks, and the il- 
lness was dubbed Lyme Disease. 
SYMPTOMS' in June or July, when larvae 
Infection f rom the Lyme and nymphs are most active. 
=Disease bacteria.i has three ..... ""~ '~:< PREVENTION 
stages. ; _ '• : .  i ' '  ~ I i ~ "/iNobod]/iikesto be bitten by 
Stage. I, The. llrStl sy~.pt0.ms tlcksand these snggestionsapp- 
occur mree to 14aays a!ter ttte ly tO avoidlna all ticks, in. 
• tick bite ,,. e-~u]lseye,~Jrash~ :: I i -  : 
• a circular red,, e tup l l0d 'ab°ut~:~"~"~6 ' ' ~ : ' ' ' . ,  . , . . . . . .  • ' w-y6tt~tlek," . . . . . . . . .  '";: Get' infor. 
• " - t  " 
Around 
Thornhll, / 
!f you have been enjoy- 
mg outdoor activities it's 
.important o be alert for 
the first symptoms, 
|1 " 
i:B~.ause early'treatment wi h 
:antibiotics ~an wipe out infec- 
tion, if you have been enjoying 
outdoor activities in tick- 
infested areas, it's important to 
be~ alei~t f0r/the first symptoms. 
Unfo~unately, Lyme Disease 
leaves no fasting immunity, and 
it is possible tO be infected more 
than once. 
~> Tick season begins in May 
When :.0ver-wintering adults 
make one last effort to find a 
host. Most tick bite cases occur 
mation from local universities 
or health units on what ticks are 
found in your area. Deer tick 
larvae and nymphs are extreme- 
ly small with reddish-orange 
bodies and black heads. 
- -  Avoid • walking' through 
grassy areas or brushing up 
against shrubs. Stick to paths or 
walkways on your rambles. 
- -  Wear clothing that protects 
your body: long-sleeved shins 
and long pants with the pant 
legs tucked into your socks. 
Choose white or light-coloured 
materials o that dark.bodied 
ticks .will stand out. Check 
clothing regularly when in tick 
areas and brush Off any dark 
spots you see. 
- -  If you have been in a tick- 
'infested area, you may want to 
run your clothes in a dryer for 
half an hour to kill hidden ticks. 
Check parts of your body where 
ticks are known to bite most: 
The backs of knees, groin, arm- 
pits, necks, and back. Shower 
and scrub well. 
- -  Repellents: products that 
contain DEET (diethylto- 
luamide) are very effective. 
DEET with a greater than 50 
per cent concentration should 
not be applied to children's 
skin. DEEr will also melt nylon 
and plastic, So be, careful when 
you apply it to 'fabrics• 
Permethfln is another potent 
tick repellent, but it is an insec- 
ticide| apply itlto your clothing 
only• • : .... ~ 
--  CheekY0ur pets. Your cats, 
and dogs may be saving you 
sonde |egworl~ by bringing ticks 
into ~eh)use.  li you have an 
..,, ~. i:~. ~;;~ ( :ont ,d  B2 . "  . . . . .  
Canvassers sought 
April is the Canadian Cancer society's campaign month 
and the local chapter is looking for volunteers to help in this 
year's canvas. 
Emphasizing the progress being made in combatting the 
disease, Terrace unit presidents Lily Nielsen pointed out 
"Nearly one in every two patients diagnosed with cancer will 
~::]~ialive five years after treatment." That compared with less 
~th~ one in five in the 1940s. 
"The goals of this year's April campaign are to.inform as 
many people as possible about cancer prevention, early detec- 
tion and to generate funds for patient services, i'esearch and 
education programs," she added. 
However, Nielsen emphasized, canvassers are needed if the 
campaign is to be successful. She said anyone interested in
:help~g out can:drOp fit to tire Carpenters!_Hall (3312 Sparks 
S t.):on Tuesday, Apri l  3 anytime between 10 a.m. and 8 p.m. 
Te l  rfi'6i-~inf0rmhtibh~.:phone Lily at 635-2995/Norton at 
S!,635,2879 or Helen at 635-6493. 
Downtown poetry 
: .  Vancouver's Downtown Eastside poets will bring their own 
blend of poetry from "the other side of the tracks" to Terrace 
next week when they put on a free public reading at the 
library. 
The visit is part of a northwestern tour by the poets who in- 
clude Cuba Dyer, P.J. Flaming, Larry Loyie, Miki McMillan, 
• Bud Osborn, Margaret Prevost and Torn. 
A group of downtown eastside residents - - both native and 
non-native - -  who write and read together, the poets are not 
professional writers. However, their work has been critically 
acclaimed as reflectifig "the reality of poverty and struggle in 
one of the city's poorest and toughest neighbourhoods." 
The reading takes place Thursday, April 5 at 7 p.m. For 
more information, contact George Stanley at 635-6511. 
Appreciation ' 
KINSMEN CLUB representative Gord Beilrnan (left) 
dropped in on the Correctional Centre last week to pre- 
sent a certificate of apprec at on to both staff and in- 
mates for their helP on the Kin Complex and other club 
projects over the past several years. PrinciPal officer 
RoyLeBIond (centre) and local director Hans Partel/i 
were on hand to accept, ' 
I I~1  [ I I I 
" I |  ] I I  I I l l  I I 
% 
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Ca.ledonia stu:dents 
reach for, the top, 
Recently released results of son scored a 96 in Biology and 
• the January provincial examina- 91 in English, Carolle Michaud 
tions confirm no fewer than a 94 in Biology and 92 in 
eight Caledonia students turned Geography and Linda Cud- 
in marks than 90 per -  of  more deford 90s in both Biology and 
cent. " Chemistry, Corrina Adams (91) 
Leading the way was Nathan and Joanne Ogawa (90), both in 
Wiikerson with ~ near perfect English, Callie Swan (91 in 
performance in Chemistry (99) Biology) and Theresa Newhouse 
and Physics (98), Ryan Steven- •(90 in Chemistry) rounded out 
. . . , 
Honour roll 
Caledonia Second Term ale Duarte, Karen Erstling, 
HonourRolh Lane Frederleks, Tamara 
Outstanding Achievement- Haselmeyer, Dana iverson, 
Corinna Adams, Matthew Krista Ivermn, Devon Kulper, 
Albert, Frances Brodle, Ray- Linda Lagace, Patrick Link, 
mend Chretien, Loretta Collin- Tami Mefltz, Mike Parker, 
son, Bob Cuddeford, Linda Danny Sesrborough, Krista 
Cnddeford, Bruce deHoog, Soules, Mo~ka Sousa, James 
Heather Dreger, Chad Ed. Stein, Traey Story, Deanna 
mends, David Edmonds, Ken Thain, Dwayne Venema, 
Glesbreeht, Lynne Hallman, Wayne Wekhter, Heide Wlebe, 
David Hamhuis, Lori Lynn Cindy Wisnlewski, Daysun 
Kasperski, Dallee Kelln, . WrubeI, FritzWyssen, Joe Zue. 
Margarete Koerner, Jason chlatti. 
Krause, Sandm Loptson, Scott 
Loptson, IGrsten MacKenzie, 
Staeee Martin, Elizabeth 
Mendes, Carolle Miehaud, 
Theresa Newhouse, Shelley 
O'Brlea, Jeanne Ogawa, Fellcla 
Oison, Kannin Osei-Tutu, 
Amandeep Parmar, Lanny Paul 
Lorraine Phillips, Shammtn 
Ramsundhar, Angela Ryan, 
Vicky Sainls, David Shepherd, 
Alison Siemens, Ryan Steven- 
son, Paul Strangway, CaBle 
Swan, Kenna Turcotte, Dennis 
Venema, Lia" Wandl, Lee 
Wilkerson, Nathan Wilkerson, 
Scott Wilson,' Dave Wolfe. 
Meritorious Achievement -- 
Brian Anderson, Clint Baker, 
Melita Bracken, Staeey Brown, 
Carl Devost, Rick Dhami, Bet- 
Honourable Mention -- Carey 
Agnew, Sheldon Bennett, 
Nleole Bingham, Jessica Bower. 
ing, Denise Brehaut, Harvey 
Bueckert, Carmen Cebnllak, 
Sam Chretlen, Michael Cobnrn, 
Sherry Crooks, Jason Dunham, 
Sylvaln Gagnon, Lakwinder 
Gill, Kevin Jones, Vesna Ken. 
tie, Lisa Lagaee, Kevan 
Letawske, Kyle IAndsay, Dale 
MacDonald, Lucas Malkapar, 
Wendy MeCarron, Miehelle 
Miehaud, Gary Peden, Ron 
Pocha, Jody Popp, Leesha 
Sabine, Run Sparllng, Wade 
Steele, Tracey Todd, Kristine 
Torgalson, David Western, 
Chantelle Zantingh, Chad 
Zlegler. 
Program offers 
 ;,legal guidance 
Now showing on the 
Knowledge network is Legal 
Wise, a weekly half-hour pro- 
gram which seeks to give the 
public a better understanding of 
the legal system and the role of 
lawyers. 
Local lawyer and represen- 
tative to the B.C. branch of the 
Canadian Bar Association Ed- 
mond de Walle said the series 
looked not only at criminal aw 
issues, but also family and con- 
sumer law. As such, he added, it 
provided the viewer with infer. 
mat,on on a range of subjects 
that could prove useful to them. 
Each program looks at five 
issues and some of those to be 
covered in future shows include 
include purchasing defective 
goods, court costs, battered 
women, phone taps and com- 
plaints about lawyers. 
.from ,B1 
Edmond deWal le  
"It's very professionally done 
and it keeps your attention," de 
Walle said of the magazine-style 
presentation. Legal Wise airs 
Saturday evenings at 6.30 p.m. 
until June 2. 
Lyme disease 
animal regularly. Pet suppliers 
carry fine-toothed tick combs. 
You can also use a lint brush to 
pick up wandering ticks. 
IF YOU ARE BITTEN 
Tick removal is difficult 
because the mouth parts have 
sharp dagger-pointed hooks 
that point backwards, and there 
is a lot of misinformation going 
around. Sound medical advice 
recommends the following pro- 
cedure. 
Remove a tick as soon as you 
see it. The longer it is embedd- 
ed, the greater its chance to 
spread any disease it may be 
carrying. 
Never try to kill or coax out 
the tick by applying heat or try- 
ing tosuffocate it. In Other 
words, do not apply nail polish, 
vaseline, a lit match, or 
cigarette. Such irritants can 
make the tick spew any disease 
it may carry into its host. 
Using a pair of sharp-pointeci 
tweezers, grasp the tick as dose 
to your skin as possible: Pull 
gently and straight out. Blot the 
skin with alcohol or another 
disinfectant. Check to make 
sure you haven't left the month 
parts in your skin. I f  you have, 
get your fumiy doctor or local 
outdoor pet, make sure it wears health nurse to extract hem. 
a flea and tick collar. Never If you develop a rash or flu- 
walk your pet in grassy oc like sYmPtoms in the following 
shrubby areas during tick weeks or months, immediately 
season. Wash and. comb the seek medical treatment. 
Lyme disease is a serious 
health problem. Your principle 
defense isprotection and, if you 
are exposed, early treatment. 
The actual size of a tick is about 
the size of the period at the end 
of this sentence. This article was 
taken from the Leader 
Magazine published by the Boy 
Scouts of Canada. And the 
reason for passing this informa- 
tion on is one of our Leaders 
became sick with the disease 
and is now on a sl0w recovery 
program. 
*****  
To end Around Thornhiil, 
how about a smile for the week? 
One night a breeze came up 
while the orchestra was giving 
an oPen-air refidition of  
Schubert's Ninth ~ Symphony. 
During the intermission, most 
of the musicians spent heir time 
tying their sheet music to their 
stands. The bass players 
however, went to a nearby 
lounge for drinks. 
When the conductor returned 
to the podium, he was dismayed ~ 
to find it was the last half of the ~ 
Ninth, the scores were tied and 
the basses loaded. 
HO HO HOf Have a good ' 
week, G.K., ; • ~ ~ ; 
the octet. 
Michaud ais0 qualified for a 
$1,000 provincial scholarship by 
achieving a total of more than 
1700 points based on the 
ministry's scoring system. 
Wiikerson is in the running for 
a $2,000 scholarship awarded to 
the top 20 students in the pro- 
vince. 
The Pacific NW Music 
Festival results were sweet 
music for Caledonia students 
with its stage band, concert 
band and vocal jazz entries all 
taking top spot in their 
classification. 
The stage band, which receiv- 
ed two awards with a total value 
o f  $600, also appeared at the 
gala performance finale of the 
festival. 
A number of students will be 
hitting the road later this spring 
and summer. Nicole Fick, 
Heather Dreger, Theresa 
Newhouse, Ryan Stevenson and 
Kenna Turcotte are being spon- 
sored by the Rotary Club for 
the Encounters with Canada 
program which will see them 
spending one week in Ottawa. 
The destination for Jason 
Shulte will be Quebec's College 
de Riviere du Loups following 
the award of a Secretary of 
State's French language bur- 
sary. He'll be there for six 
weeks. 
Stacee Martin has been 
chosen as one of 15 B.C. 
delegates to attend a one week 
Interchange on Canadian 
Studies conference in Victoria 
beginning April 27 and Tami 
Moritz has been chosen as the 
Caledonia grade 10 represen- 
tative on this year's Pacific Rim. 
study tour - -  she will spend two 
weeks in Singapore, Malaysia 
and Thailand this summer. 
! 
i m 
Family-styl e homes for people with handicaps 
In• 1981, British Columbia began returning 
men and women with mental handicaps to residen- 
tial neighborhoods,lmoving therefrom Woodlands, 
Glendale and Tranquille into supervised family- 
style homes. These are not people 
who are considered mentally ill, but 
ordinary people of lower than average 
intellectual bility. 
The results have been remark- 
able. Many of these people now have 
jobs. Others are increasing their , 
skills and education. All are leading 
fuller, happier lives than anyone 
imagined possible. 
Caring and Courage 
The change has been good for 
the community, as ~ eli. Neighbor- 
hoods with group homes have found [~ l l~ l l~  
themselves nriched - -  made aware ILWJ rl l  ~i  
of the vaiiety of life and the human capacity for 
caring and courage. One mother says, "It has a lot 
of value for my children's growth." 
Property Values Secure 
As for property values (and 
it's all right to ask about hat), 
muffle,pal uthorities say group 
homes have no impact on neighbor- 
hood real estate prices. Burnaby 
Mayor Bill Copeland says, "The 
fears of property values droplbing 
have been unfounded. That just 
hasn't happene.d." 
Not everyone has the opportu- 
nity to live near a group home. But 
if you do, we think you'll find that, 
in many ways, it brings new life to 
~ ! Minist~ of Social ~ces  and Housing Honourable Peter A. Ouock, Minister 
x•  
,THE ENVIRONMENTAL PARTNERS FUND : '  . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,, . . . . . . .  ' 
TOGETHER. ...... 
WE CAN MAKE 
A DIFFEREN( 
r-- 
j 
Created by the Government 
of Canada, the parmers 
Fund is making available 
$50 million over five years 
ibr projects to help local 
groups protect, preserve, 
enhance and restore our 
environment. 
Anyone can get involved, 
If you're a member of a service 
club, community organization, 
environmental group or a school 
or youth group, discuss ideas ~ 
tbr environmental projects with 
your leaders. If you have a good 
idea, organize your own group. 
The Environmental Partners 
Fund can assist you in getting 
your project off the ground. 
. • • . /  
The Fund can help you" 
• Rehabilitate the natural 
environment in local parks. 
• Clean up lakes and streams. 
• Restore fish and wildlifie 
" habitat. 
. • Conserve local water supplies. 
po ing • -. S tar t  recyc l ing ,  com st 
: ':: Or household hazardous waste • 
collecting programs• 
• ' ! ,  - , 
Talk it over withus;  
Start he partnership I:,ocess 
today. Phone our el'rice ~ind 
talk your idea over with a 
project!eader. Get more back 2 
ground on the guidelines before 
y.ou fill out an application. 
Vancouver phone: 
(604) 666-5887 ..,;" 
How much can Apply now for June 1. 
Partner receive? a 
The next deadline For applica- 
Partners can receive up to ~ tions is June !, 1990.To receive ~ 
$200,00Oover three years, : an appliCation form write to: 
tlependingon the size of:the ~ 'Environmental PartnersFund' 
pro'ect The ti~deral contHbu- Environment Canada* ::': : ~:  
tion is limited to  50 per cenl~" : =, 700' 1200 wesf 73'~ AV~fiue~/I i 
of the project cost. --:: i . . .  r .  Vancou~;er, iBiC,V6Pi6H9 i:.~:.::,".~ 
:' " ": ,L" ' : . :  ..... 
. . . . .  ~ : ~ ;=,J ; Canada 
f ] I . . . .  T I I I I ' '  
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Vo lunteers  earn  ' p ra i se  
A w a r d s  o f  exce l lence  should " '  : " " " J " r " : 4 "P L " 
go to Andy Brodie, Ginny !;!i~dGCaioZerrog~:~i~efr~r~ati:eYH:'l;~d ~  
Lowrie, Marylin Davies and all 
the dedcated people who have daughter Diane Cey and family T h , r e | $ .  E , ~  ~ "  
theii-' time to theMusic Festival l~yman-isno'w in residence at " by i>  ~, : ] I Aft" 
'ov,r the p=t 2$ years, same Terraceview Lodgewhere he is Vvo"neM on° ,i 
shoed:also be Said of the cor- being well looked after. 
porate sponsors, • • . , ,  ~.,  
'.'Not 0ely have they given " 'I ran into Harry Delange and 
many talented youngsters the his wife downtown the other 
opportunity operform but also day - they were up from Vernon 
the ~opleofTerrace the chance visiting their daughter. Harry 
to enjoy those performances, worked at the Co-op for 20 
Congratulations to you all on years prior to his retirement. 
a job well done. 
Friends of Rite Obzera had a 
bridal shower for her at the 
home of, Maureen Olson on 
Saturday, March 17. About 25 
people gathered for an evening 
of fun. Rite received many love- 
ly gifts as well as a few unusual 
ones. 
Rite and Doug Ames will 
marry April  14, Easter 
weekend. 
Friday, March 16 Lyman 
Miller celebrated his 78th birth- 
day. Wife Stella treated him to a 
lovely turkey dinner and the bir- 
thday cake was enjoyed by all. 
Fifteen family members at 
down at the table including 
daughter Sharon Quring and 
family from Smithers, daughter 
They both say they love Ver- 
non. 
'k 'k "k ,k ,k 
Alice McCullock from the 
Willows apartments has gone to 
Vancouver for some surgery. 
Best wishes for a quick 
recovery. 
-k'k 'k "k "k 
Dr. George Mostad and his 
wife Angela have moved to 
Salmon Arm. Both were active 
in community groups and will 
be much missed by their many 
friends. 
,k,k ,k -k ~ 
Like many, I was saddened to 
hear of the sudden death of 
Elsie Smith who had not long 
ago moved into her new home 
at the Twin River Estates. 
Gladys (Blackie) McConnell is 
Elsie's sister. 
PERFECT TIMING. Just in time for spring break, the sun 
shone long and warm last week bringing local youngsters like 
Megan Phillips, 5, out in force to take full advantage of both. 
Of course, after the long dark days of winter, it takes the eyes 
a little while to get used to the glare, hence Megan's tightly 
Shut eyes. 
Reputation steaked 
At our last general meeting 
the members voted to purchase 
a new bar and we hope to install 
this along with the new flooring 
our ladies purchased for us, 
sometime in April. It will re- 
quire us to shutdown our opera- 
tion for about four days. If you 
have some carpentry, pipcfit- 
ting or electrical knowledge we 
would like to see you there for 
the installation. The floors of 
both bathrooms, entrance, and 
cloakroom are to be done also. 
Come May our branch should 
look a little different. 
~"k 'k "k .k 
We still are in need of 
volunteers for the upcoming 
It appears April will be a very 
busy month at Branch 13. 
If  the turnout for our steak 
dinner on March 2nd was an in- 
dication of its popularity - -  one 
hundred and' seven turned out 
- -  then the one on April 6 
should be great. If you like 
good piano playing make a date 
for that night. The newcomer to  
our branch is qmte the player. ~ ' Loggers Bonspiei, running from 
.k 4r t- ~¢ .k April 12 to April 15. Also help 
is needed for the Carnival gam- 
ing table April 26,27,28 and 29, 
these events help to keep your 
operation going, so please if 
you have time please come for- 
ward. 
*****  
Here is a list of upcoming 
events for April: 
- -  Monday, April 2- Executive 
meeting 8 p.m. 
--  Friday, April 6 - Steak night 
5 p.m. - 8 p,m. 
-- Tuesday, April I0 - Genera/ 
meeting 8 p.m. (Our Zone Com- 
mander will make his official 
visit) 
-- Thursday, April 12 to Sun-.  
day 15th - Loggers Bonspiel 
-- Thursday, April 26 to Sun- 
day 29th - Carnival 
There is still a few weeks of 
darts left, each Wednesday 
evening starting at 8 p.m. 
Also the Kinsmen are holdin~ 
their annual putt, putt, around 
town on April 28. The first and 
last hole will be in the Legion 
Lounge. 
The Spring Zone meeting is 
being held in Houston this year, 
on April 20 to 22. 
Thanks \ / 
Dear  sir, ' 
Caledonia Career prepara- 
tion students have completed 
phase ! of their work ex- 
perience program thanks to 
fantastic community and 
business upport. 
As part of their course of 
.qudies, students spend a 
typical 40-hour work week in 
a community workplace- 
meet with the intention of 
gaining a better understan- 
ding of that particular oc- 
cupation. By  the end of 
phase 3 they will have ap- 
pro.xima~ely 100 hoers ex- 
perience. 
The next out-of-school ses- 
sion will be in May and. we 
look forward to involving 
other businesses in this pro. 
gram as it grows. As a 
mechanics instructor, I 
would like to  acknowledge 
'the excellent support here  
received from the various 
• automotive businesses over 
the past 17 years. Similarly, 
our thanks to all the other 
businesses who have sup: 
ported the program. 
For any further informa. 
Notes I I ' i 
Open radio 
TERRACE --  Radio goes 
visual this weekend when CBC 
Prince Rupert invites listeners 
to drop 'in, watch shows being 
broadcast live and meet some of 
the faces behind the voices. 
The two-day open house 
begins 6 a.m. Friday just as the 
regional Daybreak program hits 
the airwaves hosted by Don 
Genova and Marcus Schwabe. 
And there is also,a chance to 
meet with the creg; of the Air 
Farce, in town fo judge the 
Comictary Contest. They'll be 
at the station from 9 a.m. to 
noon. 
EASTER SUNDAY 
BRUNCH - 
Sunday ,  Apr i l  15 ,  1990 
11:O0 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. 
DELICIOUS SPREAD OF BREAKFAST 
AND LUNCH SELECTIONS 
Local celebrity entertainment Easter bonnet • 
contest (bring along your creation) 
Easter basket draw ,.,f~ . 
Gold jewellery draw 
Adults $9.95, Children 4-13 yrs. $6.95 
Children under 3, ~ free of charge, i 
Tickets on sale m m --,--= =,~=~ ~ t,= 
April 1 at I M n n l 
The inn of I ' ml ,mi'_m I .~ . .~/ ' -~  
TheWest / O~Z' / I~  I . f  \~ j~: r  
Front Desk, / ~ J~( /EST~ ~ 
i.~k2e?s e " \  ~ ~ 
Ladies 
auxiliary 
The Ladies Auxiliary to the 
Royal Canadian Legion Br, 13, 
held their general meeting for 
March, starting with a very 
delicious pot luck dinner. Life 
member Ann Kohl received a 
lighter, engraved with "Perfect 
Attendance 89% Nancy Smith, 
L.A. Br. 85 Stewart, has been 
helping the L.A. with their 
catering jobs, as she is a student 
at  the College, and the Ladies 
presented her with a "Cer- 
tificate of Appreciation" for all 
her hard work. 
The Honors and Award 
Committee presented 2 recom- 
mendatlons for life member- 
ships and the members accepted 
the recommendation. 
On May 6 the Ladies Aux- 
iliary Rr. 13 will be hosting a 
Smorgasbord in the Legion star- 
ting at 4 p.m.and the prices are 
as follows: Adults $7.50, 
Seniors and children 6 to 12 yrs ! 
$6, under 6 yrs. $3. Hope to see 
i you all there. Keep your eyes open for more information. The next general meeting is April 3, at the Legion starting at 8 p.m. See you there. 
C~ount  c,~a~t~on 
to anno,~ce .~ e o~e,5~ 
}]telr exc[,isit'e .ew ing 
ghe 
~he elega.~ a~mochere ,,,;ll 
chartn anJ relax ~/ou. 
O he. ,o. ,hi.  o/ [.e 
(~esor}. 
Reservations Recommended 
OPEN AT 5:00 PM 
O MOUNT LAYTON 
HOT SPRINGS. . 
RESORT LTD~ 
798-2214 
Bright' and early Saturday 
morning, Nell Gillon hosts 
tion~i please contact Saturday Edition (6-9 a.m.) 
Caledonia Career Prepara, which will feature the return of 
t ion co-ordinator L inda ,  hls popular series Rupert Vice 
Black. ~or?i inuructors AI ~ [. Following the show, Gillon and 
Cameron Or Does Bre.wer.; | the Prince Rupert office staffers . . . . . .  
" - -  . r xO~S'  [ ' £~H I be around until noon to ' [ ]  . , .  . . . .  .m.  4721 Lakelse I open:  ] U 8m - U om I i . o . . , °= ! r '- i , ,, meet and chat with Visitors. ~ . . • c-'=donlaS mor  hePrin . ",u , IFIELI 5 voSG151 [ lindAv Ann, 1 l.Q.qnl .-~ cuR pe t diosar. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
; ......... ~ndary .  , • ! eda  • I 
' ":,'~ ;; ,:i )' :',/~;' I .west;. ;~ i:~~.. '~,; :;': :;, mm mm m i m n mm m m  i n  i mm mmm i i mm mm I
• • > + 
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EAL ESTA 
Feature by 
PRUDEN & CURRIE (1976) LTD. 
New for the 90's 
A newly built 3 
bedroom home which 
has just been completed 
.and is ready for i ra -"  
mediate occupancy. This 
home is 2 x 6 contruc- 
tion, has easy care vinyl 
siding, vinyl windows, 
n.g, heat, and a n.g. 
fireplace which makes 
for a clean and cozy at- 
mosphere. 
Let me show you 
• The nicely appointed 
kitchen features modern 
European style cabinets, 
giving you plenty of cup- 
board space. A master 
bedroom ensnite is an 
added plus, as is the fully 
finished bathroom in the 
basement. No more 
waiting on those busy 
mornings. 
This new home is 
Nicely appointed livingroom 
• European Style Kitchen Cabinets 
MEMBER 
LEPAGE_   ' 
Associate BroKer Network 
INDEPENDENTLY  OWNED AND OPERATED'  
situated on a 
giving you 
room for .the 
enthusiast. 
For more iv 
and a personal viewing=i * :~ 
of this Exclusive listing, i ,.~ 
contact Dave Reynolds ~-: : -: 
NRS Pruden & Currie ~ . : at 
(1976) Ltd. 635-6142 or 
at home at 635-3126. 
Asking $95,500. 
TERRACE REALTY LTD 
4635 Lazelle Avenue 
638-0371 
mmmar l wo..,oo.,. I 
PREMIER SHOWING! ONE OF A KIND IN EARY BIRD BARGAIN Build a shop on the property 
THORNHILL 
Wonderfully kept older home 
with a self contained 2 
bedroom basement suite. The 
beautifully manicured .41 
acre lot borders on the 
Skeena River and features an 
abundance of trees. Nat. Gas 
heat & hot water. Fridge & 
stove in suite included. At- 
tached garage, Asking 
$77,500 MLS 
Newly listed, this home is the 
perfect opportunity for the 
handyman. Finishing is need. 
ed In the 1210 sq. ft. home in 
a good area of ThornhilL 3 
bedrooms. Electric heat. 80 x 
200 lot. Det,lched 22 x 23.8 
garage. Only,$41,500 MLS 
CALLING ALL 
RESTAURANTERS 
Very. well located eating 
establishment for sale. Bright 
open facilities. All statements 
availabfeito sedous inquiries 
only. Busy downtown location 
with established clientele 
from nearby office buildings. 
Call Terrace Realty Ltd - 
Member Royal LePage ABN 
today for details on this ex. 
cellent business opportunity. 
. Exclusively listed. 
and still have good living in 
this 3 bdrm. bungalow plus 2 
office rooms, nat. gas heat, 
over 1300 sq. ft. of living 
area., garage, landscaped 
yard and outside storage sh. 
ed. Asking $81,000 
3717 KRUMM ROAD 
Homq needs upgrading and 
some repairs. Nice Large pro- 
perry with solid built home. 
Electric heat, 5 bdrooms, 2 
washrooms, full basement 
with suite. Asking. $79,500, 
MLS 
AGREEMENT FOR SALE 
High and dry level building 
lots on paved street. Natural 
gas available. Lightly treed, 
"minimum ground preparation 
needed. Zoned to allow 
mobile homes. Asking 
$9,900, Open to otfers. MLS 
Just listed on McRae Crescent 
a three bedroom, above 
ground basement home. 
Features include a natural gas 
fireplace, two bathrooms, 
spacious recreation room, 
paved double driveway and an 
excellent location. Listed ex- 
clusively with TERRACE 
REALTY LTD. - ROYAL 
LEPAGE AON. Priced right at 
$88,500. 
ATTENTION -- 
$73,900 , 
Conventional bungalow with 
fully developed basement in 
central Horsesfloe locat ion 
close to schools and shopp.' 
ing. Downstairs recroom with 
fireplace and 2nd kitchen. 3 
bedrooms up and one down. A 
solfd investment. 
Hoist Gedlinski 
635-8397 
MINI.FARM 
Grow, Pumpkins,, broccoli or 
keep yor horses" on this 18 
acre hobby farm only minutes 
from town. Fenced yard area 
and garden, greenhouse and 5 
acres cleared. Quality 4 year 
old home with three bedrooms 
and 1375 sq. ft. of extras. 
Asking $99,000 
Rusty Ljungb . Sylvia Griffin Bert LJongh Joe Barbosa . Ralph Godllqskl Christel Godlinskl 
635.6754 630.5484 635-8754 635-6604 635,4950 636-6397 
Coast to Coast Real Estate Services 
Slumber 
Lodge 
WINTER 
HOURS 
i 
The, Grand Trunk 
Restaurant 
Monday to 
• Saturday . 
7 a.m.- -  
8:30 p.m. 
Sundays 
• 8 a.m. - -  
8 p.m. 
'.Ymlg like our fdendly etmosphend 
4702 Lakelse Avenue 
Terence, B.C., V8G 1R6 
• ' 1804) 835, ,6303 
: " : 
PICTURE PERFECT 
This lovely new split level home is 
the epitome 'of gracious living from 
the antique finished n.g fireplace to. 
the spacious master brm with on. 
suite• Double garage has door to the 
service entrance. A quality home at 
only $99,500. Call Joy. 
A REAL CHALLENGE FOR 
THE HANDYMAN 
Small house on over V2 acre On 
Agar Ave. Fridoe & stove included. 
EXECUTIVE HOME WAS 
CUSTOM BUILT 
'with many quality extras and 
special features. Oak cabinets, 
flooring, spiral bannister and tdm 
add that "expensive" look. This 
new 4 brm home boasts 2,500 sq. 
ft. of beautifully flnfshed living area. 
Joy. 
QUALITY RURAL ACREAGE 
Just 3 km from the College on 9Yz 
acres of level land. Custom built 1Y2 
~storey home with just under 3,500 
sq. ft, of. living area. Luxurious 
master suite with private balcony, 
dressing area and roman tub. Call 
pick Evans for complete details, 
AsklnQ $169,900 MLS 
HORSESHOE 
4-  bedrooms,, finished basement 
home. Close to. school and 
downtown. Wood burning pl~s 
natural gas fireplace. Two baths, 
very good condition, recent 
I pgradlng. Asking $86,900. XCLUSIVE. 
COURT ORDER SALE 
On the bench. 3 bedroom residence. 
Natural gas heat plus an attached 
1279 'sq..'ft. concrete building. 
Former Uplands i Grocery, Ask ng 
$65;000. Call Dick Evans MLS 
PRUDEN & CURRIE (1976) LTD. 
RENTAL INVESTMENT 
3 bedroom "home on a iarge lot in 
the Keith Estates. Separate 
garage/shop and cold room. Asking 
$52,500, EXCLUSIVE, Call Mike, 
THBIKING OF BUILDINII? 
Well, here*s two prime building lots 
Two 132 x 257 lots onaqu ie t  
street in the Keith Estates. Asking 
only $17,900 each. Call Mike. MLS 
14 X 70 MOBILE HOME 
with an 8 x 20 addition. Set up in an 
attractive park, close to schools, In- 
cludes frldge, . s tove  and 
dishwasher, MLS, Asking $23,900. 
Call Mike~ ~ , ........ 
PRUDEN & CURRIE 0976) LTD. 
QUIET AREA 
1.yr old quality built home has many 
special features not to be overlook. 
ed, Acrylic 1.pc tub, European 
cabinets with sandwich bar, 3-p¢ 
ensuite, sundeck with metal railing, 
Priced right at $94,500. EXCL, Carl 
Edka 
' HORSESHOE LOCATION 
3 bd llama with an additional 2 bd 
down plus a summer kitchen• 100 x 
122 It, lot, Attached garage, Listed 
'at the reasonable pdce of $89,000, 
MLS. Call Edka. 
MOVE RIGHT IN 
New 1,200 sq. ft. home on 
Hawthorne. 3 brms, n.g., large kit. 
chen with handcrafted cupboards. 
Ready for immed, occupancy. Call 
Gordie Sheridan. Asking $89,000. 
EXCL 
CONTEMPORARY ,~..Y LING 
9 yr, old home irkexcll[Ig1~condi. 
lion, .Vaultuddlllipl, n,LJJisuite, 
centrtl_l~_l~_l~_l~_l~_l~:lm I lM)'lJzqJ~ bsmt. 
Well p~Jl~,l~Ol~,5~O~ EXCL. Con- 
. . . . . . . . . .  I l l l l l k  I I l l  I 
MIND [ " 
Spacious kitchen invites the family ~ 
and fdends to gather together ' _BETTER TAKE A LOOK 
Three levels gives each member of at this 4 brm home on .91 acre. N.g, 
the family their own private space, .Y, bsmt, small shop, Good value at 
EXCL with NRS at $98,000. Carl '~ $59,900, MLS, Call Gordie for 
Edka details 
l , 
John Currle 
636.9698 
NEW HOME 
only rain, from town on 104 acre, 
1,460 sq. ft. of living area plus a 
basement. 19 x 17 livingroom, 
large kitchen with oak cabinets• 
Separate dining area, large master 
bdrm, For more info. call Dave. Ask. 
ing $116,500 MLS. 
$80,000 IN HORSESHOE 
This 1,178 sq. It. full bsmt home 
features 5 brms, 3 baths, liv. 
ingroom fireplace, wood stove in rec 
room. Fenced back yard, For more 
Irdo r call Dave, 
TAXI BUSINESS. 
The only. taxi stand in Terrace. A. 
lucrative opportunity consisting of 
land, .bldg, vehicles and all assets. 
Shewing an excellent return, List of 
assets and financial .statements" 
available, For more iefo, call Dave 
Reynolds at 635.6142 or 635-3126 
eves. EXCLUSIVE, 
4650 LAKELSE AVE. 635-6142 
Dick Evans Dave Reynolds John Evans Joy Dover Gordle Sheridan Ftfka PelleUer 
• 631.7068 _ 636-3116 . 636.8142 636.~010 I IN /O l  036.411| Mike Richardson 636.~609 
/ .  
i. I : ,•  , EA 
r m~ t 
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HOME PLAN ' * ;'~ " : . .~  
- ; ! 
J IM DUFFY  GORDON OLSON 
Stan Parkbr,  P res ident  o f  CENTURY 21 Wightman 
& Smith Real ty  Ltd. extends  congratu la t ions  to J IM 
DUFFY  & GORDON OLSON on be ing awarded CEN-  
TURY 21 GOLD CLUB membersh ip  fo r  outs tand ing  
product ion  In 1989.  
For  your  real  es ta te  requ i rements  contact  tl~e 
Ne ighborhood ProfeSsionals  at: 
, -  
WIGHTMAN & SMITH REALTY  LTD. 
3227 KALUM STREET 
TERRACE,  B.C. 635-6361 
THE LARGEST REAL ESTATE ORGANIZATION IN THE WORLD 
Each Office is Independently Owned And Operated 
. i 
I MeR "-7~, n ,~ I t "> o~ '1 
I "~ '~-~ ~'* !  ~>°'9"~ ~1 > '~C~ ~,  "  . 
, N ! 
, 
I ' Ki~ ~ Sanoeck i 
Balcony 
M~,IN Z=LC~R PL,t.,N , 
A~EA= "a~4~ DESIC~I NO ~ . ,  
PLOOR AREA- 1304 ¢ . ' 
WOTH. 57;6" - 
DEPTH. 32:0" 
Future Br I~ .  i ]  ~-~ure ~" I~Ubl,ty I " 
I 
; :".1 / "  Ha l  'up ~ ~ DOUBLEGAR~E 
:, L . . . _ .  ~ r -~  ~ 20-.Ox27..O 
~ / ~  ,~" , __ 
-~R~.,~ FP I _ ~ I ' I 
l F'" . . . .  4 
BASEMENT FLO~R I:~.~,N ' " ' ' 
AREA - I'i00= + 
This design features an ever popular 
floor plan with an up-dated exterior. 
It's easy to see this plan rnakds the 
best use of space. 
House  P lans  Ava i lab le  Through 
FOUR LEVEL SPLIT 
- 3 bedrooms - Fireplace 
- 1V~ baths -N/G heat 
Asking $112,000 MLS 
REDUCED TO SELL 
Vew a~ractive build~l~Lot 
more information 
THINKING OF BUILDING? 
Very attractive 135' x 175' reslden. 
tlal lot in prime location in town. 
Private setting, paved street and 
underground servicing makes this 
lot special and should not he 
overlooked. For more info. call Gor. 
diq 01son. Asking $24,900. 
HORSESHOE LOCATION 
- 1,300 sq. ft. - N/G Heat 
- 4 bedrooms - Double carport 
-~A basement .-- Paved driveway 
Asking $104,000 MLS. 
, ,  if! 
STAN PARKER, 
I 
. . . .  ': ~ ' ; '  i / ~  LAKELSE LAKE 
SUMMER COTTAGE 
• You will need a boat to spend your 
weekends at this cozy cottage i'~ 
nestled in the trees at the south end .... 
of the Laketse Lake, The cabin is I 
set up ,for 2 families with propone 
LOADS OF CHARM stoves and lights. Make your ap- BEAUTY OF A HOME NEAT AS A PIN : 
- 3 bedrooms -Basement pointment with Gordle 01son and be A must to see if you're thinking of You will be impressed with the im- 
-N/G heat - 61' x176'lot ready for summer. 0nl the Kitwanga area to live. A well maculate condition that this new 
Priced at $58 900 MLS $34,000.MLS Y "finished 3 bedroom home with 3 listing Is in. This home in only 1%i 
RESIDENTIAL LOTS _ bathrooms, finished basement, years old, 1,700 sq. ft. on' three i 
Close to the downtown core we RESIDENTIAL LOT- -  large sundeck, immaculate levels.plus Vz basement, Some ef 
h have for sale two 66' x 122' and • poolhouse with 16' x 32' heated its many other fine features include : 
one 85' x 122' cleared and level LABELLE AVENUE pooL This home sits on a !.25acre 3 bedrooms, family room with ! 
residential lots, ranging in pride Get an early start on -your new landscaped and fenced yard. fireplace, natural gas heat, central I 
II from $14,900 to $19,000. For home. This site has basement and Several outbuildings and many more vacuum system, double attached i
more information, pleose give us a sub.floor already constructed. Plons features. Listed at $175,000. Call garage wilh electric door openers 
- call MLS for Select Home executive home In- Sharmce today. MLS and triple paved driveway, Fcr more 
CENTRALLY LOCATED cluded. Call for more details. MLS details or your personal appt. to 
In the Horseshoe for your family's §O'S BUNGALOW view, please' call Hans. Asking 
convenience to schools and shopp- " " GOOD ASSUMABLE - 1,534 sq, ft. -- 4 bedrooms $135,000 MLS 
. . . .  i , MORTGAGE, - 75' x 225' lot - 1 f i rep lace  . . . . . . . .  
Comfortable 3 bedroom full base, Asking $59,000 MLS 
ment homesltuated, On sinai _ . .  WEATHER? 
acreage. Property Is mostly cleared| ~ ? This 34'x 70' ShOp comes with 2 
and fenced with 24 x 32 shop. I 1# x 16' bay doors, finished con. 
Great spot for raising kids and to] Here isyouropportunity topurchase i crete floor, 3 phase wiring and a 
T;l;ml~C~om°l t ,~tste~ ~?:::o;. park all those vehicles, this family I an excellent building lot. Lot size is I parts room. Situated in the Kit- 
special Is ready to go with good I 114' x 132'. Located near Uplonds I wanga area on a end a[:re parcel of 
downtown. Natural gas heat. Cen- assumable mortgage. Call Gordiel school on a quiet area of the bench. | land for ample parking area. A must 
tralvacuumsystem. Fruit trees. 66 Oisonforyourappoinlmenttoview.i Natural gas and water available, i t  o see. Call Shaunce today. 
• $75,000. MLS ,., x 100 lot. Asking $43,000. _ Pdced at $69,900. - ~ A~king $25,000. MLS I 
JIM DUFFY ,LAURIE FORBES GORDON OLSON HANS STACH SHAUNCE KRUISSELBRINK 
T E R R A C E  J 636-4031 635 .6688 635 .6382 638-1146 636. f i73g 635-5382 
BUILDERS I 
.o .un=..;CENTRE j i . . 
• ,  |QmmmW 
• |MmmI J  
SNUG LITTLE HAVEN HOBOY FARM SPREAD, 
SURPRISING PRICET Enjoy the warmth of ~s attracSve Horseshoe - LAP, OF.LUXURY HOME Country custom South side 2 story cottage, 
Coun~ Th~nhill Rural raised ranch Ruslc, On bungalow, Stucco: OiJlet sheet, Great family MOUNTAIN LtVABJLITY Exquisite regal home. Conternpo,'ary CheeP/ Stucco, deftly placed On 10.53 acres, mountain 
1.99 acres. ElecLqc heat, country kitchen, area. new carpeting, workshop, t Be. ALSO Brighi Tho,'ni~ll 2 story 5 bedroom Ihat does it fireplace, formal dining room. 4 Bl~4pce. 3pce views. Country kitchen. 4 6R/4 Pce mare, 3 Pce 
finished basemenl. Fruit flees, eleclwood fur. "Close to everyeltog. Gas Fireplace in Living all Great family area, n~a heat, cergeling, patio, down baths, largo Vl~W deck Executive top down baths, large trees, t 7 Irmt lees, mrei. 
nac8, rec room. worksh®, paUo. '$59,900" Room, "$49,900 ° (89Ot59) call Veree Lar@e lot wito large garden area New GaS fur, qu,llly hame in cho~;e loCation. °$165,000" farm. *$ro9,000' (890216) Verne Ferguson 
(890088) Bfenda Ellckson 638.172t MLS 0053309 hate. '$4t,S00' Go'don Hamlton 635.9537 (890213) Vemm Fergusou 635,3389 MLS 635.3389 
;: :: ~ _SYSTEMS LTD:= 
' ~ ' W0OOLAND! G0flGEOUS! ON FOP, ESTED SITE BUNGALOW W!~NER ENHANCED FAMFLY LIFE COMMERCIAL PLUS 
BenchBeral'0storyContemporalyslaleh.ess, Altracliverh~nhillbungalowKleailoritxup. H°mewittil:'lceapP~'ll'Stucc°'I'iasbaaLcm'" Molher.inlawsultoaddstothJsdehghISlunco LargewelldevelOlredprepartyonalmostanecre 
' ' Skillfully sited On 4,6 acres Soulhern exposure. Greal family area, feec~, carpelng, pale, ncr lot, feting, modern kitchen, 3 6R.2.4 ~e 2 slory. Ouiet sb'eet, liresrde cheer, tinished el la~. 5,400 ~, It. el boirdln e with ovedlead 
In town acreage, large south facing windows, FarTli~y heine tocalod in veq/qulat area, oll dead baths, One bedroom suile down helps pay t11o basement h'uit I~nes. mancured lawn. me!ore crane, security system1, and many features 
end street. '$49,e00 ° Gord~ Ham!lieu reorlg|oel °$76,5e0' (890217) Veme planllngs, 3 eR. ALSO *Close to amen~heS. Call which makes I adaptable to various business 
custom kitchen "$!09,900" (690212J Brer~a 635.9537 MLS (900022) Ferg~ou 635.3389 Ex~l. Lakelse Realty Newt Reduced Io $79,500, (881Z3) ll~ de ads ventures. Greal location for ask=no price 
Erk:kson e30.170l 638.0268 carl. Excl. oi'$289,500 MLS 
I .  • VAN ' * SCHEDULED SERVICE ON HIGHWAY 37 N, HOME ~C~E~GE A~O S,OP SPLeN~O ELeaA~E 
' ' Brealhtaking 2 story log Rus~. On 197 acres. I • FLAT, DECK • DAILY SCHEDULED GENERAL FREIGHT z plus 1 badioocn home positioned on45 Aues '. 
I • FORK LIFT SERVICE SERVICE FROM VANCOUVER on the Bench. 24 x 40 shop. 2 ca, g,vage and Country kitchen. 3 BR/1.4 pce up. 1.2 gee main 
, ' .n , , , , .  ~ 'm paved drive with landscaped yard Padlally baths, large vlew deCk. ALSO 'Gas heal 
• ~ Y EIGHT KII1MAT • DAILY FREIGHT SERVICE TO KITIMAT nt,s~ basemen with 3td bedreo~, cold gnd " "Amusement ronm "Great family area ° Near 
: ,  .., .- ~. ' ti!arooo,~,~,.,,~.oo.,o~,,~,~,., Verne Ferouson 3renda Erickson Ron Redden Jackie Collier Gordon Hamilton ,~,o~ - s,o~ .e,,, ~ "Family room. 
; '~ ~'  :1 '~ 'K IT IMAT l i lmW d TERRACE ~.~ wgh privacy 'se2,ooo ° Exclus,ve 635.3389. 638.1721 638.1916 635-2677 635"9537 AImosl 2 acres In town. '$129,5007 VEONE ~Enou~ .s,s~eo leeot ~,t .~s " . . . y :  : i : : ! ' i : , :~'  : . . . . . .  , J V l L I l J  A A j ~ i  i i ~ m _ _ _ _  wiUiJeakl~lColeec(900050)6352677 
' U ! t32 .2544 • 
ii ": i '  ! '  i ~ '272  - 3 rd  S t reet  I~ 'H / " / '~L~ 3111 
"~'; : ? : ; : : : / I  i : . K l t i rnat  , v.,,~,~,, Tom 
C. 
t ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~-  ,~  ~1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ' ~ +  I ' ~  ~ ' ~ 4 ~ ~ ~ t ~ ' 9 "  ~"  ~ -~ ~4,  ~ . . . . . . . . . .  ~ • ~e  ~ q I -  r .  ' ~ ~-  
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,~w ,~"  ~ , . .~  ' ~ ,- . '  ~.~. ~..~.~i~.~.,, .,~.~.~..:i ~ . ~ ' "  ' " ' " ~'~,~.~,~..i.~.~.~.. , ~ :  ' "~~~_~ 
- ' • "' .i~ ~!~ ::":: ~!: " 7 ' / ; : ' ~ "  ;  ~ " Iv~, i  
" ~' \ ~ : ~  .... . . . . . . .  ~t~ " 
~ Y ~  ~l/~!~-::!i N ;t'~lter:s l i ~  I;~1 }"0""or.',.,:.,llli'!]- . . . .  t:! H i :  ~,,,"i.~ ,';~/ I~10XI  i r ~ \ \  ,I 
:l)~ , Bottle_ ] recelve any print at ]'i-&BOWS COZY' ~2 '~OFF  ,.Lo,£.o ~.~, .... ~ ,  ,~ ~ ;~ 
. s,~..~-.t~. , , , BEAR COUPE P . . .  [ "~ '~,~'~' ~.~,~ : ~ '.':"" 
Reg. $59.95 , ~ ' Reg.~$79.99 (~ Reo $89.99 i I ' : ' " .:~ .... : ' -i " ' : 
3 7 , i $ ' 9 9 . $ ;: ~ ERM SPECIAL ,~'~=~ra ' '~j"" ! 
.,__0,,,. r i ,  49 69 go ~ Re SPr :e t  ~ p '  
,'. :: ~ ~ with this coupon; Umlted quanHty SUPER SPECIALS el Little Tikes. 3,.~ ndudes cut & style ' Specia ! $5P50 .t  ~ ~ ~ . 
• ° I March 28- A dl 4, 1090 Limited quantities. T- i • Ma l l  ,7  -~, ,  ; i1: 
• , ' , • P I ~ March 28-April 3, 1990 I] i . . "~_,'~'~'~. ]~ .~ • '" ~'~ ] ' 
I ~ CARLTON ~Pd, 2 - 30. 1990 ' I~e=~L~ . .°~.O,/.~p .Of/~/'/l~-~tr'~ ./1"~ j ili II 
"'L~. ~ ,~iiiiii,~. (~!,,~ -' EMBROIDERY .~ ,~?,,,.,CARD SHOP v,.,..-~e~.~. ,-~,,.,.~,,,,][-,=.....-_ . ~,i ~,~H~IRBUSTERS I I~ ;  .......... "~ ~,~ ~ " " lu  !! 11 ~ .: . . . . .  i:U°"~MB--nO~En--..--..I I. . li I ...... ltit  : r' : • , : :  : :, :,., I SkeenaMaff 638.82761 SkeenaMall'. . 635.3311 SkeenaMall 636.6236 ", ~: - . SkeenaMa . 635-5111 -. ! !  
• . . ,. • i,~.,,,:. ,,. • . . . . .  . i i. ~ , . . . .  , , , , ~.:. ~. 
~[/~ /h~ " "" , '  ~: i!i:::!,: " " ' ' ' I i |  " " : ',: i " TORANISTEAMERS ~ :Bathroom -, ~Easter ~ "  ' ' , ,~ I~ 
SUNL IGHT CATCH ~~ " , ~,' ~cossO"oS  , " ' ' r" " '' 
, / ,  :~ : :  DETERGENT " THE " ":~' ~'~ " :,i~ilintm s & I.ots of " {,.~.o,,,,......,:..~ ~ .'v " 
./itS. i . : . . : - : - i  .':, :",~.ii Reg. $9.67.,  O ,itre ' ' SPIRIT ' ' :: ~~} ~ :.~' ill0 extras , . ~ i . " (~ , . .. " 1~3 , , .~ . ,  J i } t j~  ~ 
" ]  " " " '"~]~1[~'~r~ ' ' ' !~ ."Re.tar, no? ~ ~.~ i~f f (~, t  ' S P e C ' ,  ' : Co,ourful, c ropped ~ ~ ~ ' ; ,  1 1 " "  " 
Levi Jeans ". ! 
SEE. I can ne,p you ' " I . = 
,' i :'" ..~,.... Theresa, "i!i]. RFllFand I clI0c0LATEWITHRAvORINS, [" I[ [[ I 141 .! le , "*'-"' " ' ;  ! , ~ ~  . . .1}! [  $ ~ 9 9  [ i ' •' 'hroughthe ~ /  ~ ,:F;:;le[listry $ ] i1~~99 l ~ ~ l  
. . . . .  ., - AT .  ,, needs change, era balance of the two, I 0 .~., . . I 1 ~  : : • 
' "~ " . March 28-April 4, 1990 ' ~ =u. ,~,~ ~ . emma , , • : i 
~" "-'. ! : ' " :'" '::'"'"" ~[~LL- -~ '  ~ iSkeenaMall B3S' '-": " ~ . ,  ' . . . .  : ........ ~; t.,g~...~d wire' ,,,.~,"'l"°lle"rUf, o~ ~,~,"  ~ , ~ "  ' CHOC01~TESI ;!. 810UIi q ue : - - ~ ~ . .  : , . i:.~. MarchTer!ac~ Sio,e 0 t l l y l )8 ,  29 & 30 " '~! ' : : : " :  March 2S, ~g & 30 . . . .  : . . . .  ' "  :" .... : "  ~ ./~ 
l .  :1-11 I 1.. . I1 : I I  i 11 I } ] l  
.... i ~ ~ - - ~ ~  Ir /  FRANCINES 0]  " [ [  Hab i t ra i i  ' t " r ~ ' i ' ~  I i b' : k k I:1 ,11 . I I f / I  
~ :::i# ! ."';" c~..,.-,.,.- d ! ] WINTER STOCK HOW I I I I "" ' ' ' ""s°"  i,s.i'~.rj~at~e!_ecti_on I I M ex  x Ii~i ~k ,,, I I o~v,~ I I . (~; ,¢(, [I 
• ,~[E~~i '  ~ I " . ":"",",'" I I SELLING AT COST I I I I for l,C;t4~ I~ 5llcnen ware, I. I • . !~:.!:i'! • " ~, ~ ;  I. I Ban In  I ,I ~\~, '~ I I 
• ~:j:,,.,.,,/f~. I Lad ies  I I OR BELOW COST i ] , I I Hamsters & Gerbils.,,'] , i~H~le  ~loths &- ] I ' I1  ~ ~  ] I I "~' "" I~ I • | / / / :~/| ! i  
~ , , , ~ 1  =~, . , , , , . ,  l i  s,.o,, l i  w ,~ '~.~ I I  . . . . .  : ] , td~ t~bleisettinos I, i1  ' I~1 ~ % o ~  I I ,  ,~ ,aaw~i i l i f l  I I F .~t I~ I I  
~a,,',,,~p,,x~-, $ ee 0 .., . _o l  I , l l  I • " , .  ' -, ~,,ii:i ToPs i:: 9 -•  , 30  go ii-, . |0  , I I I,I I I .oo .,, i.,1 o o  o.-I,] T IREDOFTHE :]e~:e:[ I / 
~: : ' a,d ' ~ .-. AVAILABLE.  :"i. AiL ,01"0 CHAINS & The Dellcicus._eacon N Eg0~e` " : : L ! I  ~ .) , ~ BRACELETS IN STOCK. ' " '  ' . Specmisl Aquarium ~peclal, ! -- ~"'~ ' ' : ~~ I ' ' ' /~  
" "i , :  ":! ~ :' ::.~ ~. ' i ~ "  Chack AO~tvOa~srNNoOwWlSprlng n~i~L,,,..:'::::~, . ' d.~HAGEN i On y Unt March 31;1990 j 
• '.' . : : ' : "  . ' " " ' TOUCHSTONI: " : " :, Flavour. ! , 
i~  i~  ~,~ :::: I:~":~~/ ~ )  I:1 ~ II ~ I I r~,.=......~-!~ [Kitchen I /o .~ l~ i  tt.LeS.mamB~]][T"°sewToern~fe~fu~r~hr0Sr~ ads . /Vi~MI:R I ] ~ / ~ 
y i ~;~::~ ~ FRANClNES,  VidoorStG.ti.on . Pet World .,' ,;,.,,,=, 836.,16,: Je"eUe's~ta'~Ji Much More at A&W, 635-9221 , I ,.,, t I-.,, .,..o,I i,,.n.-,, --...11-., o.."]] , ][,--o,,.T-- ,-.-,,i Is.go..=. 6,,.3,3, : 63,-9221 ! I 
:- %.. ~N.'\ I I "~",~"~ A ;gt=P .I I R~b,o .= J .~O i I I ~ [.:...L| ]H~,,'i~,~n~ ' I'~.E~%~..~ ' i~; II d ~ IT  I .~?.;  I /  '~  
'' '' '''' + I,I~:i . . . .  ' ' "i I ,''~'r, i CO,~,~ sXyTtem. ' ' Z"I,~.3,~I*' ' ' THE BOOK PEOPLE ' " " " ' " " ' ~':~'"~','~' i 
~ * , Various instore specials : '~ ..~6 K RAM ; ' " k 1 " ~ to our ~ ~" ~ L ~ '  ' ! '~'! ~~'~ i~LB' i I ~°'~"sT ~iiiLi. I I I  ____  I~:!t~-,*~,,,,o,o,,r,vo ' I ColourLibraryBoos II ooo oo. Fc~t~ar "1 '~ i i~!  i~', i~  '~I 
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I ndefen  •Ubl .•  i c water  access 
On the Deschutes River a me off a stretch of giver fron- possible, our elected •represen- ",Crown shore]and policy;,. i. ": ; ':i~ 
pack of dogs cavorted through tage owned by a man whose tatives hould have acted for the What thiS:m~sis you and I '  : :~ 
litter and chased cattle through house had been set ablaze after public to ensure access through will be asked to 'spend even : ' :  
the remains of campfires and a confrontation with sport- private lands to public land and more of our tax dollars to ser - ' : ' : "~  
between tents pitched under the fishermen, water. ; i i ' :i ~ vice !find prote~t 'private Water, i: ~i!!:~i~i~ 
sign that said "NO DOGS and On the Stiliguamish, I tore In some cases, guaranteeing ! fr0ntil~ro~erties against fio0ds~.~ ';i':!:., 
% 
w~ufn ed t, Rt~nd~rd Page ,,,, • , , , r ra , ,e  , , _ , , _ , ,  _~.e . , , ,a , ,  March  , .v ,  1990 . . . .  . . . .  : . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  . . . . .  . . : : . . . . .  . .~ . . . . . . .  . . . , . , ,~ . . . .  . . . . . ,  ,.~ 
OVERNIGHT CAMPING my waders on some barbed wire 
PLEASE"~ While their masters carefully concealed in low lying 
cast steelhead flies into the brush- -  apparently for just 
desert wind. that  purpose -- and later found 
On the Wind River only some 
smooth, fast talk laced with riperianrights with the shrewish 
compliments and winning 
smiles persuaded a large man, wire guarded. . . .  
whose property I'd unwittingly 
strayed onto, from doing me 
bodily harm. 
On the Kalama, 'permission 
from no less than three property 
owners was required to fish the 
so.called "Holy Water". Every 
tract of property was posted 
with No Trespassing or Keep 
Out or If  You've Come This 
Far, You've Come Too Far 
signs, and a carpenter warned 
• OSkoeno ' -  ' " 
Rob Brown 
l l [  Jl 
much larger area and because, controls the land and water ad- 
three decades ago, some wise jacent o it. • 
It was good to be home in a centennial legacy: a law laws enabling them to institute 
B.C. where problems of access drafted with the recognition heavy tax penalties against 
for river-bound recreationists that the person who owns the .those property owners who ex- 
are rare because our smaller landsadjaceut to a river or lake ercised prohibitive aspects of 
population is distributed over a or stretch of beach effectively their riparian right. Wherever 
access for the sportsman would and washouts.. We Will before: " ' 
have meant negotiations with ed to Subsidize thereal.est/ttein- • ' i 
Indian bands. In other situa- terests who will profit from the 
tionsit might have necessitated sale of the land in question and,! : :i::,: 
myself locked in debate over the revision of municipal and in effect,the home~Ownersand~:' 
land registry acts to ensure husinessmenwho uleit, ~ : !  
woman whose, property that legislators recognized the value Unfortunately, subsequent vehicular and pedestrian access. It is bitterly ironic that we will !/ i~:=, 
of land adjacent tO water, governments have not built through Subdivisions or  other be. expected ito accept being i~'~. i 
Access and conflict were In 1958 B.C.'s provincial upon this legislative base. They developments. In someeonten' restricted to land thatshould be 
thematic in our steelheading overnment,  ' with un- might have done this by ap- ti0us areas, outright purchase ours by the verypeople we have :~; 
trips to Washington State, not characteristic vision', passed preciating the special privileges or expropriation of critical been forced to subsidize: 
surprisingly, since, next to legislation banning the sale of in the ownership of lake and lands may have been necessary. To decrease the  available ~ . ~: 
California, it is the most waterfront properties belonging river frontage and taxed their . Instead,' i th¢ ce 'ntenh ia i  waterfont land.in t~'~province 
' populous state on, America's to the Crown, It was a law given owners accordingly. Similarly, ~egis~ation was repealed bythe at a time when the demandfor it (:i:~ ~ 
west coast, to the people of this province as politicians should have.made Crownofprovincial1988Landsandgovernmenthasthe embarkedMinistryinJUneon°f iSpleSense. As the Washington xam, gr wing apidly raphically demonstratds,lmakes rio ~ ..... i.~ i ! .  
ORTS NE 
'JEFF NAGEL 638-7283 
a program to'sell Crown water- the privatization of vital river 
front -- your waterfront --. frontage leads to conflict and, 
• through an initiative called the bitterness. : • 
TERRACE STANDARD 
Hendry heroic, but Clan falls 
Fraser Univers-~Ry Clan were SFU into the second round. ~..i 
TERRACE The Simon University of Minnesota to put 
' ~ " . . . . . . . . . . .  finally knocked out of the na- But themagic finally ran out 
~ '~ '~ '~ [ tional women's collegiate in SFU's game against the Last week's column closed ~.,~ 
with .a promise .to bring the basketball championships Claflin Pantherettes of South 
reader a guide to play-off despite another stunning effort Carolina. The Clan's fate was 
based on the J ~ ~i~i~i I by Terrace's Michelle Hendry. sealed when Hendry fouled out hockey pools 
P..~.~.~ '-.. The team made it to the se- with more than a minute left in results of an exhaustive survey ~. ,- ~ ~. 
~(" ' .:~ ~ cond round of the NAIA na- overtime and Claflin leading 
of local pundits. ~ ~:!.~! tional tournament and finished 96-91. 
Alas, given the raison d'etre k~,~ ~!':i'ii ~ the game just seven points away At game's end the Pantheret- 
of the best poolsters is winning, "~4=--' :i~ ~ from making the Final Four. tes had eliminated SFU 104-98, 
they either declined the" invita- 7.'~g~: ! i
I i  ! semifinalround. 'despite Hendry's valiant tion to say anything that might - It was the Clan's first ever 38-point, 18-rebound effort. 
later be used against hem or trip to the prestigious tourna- Hendry scored more than 30 
were quick to volunteer predic- ~h men, in Jackson, Tennessee -- points per game throughout the 
tions so unlikely as to lead one ~ the goal of the more than 400 playoffs, and was named to the 
to suspect heir motives (New I / American colleges and. universi, national tournament,s n i l . s ta r .  
Jersey v, L.A. in the final?? ...... ~,.~..~, i~, ty in the National Association team. 
Come onl) ~ of.Intercollegiate Athletics,' -:.. .~.~, _. 
Howe~'er, dedicated to the SFU beat out the Western At=the end of the second 
principle of the public's right to Washington Vikings in two game, Hendry was the leading 
know and armed with an array ' ~, - "" "~ . straight games to capture the scorer of the tournament, said 
of mc/dern technological aids .... ........ ~.~'~ district one (pacific northwest) SFU coach Allison McNeill, 
(electronic bugs, hidden ~'!~~ :~:'~'~:~': ,: ,~,,, :~,~ title. From there they beat the who added that SFU was a 
cameras and wire taps), the ~.~ ~.~:~,~ district two champions and relatively unknown there and 
following pearls of wisdom ~ ~::,~i earned the place in the national surprised the teams they faced~ 
have been garnered. ~ i  tournament. "They weren't doubling, and 
Smythe: The first ° round ;~1[ ~ Hendry led the way for the tripling up on Michelle very 
preliminaries over, it will be the i~:i'~ I~  l Clan, scoring 32 points in the much at first," she explained, 
Battle of Alberta once again :~!~ team's 79-56 ttmrnament- "But after the first 20 minutes 
with Calgary being forced to ~ opening v ictory over the they figured it out." 
seven games before moving on 
to the conference final. :i /, Norris: At the time of ~'~ 
writing, the final placings are .... 
still up in the air. However, like- 
ly scenario is St. Louis knocking 
off Chicago on its way to a 
drubbing by the Flames. 
Adams: Buffalo eliminates 
(sob) the Habs before falling to 
Boston. 
Remember, hockey 
poolsters, you heard it 
herefirst. Maybe.  Saturday shooting 
r 
Patrick: Another division HITTING HOOPS on a clear spring day was the way to go Saturday afternoon for Northwest Corn- 
where a prediction at this stage munity College student Michael De Wacht, The 22-year-o!d business administration student 
is a shot in the dark. That being takes to the golf courses, soccer fields-- and basketball courts -- as often as he gets the chance. 
the case, go with a dark horse-- 
Washington to lay the ghosts of Softball help needed pl yoffs past to r st bef re 
bowing out to the Bruins. 
And the final? Boston 
deprives Calgary of a repcm Contributed even When not playing, pitch,'as well as a strong minor 
triumph in six games, volunteering your time as a softball system. THE MASTERS swim club boasts an active adult membership rang. 
All that said, which players What;s the number one game coach, umpire, or' even as a Over the past two seasons, in, from the recreational to the competitive, 
does the fledgling poolster go in town? Softbalil spectator can be a rewarding ex- Terrace teams have produced 
'for? If fortunate enough to That's really no surprise with perience, one gold and three bronze Masters 
secure first pick, take one of the softball being the most popular Terrace is rapidly making a medals at B.C. provincial chum- 
Calgary trio of Gilmour, team sport in North America. name for itself as the softball pionships. Terrace players have 
Mullen or MacInnis. After that, Participants include boys and hub of the northwest, with corn- been recognized ,for their Contflbuted reflect the competitive side of 
the remainder of the top 20 are girls, men and women -- petitive men's and women's abilities with.all-star selections this new club, Started two mon- 
Niewendyck (Cal); Hull (St.L); anyone from age 5 to 65. And fasthall, men's and mixed slo- and MVP honours. Four members of a new adult ths ago, the club is for anyone 
Suter (Cal); Janney (Bos); Top wrestler Even on a non-playing level, swimming club brought back 20 and o,(er who wants to im. 
Makarov (Cal); Oates (St.L); q'errace isbeing recognized with numerous medals from the B.C, prove their swimming ability 
Neely (Bos); Messier (Edm); Terrace Minor Softball's Vic Winter Gamesin Penticton last and get fit while meeting and 
Bourque (Bos); Roberts (Cal); Buteau being named 1989's top month, working out with other people. 
Fleury (Ca`); Propp (Bos); Cic- Minor Coordinator of the Year Joe Mandur led the Terrace The club is affiliatedwith t e 
i carelli (Wash); Zezel (St.L); TERRACE --  A Hazelton hyper-extended lbow -- by a by Softball B.C Biueback Masters' medal count Terrace Blueback Swim Club 
wrestler is the top Canadian in 14-6 score. The Terrace youth gain much with six medals-- including two and has a dozen members, o ' CourtnalVRidley (Wash); and 
' ~! Turgeon (Buff). - his weight class following a Himmelrlght travelled to the from their experience with this golds in-the 50- and 100-metre far. They practise ihree times a 
silver-medal performance atthe tonrnament as part of the B.C; great game. Any of the freestyle. Marion DuffiS earned week -- Mondays, Wednesdays 
, ,  Andiflookingforarealgam- Junior Espoir Open Champion- provincial wrestling team, and volunteers who freely give of two medals in the over-60 and Fridays -- and are getting 
l bid; substitute Toronto for St. ship in Pierresford, Quebec. returned, with, the silver medal their time to help our kids learn women',s category. . . better all the time. 
i Louis and go for Damphousse, .Travis Hirnmelright ook on and the top Canadian in the while having fun have gained Mary Bowering, and Dean The youngest member in the 
i Lee/nan, Olczyk and Marois. and knocked off every 'oppo- 68.kilogram category, much for themselves and for the McLay a i$or ' , : coml~ted ,  - with Masters club is 20, and others - 
Finally, should the above for- nent at the international tourna- He defeated five wrestlers community. McLay picking i:up another: are.up~o 67 y~ars of age'.':If t's .:: 
:: mula be followed and victory ment before facing New York fromQuebeeandOntario--in- • With* some 400 youngsters medal as part'of'~the'northw est 'hard for,y0uto'find/an Iheen-,::!:::~• 
, ensue, remember you read it State champion Kareeb Howard eluding toprahked Canadian now involved in minor softball, regional re lay l t~.  :'i I: : i t!vet o go tothe po01 and g~ In 
here first. However, if disaster in the gold-medal round. The Glanni Vecchio -- t6 securd a :the need for volunteers con- The. Blueb/¢k:(Masters are' shape,! try :0utithe ~Me~ters. ' r~  ~. ~ 
' : strikes, all knowledge of the American wrestler finally beat spot in the  final against ,'"ue~ An -~ . . . . . .  :.L,_ . looking forward~to more meets Under a coach's, lguid~ce , 
'i~ above will be denied, the Hnzelton Secondary School Howard.  Himmelr ight le f t  ~volvdd: c,~i~'~con't~ac~gTteTrg~ 
This column will self-destruct student-- who entered the final Quebec with a recorder 23 w ins  Minor Softball rep O~y Turuer soon ,in Kltimat and Prince stroke,Y°u'll develOPmore st ngths more efficientand en. ' "': Rupert. • " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , ...... 
in'30 sec0nds. . . . . . . . . . .  " : match'.with bruised ribs and a and three losses this year, at'635-2943. The Winter Games results duiance .............  . .................. 
I! . . . . . . . . . . .  
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P'BUY v'SELL  'RENT  'TRADE 
1 
ACTION AD RATES 
638-SAVE 
DEADLINE: NOON S'AT-UROA-YS- 
.... Classified and Classified Display 
AI~VERTISING DEADLINES: When a Met holiday fell8 on a 
Saturday, Sunday or Mood=y, the deadline Is Thursday at 
6 p.m. for all dleplay end claBeiflod ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 4647 LAZELLE AVE, ,. TERRACE, B,C, VSG lS8 
All ctsasifled and classified dieplay eds must be prepaid by either cash, 
Visa or M .aa tercord. W/~en phoning In ads please have you Visa or Master. 
card number reeOy. 
20 words (tint insertion) $3.45 plus 5, for additional words. "(Additional insertions 
$2.304due'4, for additional words. "$6 96 for 6 weeks (not exceeding 20 worda, non! 
commercial) 
OVER 30 CLASSIFICATIONS! 
2. Real Estate 12. Motorcycles • 24. Notices 
2, Mobile Homes 13. Snowmobiles 
3, For Rent 14. Boats & Marine 
4. Wanted to Rent 15. Machinery 
5. For Sale Misc. 16. Farm Produce 
6. Wanted Misc. 
7, For Rent Misc. 
8. Cars for Sale 
9, Trucks for Sale 
10, Aircraft 
11. Recreational 
Vehicles 
i 
25. Business 
Opportunities 
26. Personals 
27. Announcements 
28. Card of Thanks 
29. In Memoriam 
30. Obituaries 
17. Garase Sales 
18. Travel 
19. Lost & Found 
20. Pets & Livestock 31. Auction Sales 
21. Help Wanted 32, Legal Notices 
22. Careers 33. Business Services 
23. Work Wanted 
Tm 
The Torra¢! ~ ~eser~es the ri0ht to c l~fy  ads 
ondof appropriate headings ~ to set rares therefore and to 
deter~lne page Io~at[m.. 
T~., Terrace Stind~d reserves t~ rl0ht to revise, Nit, 
class4r/or reject any ndverUsnleof and to feLOn any answers 
dlrocted to the News Oo~ nepty Service, and to reply the 
custorner the sum p4dd for the adveresment ind box ten~. 
BOx repflas On "H(dd" lilSb'ucU~lS not picked o~ within 10 
days of ex~ry of an aidvmt~ent wLq be destreyN unless 
madly9 ipsttuce~s we received. Those znswerlno Oox 
Numbers are requested not to send od01naJs of UocLments to 
evokl I~ .  
All c~dms of enors In advertisements must be received by 
the punisher within 30 days 8ner tNe first pof~Icaeon. 
fl Is ~ by the advertLsar requesUng space thzt the 
HeNUty of the Terrace Sblndme in the event of f~ure to 
pVdlsh an advertisement or In the event of an error ~zdng 
In the advort]serneflt as published shell be limited to the 
amount paid by the edverOser for 0Ny one In¢orrectlnserfloo 
for the pereen of the advert[~ng space occup~d by the ~or.  ' 
rect or Omlffed Ihem ~ly, and thai tbere shall he no llabIHty In ' 
any event O'enter than the amount p~d for such advertising. 
1. Real Estate 
LOT - Excegont building let located near 
hospital, school in a quiet area. Paved street, 
NG, water and sewer. Must sell, 635-3986. 
6p44 
MUST SELL - Almost brand n~w 3 bedroom 
home, near hospital, school. Master bedroom, 
2.pce 'msuite European kitchen NG, Much 
more, 635.3986. 7p44 
FORT ST. JAMES AIRPORT PROPERTY, 6.1 
acres, 14x70 mobile home, factory porch, 
49x40 steel shop, hangar/garage. Lawn, 
garden, greenhouse, xtras. Asking $65,000. 
996-0453 4p46 
1500 SO. FT. LOG HOME with root cellar 
located at Germansen Landing. 5.acres, good 
road, gravity water, wood stove and boiler. 
Asking $31,500. Call Gary at 996.8015 4p46 
10 ACRE LOT. 1 mile E, deep well, excellent 
water, water lines, electric line in shed, septic 
system..• Ready to build. Bums Lake. 
1.635.394Z 4p46 
LOT FOR SALE: City water 63,6 x 132, On 
Cramer Sheet Pa~nd .dead-end road, Quiet 
location. Very low, reasonable price. 
635:7456 ' " - . .  6p46 
FOR'SALE, 2 acres level, excellent garden soil 
• with hydro and well, Also 15 acres ofrecrea. 
tional property with frontage on Hwy. 16 and 
the Skeena River. Private boat launch. Phone 
635-5061. ' 5p47 
13+ ACRES OF AGRICULTURAL land at 
Chimedemash Creek. Call 638.0717 6c48 
NEW'1450 SO. FT. HOME 15 mln. west of 
Vanderhoof on 80 acres. Natural gas, hard. 
wood floors, ensulte jacuzzi, 600 sq. ft. guest 
house, good drilled well, greenhouse, land. 
scaped. Phone 567-9061 4p48 
GORGEOUS FAMILY HOME in prime location. 
Rancher style, 1505 sq. ft., partially finished 
full basement. Three large bedrooms, master 
bedroom Wlth'eosulte and patio doors leading 
tO large sundeck, Beautiful dining room with' 
"adjoining sundeck. Two fireplaces, natural gas 
heat, paved double carport. Professionally 
landscaped yard, This home must be seen to • 
be appreciated, Close to schools, shopping ~ 
and bus, Asking $115,000. Call Brenda at 
636.5918 4p48 
1Vz ACRES (KITWANGA) 5 bedroom house, 2 
storey garage, ESTABLISHED BOARDING KEN. 
NEL BUSINESS. Root cellar, fully landscaped, 
Extras $59,000.849.5427 6p48 
i 
1, Real Estate 
BEAUTIFUL LOCAL LOT FOR SALE 2 rain's 
from downtown core. Tucked into parkland at 
the foot of Terrace Mountain. Cleared and fulty 
serviced with underground electrical, sewer 
and water. Typical lot price In this location 
ranges from $16,000 to $25,000. Asking 
pd¢e for this lot $13,900 OBO. Call Nee at 
638-8890 2p48 
OWN FOR LESS THAN RENT. Only $1,500 
down and $310 per month. This 3 bedroom 
condo with 1100 sq. ft. living area is only 5 
men. walk to the down town core. Well groom- 
ed yard with a fenced back yard. A perfect 
starter home. Call Nell at 638.8890. 2p48 
$93,500 2 YEAR OLD HOME FOR SALE by 
owner In Thomhetghts Phase IlL-;Three 
bedrooms, two bathrooms, oak kitchen 
cabinets, built.in dishwasher, large sundeck, 
roughed In plumbihg downstairs. Lot backing 
onto designated bark area. Open house Satur- 
day and Sunday 12- 4. Drive to 2120 Cypress 
Street or call 635-2929. 3p48 
EXECUTIVE STYLE HOME. Quality workman. 
• ship, with many extras. Situated on large 
landscaped Int. Must be seen. Call 
635.7556 . . . . . .  : r~ . . . . . . . . . .  6p49 
3 BUILDING LOTS (716 acre each) across from 
Senior Secondap) School in KItwanga valley. 
Phone 849.5732 6p48 
LOT FOR SALE. 62 x 135 on DeJong Crescent 
(Lot 3) Close to schools and town, Ouiet loca- 
tion. Price $26,000. Phone 636-1544 6p49 
% ACR.E VIEW LOT in exclusive subdivision. 
Call 635.2384 6p49 
FOR SALE - LOG HOUSE. 20 acres, building, 
corrals, creek, 160 acres partially cleared. 
Some timber year round. 842.5461 or 567. 
2519 6p49 
FOR SALE AT 3672 Balsam Avenue in Thor- 
nheights. 5 bedrooms (3 up, 2 down) w/car- 
port, on 75x117 Int. Asking $91,500. 
635-7152. 6p49 
GRAVEL PIT 
Gravel pit in Thomhilll. 
Assume new lease. 
$30,OO0. 
Call Ron at 
635-6128 
i 
2. Mobile Homes 
MOBILE .HOME PADS For rent. Located in 
Thornhill, Highway 16 E and Clark Ave, Close 
to schools. Pads available. One double wide, 
one R.V., several single wide. Please call 
Evelyn at 1.656.9564. 6p45 
14'x70' TWO BEDROOM MANCO Mobile home 
on large lot in Cepperslde. Fully fenced, large 
shed, fridgo, stove $29,500 OBO, 638.8956. 
6p45 
12x68 MOBILE With addition, renovated, new 
carpet & vinyl, 2 bedrooms, natural gas, ap. 
pliances, uni,,iersal gym~ sun deck. Nice Inca. 
tion, $14,000. 635-7612, 6p45 
1979 14 x 70 NORTHERN PACKAGE Bendix 
Leader mobile. 3 large bedrooms, nat, gas 
heat, insulated and .wired jony shack; 
Phone 635.3285 6p48 
1968 SAFEWAY MOBILE. Two bedroom, 
natural gas, fddge, stove, drapes, Boulder. 
wood trailer park. $4 ,2D00BO 
638.0800 6p48 
12 x 68 'ATCO VALARIE, expando on IIv. 
ingreem, 2 Ixfrm., china cabinet, 4 ap. 
pflancos, drapes, new gas fireplace. Quiet 
trailer court, good condition. Must be seen, 
$15,0D00BO 638.8811 2p49 
3. FOr Rent 
3 & 4 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES featuring 
1150.1300 sq. fL plus basement, 2 baths; 
pdvate yard, carport and satellite T.V, 
Houston. Phone 645-3161, 31fin 
'DOWNTOWN SPACE For Ioase, Located 
upsets on 4600 Block - Lakelse, Good for 
office space or storage. Carl 635.7939' or Ter; 
race Realty (Crystal) 638.0371. 6p44 
FURNISHED ROOM Including TV, laundry and 
Idtchen faclllHes, • Available Immediately, Meat 
for e .worldng single Person,.Nan smoker. 
' Viewing 635.6184 6(:46 
2 BEDROOM MORILE In SunnyhllL Avail, Apdi 
1st, NaL gas heal Damaoe deposlf requirM,i 
$400 per month, Call CaB.ego4, 6p481 
APPROX. 40 ACRES adjoining COPper Moun. 
tain subdivision, 20 acres useable, Ideal hob- 
by iann location or mobile home site. Asking 
$36,000 M[S. Contact Rusty or Bert Ljungh, 
Terrace Realty Ltd. 63a.0371 or 635.5754 
lc49 
INVESTMENT 
' OPPORTUNITY 
Potential for six lots. 
CDntral location, Drive by 
4806 Welsh, 
ca. 638-1698 
for appointment to view. 
$129,500 private sale. 
, 
SALE BY OWNER 
! U~y dal0ned 2.7 storey 12 year old home 
: ~ O~ 120x60 foot lot on Bench 1700'l'eq. ft. of 
UvlnO Yela inck~e ktOe livinO room, dln~ 
room; a bodmome, den, 2 I~e~oome, Idtcl'um, 
• ~ ~ ~ mle'm~e. Special f~t~U in. 
' (dude: Mge Over ock flrapMce, ro~k t~lum w ,,g 
, ' In enlnw¢e and ~che~; cennnl vacuum eyet~n. 
Oaiburetor, hot laP, built.in range toP, ovm 
mbrowa~m oven; walk.in closet ~ office off 
'"-':: ' '  , AeKIN( I  IIoa,OUO. 
: F~' i~polntmant O deW call: 
, 635-6906 i 
3. For Rent 
UNFURNISHED TWO BEDROOM fog house in 
Rosswoed, water' and elecHclty Included in 
rent of $150 monthly, Large garden area. Con- 
tact Parmenter~s, radiOPhone H49.5042 on JK 
or JL channel. References required.: 6p46 
FOR RENT in pdme location; Available Im ~. 
mediately. 3 bedrooms, 2 full baths. N/Gas 
heat, fenced in back yard, family room 
downstairs. $800/month 1.637-5443 (Tracy) 
6c48 
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT located on 
Braun's Island, Available Apdl 1/90. Phone 
635-4054 or 635-3583. 6p49 
'66 CHEV BERETTA 
S 2 door, automatic, silver. 
11,995 
f 
63~-4941 
WOODLAND 
APARTMENTS 
OF KALUM & ,IW,0Tr 
CLOSE TO TOWN AND SCHOOLS 
1 room S360, 2 room $450 & 3 room 
$520. Fridge, stove, heat and hot water 
included. Carpet throughout. I-aundry 
faclfl0es, storage space. References re. 
quired for 1, 2 & 3 bedroom apartments. 
PHONE OFFICE 635-5224 
If available 
I 
k, 
'82 GMC S15 SIERRA 
Pick-up, VI6 automatic, 
93,000 km, cheap transportation 
=3,495 
iii 
TERRACE •TOYOTA 
4o1~ .  te wes~ 636-6668 
FOR LEASE 
950 square foot air- 
conditioned office space for 
lease. Second storey dowo- 
iown Iocation~!tiYailable ~, 
May 1, 1990. 
For Information call 
evenings: 
638-1863 
WAREHOUSE SPACE 
FOR LEASE 
Excellent dry storage space, 
central location- 15,O00 
sq. ft. available. 
Contact: 
Rusty or Bert LJungh .. 
Terrace Realty Ltd, 
638-0371 or 635-5754 
COMMERCIAL 
RETAIL SPACE 
FOR LEASE 
For further information 
Phone 
635-7171 
1 
4. Wanted to Rent 
3 BEDR00M'HOUSE !0R TOWNHOUSE by 
responsible fan~ily by March 30, 1990, Phone 
638-0853 evenings or 635.4336 days. 
References available, 6p46 
WANTED TO RENT 3 bedroom house in Ter- 
race for a family of 3. By the end of March or 
Apdl. Call 638.8469. 6p47 
=10,995 
635.4941 
I ," ! .... 
'8"9 FORD PROBE 
• Automatic, oassette only, 
17,000 kin. 
=13,995 
I I I  
TERRACE TOYOTA 
4~tz H~, ~e w., 635-6660 
i 
5. For Sale Misc, 
J.D, 350 LOADER, New engine, new tracks, 
eta, $1400,00 0,C.3 Crawler Cat, .blade & 
bucket 80% new, $5500, 32 ft. house boat 
-lifetime aluminum .had everything & trailer 
-$19500. 62 lade 2-door auto- GoOd cord. 
$1500, 14 ft. Td.hug speed boat. 50 horse 
menk, trailer $2800. Clean Okaoagan Camper 
-hyd. jacks, $2000. New Kobeda life plant & 
battery change $550. Ken Allen Box 161 
Granislo, Ph, 697.2474, 19tin 
AMIGA 1000 COMPUTER with Fujitsu 2100 
coiour pdntor, genlock, RGB monitor, mouse, 
software, books, etc. $2;000. Phone 
638-1441. 8p44 
1 COUCH AND MATCHING SWIVEL ROCKER in 
8. Care for Sale 
1988 FORD COBRA MUSTANG, 15,000 km, 
loaded, Rioatta blue and silver. Comes with 
car cover, bra and ]ouvres, mint condition, ex- 
tended, warranty. $17,500 OBO." Call 
838.0043 and reave message. 4p46 
1980 MAZDA 6268X 4 door automatic, 
power steering, power brakes, 38,000 km, 
stereo cassette deck, scotch guard, 3 yrs 
transferable warranty. $14,000. 635-9270 
6p46 
FOR SALE 1987 Fireblrd, air conditioning, 
oruise control, summer ddven, warranty, 
50,000 kllometres, $10,500. 845.2962. 
6p47 
excellent condition, $500 OBO Phone after 5 1978 PONTIAC GRAND SAFARI wagon. 
p.m, 635.2980. 6p45 $I ,BOO 080. Call 638.2046 • 6p48 
~ R ' ~ ' A ' P E ' - - R ~  i964 HONDA ACCORD. Excellent condition 
new.S30,635-3023. 0p45 $a,000. 1971 Mach I factory rebuilt 
Cleveland engine. 1000 miles. Fully restored 
SCUBA DIVING EOUlPMENT. Emergency pony original body. $9,500 COO 635-4444 6c48 
tank. Horsecollar, buoyancy control device, 
fins, mask and tank, bask pack: AILnew 112 1"986 FORD TEMPO, 4 door excellent cord. 1 
price, 638-1626. 6p45 owner, P/S, P/B, AM/FM cassette, power 
locks, power trunk release, air conditioning. 2 LINE BUSINESS TELEPHONES, 2 telematrlx 
400/500, 1 telemaffix 250. Call 635-6992 
o r6 35-  6 1 46 6p46 
2 WATERBEDS, 1 klngslze walnut 8:ttsh, 1 
double, solid pine, clear finish. $200 each 
OBO. 635.2315 , 6p46 
FOR SALE: FRESH SHRIMP and ground fish. 
For ordering, call 627..8719 in Pdnce Rupert. 
wig deliver eut of town. 6p46 
BOYS 10 SPEED BIKE. $50. Junior size guitar 
with case. Like new $75. Childs cross coun- 
try skis and boots. $30. 635.7209 6p46 
FOR SALE 31 GOOD GAMES ON one NIntendo 
cartridge. New -- $180 also will pay .10 each 
for good used comics. Phone 635.3823 6p47 
TRICYCLE $20, 4 smoke detectors $5 each, 
6000 BTU window air conditioner $100, red 
macrame swag lamp with plant holders and 
glass table $100. 635-6992 after 5 p.m. or 
635.6146 days. 3p47 
PIANO UPRIGHT, Grand super sound board. 
Huge sound. $800, Call 638.8886. 6p48 
WASHBURN ELECRIC GUITAR + 80 Watts 
Amp. 1.692-3370 eves. 4p48 
NEED A CAKE for that special occasion? (Bir- 
thday, anniversary, wedding) Call Emmy at 
638.1052. Specializing in German hemebak- 
log, 6p48 
MOVING SALE: Fiberglass boat $400,7.5 HP 
outboard motor $260, 16". cbanlsaw $175, 
hide.a-bed $75, humidifier $25, cross country 
skis/boots/poles, ladies bike, etc. 635-4104 
after 6 p.m. 2p48 
SCUBA GEAR -- Tanks, regs, welghtbelts and 
B.C.'s. First come, first served. Phone 
635.5484 6p45 
PIANO FOR SALE, Beethoven $1,600. Call 
Asking $6,500.635-4293 after 6 p.m, 6p48 
FAMILY VEHICLE n good condition. 1984 
Dodge Caravan. No rust. 100,000 miles, Stan. 
dard transmission. $9,200. 635-7112 or 
635.3026 2p48 
1981 FORD ESCORT 2 door, 4 cylinder, 
automatic transmission, 67,000 km, new 
paint, excellent running condition. $3,300 
635.3752 6p48 
1975 PLYMOUTH SCAMP• Slant 6 low 
mileage. Clean reliable transportation. Second 
owner. $1,400 OrBO, Call 638.1612 6p48 
IMMACULATE LLXURY FAMILY CAR priced to" 
sell. This 1987 Taurds Wagon, with 189 mon. 
ths of use and 22,000 miles has the works. 
With an extedor/Intedor colour theme of 
burgundy and black, complementing top of the 
line commercial velour upholstery and coor. 
floating short pile solid rug floor mats. With 
options like: Exterior diamond coat paint ~ro. 
tection, rock chip guard, fashion mud flaps, a 
4 cylinder fuel Injected engine for excellent 
fuel economy, child proof door locks & win. 
dows, a %,%s fold down back seat, power 
windows, power door locks, power steering, 
power brakes, air conditioning, premium 
stereo with booster and six speakers, cruise 
control, five speed standard transmission and 
rear wiperand efrost. With these options this 
car sells for over $21,000. Asking pdce 
$13,950 0B0. Call Nell at 638-8890 2p48 
82 FORD MUSTANG V8. New paint, new tires, 
excellent running condition. 635-2202 6p48 
1987 FIREBIRD FOR SALE. Air conditioning, 
cruise confrol, summer ddven, warranty, 
50,000 km. $10,500. Phone 845-2962 4p49 
1972 CORVET'rE T.ROOF COUPE. 350 LTI 
Engine!350 HP. M21 4 spd trans. Gymkana 
suspension, good solid frame, 12,000 miles 
638.8621 6p49 on whol e power train rebuild. Body work all 
• ,FOR SALE 1 NORCO GIRL'S 20" BIKE. Good done, needs finishing and painting. Finishing 
" :~'condlUo~.~$J25:Ndw BMX fro~t'~vheel. $25 ~ cost.aopr0x. $3,500. ~Value of car when 
Call635.3459 2p49 finished,, approx. $16,000. $9,800 firm. 
FOR SALE, 4 jackets: Red Fox, Blue Fox; 638.0676 3p49 
White Mink, Brown Mink and Leather , size a. 
Feather Coyote Coat, Silver Cross Mink and 
Persian Lamb, sizes 8-!2. Misc. Capes and 
Shawls. Call 638-8589. 3c49 
'83 SUBURBAN 4X4 
Automatic bans., hvo-tono. 
=9 995 t 
McEwan 
635-4941 
'83 DODGE OMNI 
4 dr, automatic, economical 
transportation. 
=2,495 
TERRACE CHRYSLER 
4ere H.y te weel 635-7187 
6. Wanted Misc. 
WANTED - RIDE TO WHITEHORSE between 
March 18 and Mamh 31. Will help with gas 
and drying. 638.0179 evenings. 2p48 . 
i '66 6MC RALLY VAN i 
'1i, §95 
635-4941 
8, Care for Sale 
1986 SUBARU. FRONT WHEEL Drive, till, 
cruise, AM/FM cassette, int. wipers, hallogen 
headlights, rear window defrc~t. Cleanl 
75,000 kms. $9,000. Call 638-8654 even. 
logs. tin 
1967 FIREBIRD, 1978 BIg Block Pontiac 400, 
Turbo 400 trains with B & M Stage II. $1500 
03.0. For more info 635.4712. 6p44 
1975 CHEV 6ELAIRE V8, 350, Asking 
$1,000. Carl 635.4607. 6p45 
1977 OLDSMOBILE DELTA ROYAL 88. Load. 
ed, 4 door, auto, 403, ne rust, summer/winter 
radtals, $1600,635.9121. 6p45 
1985 DAYTONA. Tod~o chargod, very low 
mlleaoe. AutomaU¢, PS/PB, stereo end other 
extras, Exc, cord. $8,900, 635.3565 even. 
InOs. 6p46 
1981 OMEGA 4 DOOR standard 69,000 km, 
Good condSOn, $1350, 638.2400 or leave 
message for Dave 935:7676. Car is in Ter, 
race. 6p47 
1970 911 Porsche, Rebuilt motor and clutch, 
In vary .g~xl C01Xlitlon. Best offer takes, Call 
849.5612 after 4 p .m. .  61)47 
1984 FACTORY CUSTOMIZED CAMARO. Char. 
coal gray, 5 speed, manual transmission, 
RIKEN mags, genesis speakers, V6. Interior 
and exterior as new. $10,000 firm. Serious 
enquiries only. 638.0344 w~ekends and after 
5 p.m. weekdays 2p49 
1986 PLYMOUTH VOYAGER mini.van ex. 
cellent condition. 5 spd., 5 passenger, stereo. 
1.847.4233,1.846.2454,692.7181 4p49 
'87 CHEV SPRINT 
2 door, automatic, blue. 
s6,995 
635-4941 
'89 DODGE SHADOW 
4 dr,, auto, power steering, 
power brakes, air conditioning, 
low mileage. Bal of 
7 year/lib,000 km warranty. 
ONLY 
s11,995 
TERRACE CHRYSLER 
9. Trucks for Sale 
1975 FORD TRUCK, blue in color, comes with 
4 studded tires, asking $650 OBO. Call 
638.097f anytime, 6p45 
1982 FORD F250, 6 cyL 300 susp. capable of 
¢a~ing large camper, 74,000 km., Call 
635.6907. 6p45 
t 981 BLUE 4x4 DODGE, short box. Very good 
condition, wrangler tires and canopy. $5,50D 
firm. Phone 635-9080 6p46 
1981 GMC 3/4 ton., 6 ¢yL standard. $3,000. 
View at No. 29, 3889 Muller, 635.2866.6p47 
1960 GMC 4x4 auto., 350, new cam and 
lifters, new front suspension, recent paint Job, 
IOed condition. $4,000,638-0717 6c48 
'87 TOYOTA XTRACAB 
SR5 
4x4 pick-up, 5 spd,, sunroof, 
cassette and much more, 
=11,995 
i i i 
TERRACE TOYOTA 
4oI~ ~. lo w.t 635-6668 
9, Trucks for Sale 
1978 KENWORTH wgo0 truck and 1987 
Bredex tri-axle trailer. Both one owner~ Good 
condition, must be seen to be appreciated. 
Phone 699-6460 4p48 
1906 GMC 2 WHEEL DRIVE in good condition. 
Asking $8,500 or take smiler car as bade. 
with cash. 638:1063or 635-2900 ~o48 
1984 FORD BRONCO XLT. Pull sized, good 
condition, two tone ¢oleor. Call 638.1159 
evenings 6p49 
4x5, 5 speed. 
=9,995 
635-4941 
10. Aircraft 
AIRCRAFT FOR SALE. Aeronca Champ 7 EC, 
90 HP full electrics. 4060 TTAF. 1200 SMOH, 
1400 Floats, 1200 skis, radio, ELI'. Many ex- 
tras. Phone 567-2926. $19,000 41)48 
11, Recreational ' 
Vehicles 
14' SHASTA TRAVEL TRAILER, 3 way lodge, 
stove, even, furnace. Sleeps 4-6. $1,600 
OBO, 638.8956 after 6 p.m. 6p45 
101h OKANAGAN CAMPER, hydrauflc" jacks, 
fddge, stove, oven and bathroom with 
shower. Excellent condition. $5,500 firm. 
638-1208 2p48 
12. Mutercycles 
1984 HONDA SHADOW 500, perfect condi- 
tion, 3600 km, black with chrome, $2500, 
635.7612 6p46 
13. Snowmobiles 
2 YAMAHA PHAZER Snowmobiles, 1965 
mint condition with cleats and gears. 1986 
with pipe, reeds, gears, paddles and torque 
arm. Very fast. Please call 635-2677 even- 
ings or leave message, 6p45 
14. Boats & Marne 
35' 1961 CABIN CRUISER. Sleeps 7, wood 
boat with 2, 350 mercury inboard gas motors. 
ERC, New paint job inside and ont. Red and 
white. Plus fishing gear and life jacket. Ap- 
praised at $40,080. Asking $35,000. 
635.5543 after 6 p.m. 61346 
27 FOOT ALUMINUM BOAT. 6 cylinder Volvo 
diesel, tandem trailer, 140 gallon fuel tanks, 
Convertible top, seats 8 passengers. 638- 
8854 ' 6p47 
16' FIBREGLASS DRIFT BOAT clw oars, Car 
locks, roped rowing seat, 3 storage compart. 
ments, fish box, anchor system, trailer, spare 
wheel, bearing buddies. 632.5354 2p48 
'68 NISSAN SENTRA 
4 door, red.. 
=9,995 
cEwan 
635-4941 
'86 TOYOTA TERCEL 
4 dr. hatchback, ice blue, 
81,000 kin. 
SPECIAL AT 
=6,995 
TERRACE TOYOTA 
4912 H.y la w.t 635-6668 
15. Machinery 
1987 PETERBILT CABOVER. Job available to 
the right applicant. Call 635-9722. 6p45 
08-H CAT 46A. Good running order. Rebuilt 
finals, winch. $20,000 COO 1.698.7348 
eves, 698.7317 eves. 8urns Lake. 4p48 
1964 KENWORTH WATER TANKER. 3,000 
gallon truck, pumps, fittings, hoses, etc. Also 
1967 GMC 1,000 gallon tanker, pumps, hoses 
etc. Call Houston: 845-3374 4p48 
TRUCK PARTS, Reliance Semi Rock Box 14t/z 
ft., Eaton bogies complete 34,000 R,T. 340 
Henddckson 50" walking beams, Front axle 
complete $9,000, Frame 65 Chev. dump 
straight, Transmission 4spd, aux, Call Ron at 
635-6128 2p49 
CRUSHING EOUIPMENT - 75 KW Cat gen, 
w/electflcal in shack on 40 It. tandem bailer. 
Feeder, portable wlgdzzly 8t/z'x81/e ' hopper, 
30" belt. Screener, Oition '4'x6' 3 deck. Jaw 
Crusher, Unviorsal 16"x24". Sand Screw 
15'x17", '  7oh hp, 30-1 ratio. Belt 
3/8"x36"x42' long & assorted used belts. 
Gear Reduction. Holroyd 88766. 31-2 Ron at 
635-6128. 2p49 
'67 CHEV HBVA 
4 ~oor, automatic, white, 
s8 995 | 
McEwan 
635-4941 
Pollard Equipment Ltd. 
NEW.USED-REBUILT 
HEAVY EQUIPMENT PART8 
Complete fine of Catarplflar 
Repiacemenl Parts 
CALL TOLL FREE 
1400.663-8295 
561.228t' 
Peasr ~P~e ~,e .c .  
I 
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IT COSTS YOU NOTHING to place a Lost and 
Found Classified. Phone 638.SAVE before 12 
Noon Saturdays. 
KEYS FOUND by the Terrace Post Office. Key 
chain has the initial~' D.L:.P on them, also 
Alcan keychaln. Owner can claim at The Tar. 
race Standard, 4647 Lazelle Avenue, Ter- 
race, B.C. .6p47 
RUB8ER OVERSHOES ACCIDENTALLY TAKEN 
at REM Lee Theatre. Can be recovered by call. 
ing 635.2708 or 638-3520 2p48 
LOST A SMALL RED PURSE at the Elks Hall on 
March 16. Cosmetics and such inside. Reward 
offered, 635-2744. 2p49 
LOST A LARGE BLACK CAT At old Lakelse 
Lake road. He has extra set of claws. 
Neutered male. If found please call 635-7169. 
Really missed by kidst 2p49 
LOST 1 PAIR OF EYEGLASSES. Gold metal 
frame. Lost in the downtown area. Call 
635.7545. 2p49 
 iii-  I
'66 RELIANT K-CAR 
4 door, white. 
,*4,995 
t McEvv nH 
635-4941 
race, B.C. VSG 1S8 2p48 view call 692.3389 eves. 4p47 
WANTED 55 PEOPLE to lose 10 to 29 pounds 
per month. Take part in a special promotiont 
Call our toll free information line 
1.978.3008 4c48 
WANTED 55 PEOPLE To lose 10 to 29 pounds 
per month. Take part in a special promotlonl 
Call our toll free Information line; 1-97'8.3908. 
4c48 
ONE FULL TIME AND ONE PART TIME position 
for sales clerk. No experience necessary but 
artistic ability an asset. Dryers License re. 
quired. Hours'el work 9 a.m. • 6 p.m, Apply 
with resume to Flowers Ala Carte In the 
Skeena Mall. 2p49" 
IF YOU DON'T LIKE WHAT you're doing try 
something else without leaving your present 
jop. For appointment phone 635-3484. lc49 
'85 FORD TEMPO GL 
4 dr, 5 spd., cassette, 
67,000 km. 
*5,995 
TERRACE CHRYSLER 
~O.H~rew.~ 635-7187 
'83 TOYOTA TERCEL 
"4 dr., auto, 85,000 km, extra 
clean• 
FOR ONLY 
*4,995 
I 
TERRACE CHRYSLER 
~Drs ~re w.~ 635-7187 
20. Pets & Livestock 
FOR SALE MANX KII"rEN, 3 months old. Very 
fdandly. 632-5230. 6p45 
REGISTERED LIMOUSEN BULLS, cows-and 
open heifers from Snowbird Limousen. Phone 
Emil at 567-4896. 4p46 
REG. BOXER PUPS. Champion. stock. Born 
Nov. 25189. Fawn, white markings $250 to 
$500. K. Wall, Bums Lake, 1-694.3338 4p47 
MARE OWNERS, Keystone Appaloosa's has a 
new Jr. sire.He is a son of "Goer", the leading 
sire of wodd and national champions. We 
have a few bookings left to him. We also have 
several show quality yearlings and our new 
foals will be arriving soon. Our horses all have 
top bloodlines, willing temperaments, and the 
confirmation to put you at the top ol the class. 
Give us a call. 1-698-7457 eves. 4p47 
FOR SALE: Lar Bar Misty 1979 AOHA brood. 
mare. Pencil neck and very elegant mover. 
Produces BIG foals. Sire is LAR BAR (Arena 
R0M • Sire of R0M race, R0M arena and 
superior performance horses.) Out of POC0 
NARCISSUS. Bred to TIVIOS LAD. incentive 
fund nominated (Ktiobar - sire of AQHA 
champ., superior halter, ws pies, trail and 
working cow horses X Tivi0 L'or- NCHA cer- 
tificate of ability earner.) For a May Foal. Pro. 
duced a beautiful palomino filly by the same 
cross. This mare is quality. $2,800. MYSTIC 
GALAXY GAL 1987 Buckskin broodmare. 
Sire is KIND OF MOVING ROM Race (Lady Bugs 
Moon. AAAT stakes winner of $191,537 X 
HJdeme AA, AAAIAA producer.) Oam is Go 
Man Go- World champ. QRH 1955.1957 and 
Page Lee • sire of AOHA Champ: Bred to 
TIVlOS LAD for Jan. 1991 foal. $2,200. 
These mares have proven lines. Ca11- 
567.4e96 4p48 
B,V. PONY CLUB 5th annual silent auction, 
stallion parade and tack sale. May 5 at the 
Smithers Fall Fair Grounds. Breeding also be. 
ing auctioned off. For details, contact 
Angelika. 847•5101, RR2 Smithers. 4p48 
2 CKC REGISTERED TOY POMERANIAN pups 
First shots. Ready to go. $350 • $400. Call 
635-4246 8p48 
DOUBLE REGISTERED PALOMINO Ouarter 
Horse gelding, 4 years. Winner best local 
yearling 1986 BV. Fall Fair, very gentle. Reg, 
Quarter Horse, 4 years, mare. Both trained by 
Hector Thorro, 845-2534 or 845.3219. 
4p49 
REGISTERED MINIATURE PINSCHER Puppies. 
1st shot, dewormed, tails & dewclaws done. 
$3001 Also, registered west Highland, white 
Terrier pup. $450,632-5294. 6p49 
ALL.BREED. I 
DOG GROOMING 
Reasonable Rates, 10 Years Experience 
JANE TURNER 638 6018 
Mornings or Evenings 
23. Work Wanted 
HOUSE KEEPING SERVICES, Thornhiti, 
Gossen, and Kleanza area only, 635-2540, 
6p46 
MALE SENIOR desires full or part time employ- 
ment, any kind, Has drivers license. 
635-2000 6p46 
EXPERIENCED SEAMSTRESS will do altera- 
tions and mending. Fast, professional service 
at reasonable prices. Phone 635-9202. 
6p48 
NEED WORK DONE? For renovations, vinyl 
siding, any size job, Contact Norm, 638:1950. 
6p49 
WILL 00 SEWING, Grad GOWNS, bridal wear, 
costumes, etc, Call 635-5426. 6p49 
'85 CHEV SPECTRUM 
5 speed, 4 door, brown. 
=5,995 
'88 OLDS CUTLASS 
ClERA 
4 dr, 44;000 km, V/6 auto, 
cassette & more. 
=13,995 
TERRACE CHRYSLER 
4916 Hwy 16West 6 3 6 . 7 1 8 7  
24. Notices 
PRO-LIFE EDUCATION available to general 
public; videos, pamphlets, lending library, 
dealing with human life issues such as abor. 
tion and euthanasia. Student enquires 
welcome. Call 635.5581 or635•5427 5tfnc 
NORTHWEST ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES 
is "offering roup counselling for adults who 
grew up in alcoholic, drug dependent, or other 
.otherwise paintul/family situations. Date and 
time to he announced. For information call 
NWDS at 638.8117, 6c44 
MODERN METAPHYSICS COURSE - Intrnduc. 
tion to metaphysics. Pre-registration by Mar. 
27. Starts Mar. 29• Advanced meditation 
group - Tuesday night weekly. Drop ins 
welcome. For more information call 
635.7776 3p47 
25. Business 
Opportunities 
FOR SALE OR LEASE- Two restaurants In Fort 
St. James. One with lake view, ticenced in. 
lag room and coffee shop; one located next to 
a motel. 996.7510. fin 
FOR SALE 20 unit campsite on Hwy, 37 N, 8 
miles S of KInaskan Lake or 80 miles S of 
Dease Lake. With conveqience store, 
showers, 3 summer cabins, 2 bedroom • kit- 
chenetta unit and 4 bedroom home with 
workshop. On 10 beautiful viewing acres. 
Como and talk to us. J, Taylor at Willow Ridge 
Resort or write Gen. Del. Iskut, B.C. VOJ 1KO. 
10p49 
Earn extra income as the 
RESIDENT MANAGER 
of a small apartment building In Kltimat. 
Sales and maintenance skills an asset, 
Please send resumes by. February 14, 1,990 to: 
Majestic Management (f 981) Ltd. 
Suite 200 - 1515 Second Ave. 
Prince George, B.C. 
V2L 3B6 
BEAUTY SALON FOR SALE in downtown Tar. 
race. Asking pdce $28,000. Sedous enquire s
only. Phone between 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
635.7961 2p4e 
THRIVING HffACHi television retail store. ALso 
video rentals, music and tapes. Excellent mall 
location in prosperous Houston, 9.C. Call Les 
at Radio ~chack. 845.26B3. 0p43 
TRAILER C0URT, 18 pads. All underground 
services, Excellent investment, Phone 
1-656-9564. 6c44 
(klc4u~o a Ir=Wr~mel) 
• STOP SMOKING . . . . . . . . . . .  S96 
(1~.1 a Ixx~etWll If nwd~d) 
CALL TERRACE OFFICE AT 
635-9435 
ST'E. NO.15- 4644 Lazelle Ave., 
(ahoy* ~ ' t  
CORPORATE RATES AVAILABLE 
(haVe a SMOKE FREE office) 
.•••KISPIOX 
BAND 
COUNCIL 
BOX 26, KISPIOX, B.C. VOJ 1YO 
ne 842.52"48 or 842-5249 
EMPLOYMENT oPPORTUNITY 
BAND MANAGER 
SALARY: $31,000 plus 
LOCATION: Kiepiox Reserve 
Submit Resume to: 
KISPIOX BAND COUNCIL 
Box 25, R.R. No. 1 
Klsplox, B.C. 
VOJ lYe 
REQUIREMENTS: Closing date March 30, 1990 
QUALIFICATIONS: Knowledge of Gitksan language prefer- 
red. Knowledge of Financial Statements. Salary negotiable 
depending on experience and other gualifications on resume. 
SALES 
REPRESENTATIVE 
The largest import dealer in the Northwest requires 
an experience• Sales Representative. 
Applicant must be neat in appearance, reliable, 
must have a minimum grade twelve education and 
be able to deal effectively with the public. 
We offer a good benefits package and an excellent 
earnings potential. • 
Resume required. For an appointment contact... 
THORNHILL MOTORS 
LTD. 
3040 Hwy 16 East 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-7286 o .o ,o,1 635-7288 
i ~ ~ "  KSAN HOUSE SOCIETY 
Job Posting 
PROGRAM COORDINATOR 
Employer:. Ksan House Society 
Location: Terrace Sexual Assault Centre 
Terms: Salaried position, full benefit package upon comple- 
tion of probationary period. 
Start Date: April 12, 1990 (tentative) 
Qualifications: Diploma or university degree In the field of 
social services or related field. ExtensG,,e experience in crisis 
management end in the area of sexual assault, wife assault 
and child sexual abuse. 
Applicants should pences: 
- -The  ability to plan, organize and. implement community 
educational programs. 
-- Abil!ty to recruit, train and OdeDtsts volunteers. 
- -  To liaison with community groups and agencleB, 
--  Administrative skills are'rsqulred to complete monthly 
repeals and accurate client files. 
- -  Ability to deal with clients In s professional manner and an. 
sure complete confidentiality. 
Resumes will be accepted until 4:30 p.m. April 9, 1990 end 
should be addressed to: 
Shelly Lachsnce 
Executlvs Director 
No. 6 - 3238 Kelum 8treat 
Terrace, B.C. vaG 2N4 ~ 
JOB POSTING i:; 
The choices program is seeking energetic persona to work with people with; 
mental handicaps. - . ,  
QUALIFICATIONS: 
--  Experience in working with the mentally handicapped would be an asset. 
-:-. Valid first aid certificate or wlliing to obtain 
--  Class 4 drivers license or willing to obtain, 
- -  Mature, flexible, able to work as part of a team. 
- -  On the Job training Is provided, as well as job related Courses and 
workshops• 
If our are interested In learning more al~out working with the mentally has, 
dlcapped, you ca n contact: .. 
• Msrllyn TOrCh ,~ 
Terrace & District Community Services Society 
No. 2 - 321 § Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 2X6 
Phone: 635-786;3 
Drop in to pick up an application or drop off your resume. 
Rate of Pay as of April 1, 1990" 
Children's Programs $8.82 hr. • : 
Adult Programs $8.44 hr. 
, t 
Kermode Friendship Centre 
3313 Kalum Street 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 2N7 
PATHWAY . 
DID YOU DROP OUT OF SCHOOL? 
HAVE YOU BEEN OUT OF WORK FOR A LONG TIME? 
DO YOU WANT TO WORK? 
DO YOU HAVE PROBLEMS fiNDING A JOB? 
Here is a chance to improve your work skills, and overcome those 
employment barriers that exist, learn how to search for a job, and how 
to keep a job. Take part in work experiences... 
This-is a ¢ompute~" assisted, job entry program with a high level of life 
skill instruction, in an environment like that found in the workplace, 
help will be given so you can relate your knowledge and learn job 
skills, as well as uPOrade your education to that required in your job 
search. 
Application form can be collected from Kerm~le Centre 8:30 am to 
4:30 pm, Monday to Friday. ~' 
Next course will start 18th June 1990, 
N .~a~ Vaney Heam~ Soard 
256 Talt Avenue New Alyansh, British Columbia 
VOJ 1A0 (604) e33.2212 
POSITION OPENING FOR A 
"-"-"- COMMUNITY HEALTH REPRESENTATIVE • Wl~ksk :  I /4~e~i} 
Plier. Pa is~ U<I  (Full-time) 
Due to a Retirement, he Nisga'a Valley Health Board offers a position for a fuR.time 
Community Health Representative (CHR) for the community of New Alyansh. 
Job Summary Includes: Under the direction of the Director of Nursing the successful 
applicant shall provide a vadety of health care services toward the operational success 
of the Health Centre by: 
Adapting treatment and preventative health services to the local people by teaching', 
demonstrating and client service. 
Acting as a liaison between professional health care personnel and the people of the 
community. 
C~dentlalz: Grade 12 graduate or equivalency, valid ddvers license excellent inter- 
personal skills, a strong desire to serve the people of the community, neat and clean ap- 
pearance, ability to work both under direction and independently as necessary, the ablll. 
ty to understand and speak the NIsga'a language definitely an asset, Rrst Aid expedence ] 
an asset. " • J 
DiolJng date: Apdl 9, 199rO~tact/Forwal d ' "  
to: 
I Personnel/Rnan¢o Commil~ • c/o NI;oa'a vegey health C0ntm Hew Alyensh, B.C. VOJ 1AO 
Cominco will be accepting sppllcatlons for the following posi- 
tions for the Snip property. 
Conventional Miners 
Raise Miners 
Merchandlzed Miners 
Millwrights 
Heavy Duty Mechanics 
Electricians 
The Snip property le located 80 km east of Wrsngelli Naska 
and 240 km N.W. of Terrace, B.C. The Snip Is s fly' out 
operation with a 29 day in 13 day out rotation. 
Thb Company offers e competitive wage and comPrshenslve 
benefit package for all employees. 
Appflcant8 ,for mining positions should have s minimum of 
three years underground experience, while applicants for 
trads positions must have ~ovinclal certification. A company 
representative will be taldng applications 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. st 
the Canada .Employment Centre In Terrace on Thursday, 
March 29; and the Ca,~ada Employment Centre Smlthars On 
Friday i March30.  , ,~  . . . . . . . . .  
Interested Individuals may pick-up application forms end book 
Interview times by ContaCting the local Canada Employm~lt 
Centre. 
i /,!!i 
! 
/ !  
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I I  I 
- - - - - -  ® B.C,I-Iyd Act ion  TerraceStandard, Wednesday, March2,,19,0-PdgeBll 
: ['1::) 26. Personals REPLYING TO A BOX NUMBER?:PIoase be 31; Auclion Safes 
ADVERTISE personal messages In tha Terrsce Abide thenin thy love for Me, that , ~ sure you have the correct box number as ' , , '  ! LEGAL NOTICE Standard. ConfldentlaNtyts assured; Phone : thou mayeat Rnd Me /n the realm o oivonlntheed./~ddressto:Box :,TbeTer. C0NS~GN YOUR G00DS NOW for 0ur sale. let 
i ; / J l  .~ l l - -~a5 ,nvltatlon ,o tender for ground Olory. : : : ' .  rac, Standard 4847Laze e, Ave., Terrace, 6384263 Monday to Friday, 9 a.m to'5 p.m. and 3rd Sunday of even month nn~ ~o, - " 
• maintenance (lawns, shrubbery MODERN METAPHYSICS. Laurel - . high - .C.! VSG, 1sa. Please.do not Include bulk day, 1-5 p.m.L.W. Sears Auction, 4106 Hwy. 
I ' and trees) at the Divisional Cen.. oneroy counsellor Courses, readings . -  8elected front the" Daha'l" Holy . gouos or money to Box replies; 16 East, 635-7824. 4p47 
I r l l  "hone spiritual personal past Ill, lieal ng, e35. WdUno,. . . . . .  " ~ < ~ . . . . . . . . _ _ _ _ _ 2  _ _ - _ _ . : ~ 5220 Kelth Avenue, Terrace, 777~ ' . : : ,~ - . . . . .  :~" . " . .  : :'. i • - - - , .',",---~'~'-~-~ .4,4,.4,,,~4~e,41~i,~ 
• _ " - • " .  - r ,o  We Invite you. to explore these I ~; ' 41~ J l  i l k  l l i l~ ' l  imm 
'~ :  1|38 ,SAVE Tender forms al)d specifications Pani0OlsordorandAooraph0btawouldllketo eas-3219oreae.9012 I ' ' 
i are available from A.W.Anderson correspond er talkto ethers'who have ox. , : .... , j v ia  a - l l i l , ; , ,  I-It,,  
~ at the above addressi perienced the same symtorns. All replies will : '. m,k = =.  
.... be held stdctly emfidentlal,: Send replies to ' ~ l,gO,=~,,-~ l 1:~ :: :": : L. • ]
. . . . . .  :" . . . .  Ciosingdate for submission of Box25O, cloTena(:eStandard, 4647Lazelle z / .  Announcements  " . ' ' ' ' '~ . .  :~ 
i: Legal Notices tenders Is Apt, 5, 1990 at 16:00 Avenue. Terrace. 9.C.,VOG 158 " 4p48 MR~'AND . . . . . . . .  ;" . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ~ ! ^,*tlzble In':l;*~*©' Z 
'~ " - e"  mno. Lilvcrlr¢ rllbL,a:elUK~ are / _. :.. ~ . ,~ ~];~.::.~.: ' 
' ' : 'ii ~NDERS OF RRST A D PERSON '--- Terrace hours, ' " LOSE POUNDS, INCHES AND CELLULITE 100/ P asod to'announce the engagement of their , f . . / ' /  . . . .  ~ ~ ~ . : -  :: :::~,, : 
I • Speedway requires atfckoted First Aid person 
f ~ ~ i(preferably a B.tlcket holder)to attend each guaranteed. Looking, for distributors InTerrace younoest dauehter, Alison Dawn, to ConsL J v",,~P~,.~'~ ,~;~,~ ' ~, - ' ' i i .  :i i : ]r  
®B.CHydro  - , , : ,  j :  
. and KlUmatereas. Phone847.5635 6p48 A~re George Bagl, son of Mr. and .Mrs, f ~...~ ,:,~. I f~ '~ ~ . ,. : !i:):!~@' :: : ! 
i . :  .' i: PlasseraCingeventreply s atingNeCessaP/equlpmentpr°vded'expected fee) Ap lies ~ "takeplace June 30, 1990 at Sacred Head | ~ . - ' 7  . ...... I 
'~ :~iLtions"cldse Aorll t ~oOn~ant)Mail apploatlonSto Terrace ' LOCAL WoRK , Church, Terrace, B.C, 1¢49 |~~:" ' : | t '~ . . , c  "~.~'~::.;i 228. '~  Heo eli B raOi l rp  ~.~ . . . .  ~ • 
,x 1021,.Terrace, , CONTRACT ~ ' , r ' " , ~ ~ , ~ J  Ackr0yd, i 
, ec44 No.  J604-90-01  29,1n Memodam ' ~ ~  
E~ION- Terrace. Tendar documents for the above ~ "" lr'IN? ~ 'RBN~[~ IN LOVING MEMORY OF JACOe KRAKOY ~/ '~ . .  ~ l . ' r~ '~ l~ .~ ! 
~ders for the Food contract ere available st the local Our dad was a King and deeply loved man. Ho '~- -  . . . . . . . . . . .  : : ~-:&; ~: : : :  ::: :. -. 
racing season. It Terrace Production Office at 5220 will be greatly missed, but forever in our 
lit. Please submit Kaith 'Avenue hearts. We Would like to take this time to e x . .  
y details. (Clearly Contract includes the" supply, press our deep appreciation to the staff of 
To Terrace Stock .transporting, and placing of RIP RAP Miffs M~modal Hospital intensive care unit for i 
Terrace. B.C. material around structure 1117 on their care. kindness and prayers. There will be * 
; . . . . . .  ' 6c44 line 2L99-Kltimat-Terrace. Some 632.4333 amemodalservlceheldonMarch31,1g90at . '  
,' ' excavation of local material is also Open ~' days a wee~ 9PM - 9AM. 2 p.m. at the Terrace Pentecostal Assembly, . ;: ; . 
: : : i :  NOTICE: :  TENDERTO requlred.14:00Tender closes April 1 2 ,hou .  Call 038-5040.1990 at CONFIDENTIALITY" Answedng maofdne 9AM - 9PM Th~ ~ I~ l id ~r wlt~ nd~ ramcl I .GUARANTEEDI this.timl°ve and support. We would also like to thank fdends for t h l r M a y  theofLOrdlssCOntlnue toglve us '  strength in I "~. . _~ .IB J L I , . . I L~kL '~,~ r l " lE l " )  13) & C ] E : : :  ::: S ' l ' ' t  "~ "rv'~ " ~ JL~ I  U2~lq  ? . 
InvJtatlon to tender veNcle ~ =~,  of B Rodney, Anlta, Elenor 
ashing (cars & trucks)at "--'-- -" USINESS DIRECTORX7 ::! " D.C. Hydro v~_ s'rA~s~cs : :: 1 5220 KeHh Ave. 
: : :  ! Terrace, D.C, PUBLICATION REQUEST I S ~ 
VeG 4R6 RE: CHANGE OF NAME [ ,, TERRACE EXPERT ~ 
' Tender forms and specifications NOTICE is hereby given that an application 
.will be made to the D~rector of Vital are available from Val Hanssn at statisuos for a change of name, pursuant 
the above address, to the provisions Of the "Name Act" by 
Ciosin0 date foi bids iS April 6, me: 
- , a 
re '  ' 
J IN Terrace, D.C. V8G 1G7 I UM WELDING , h~~ 
as follows: | URING • ~ " . 
TO ¢IMNGE MY NAME I L HOME 
LEGAL NO " T ICE  I G,VENNAMES, J~cque J i ,e  RUNN'NGeOARDS--eoxG~SETR~sNKSzo~T.~e~RXES " Box247,  Sh l i t  "' ,C . '847-2441A i|'nv taU°n to I SU,NAME. 0a,,ch,er, I: !,LUM,NC~%O~,~U~T~O_~[S-- 00^, P~,S  
I'plant upkeep and maintenance In i SURNAME. Jensen ~ 200 TON METAL BETIDING PRESS I n Director AlJadl~chr~i~e~ /~A I o I , 
, Irace.il°catedB.C.at 5220,: Ke th Ave., Tar. I ~OA' rEO ~S Tuesday, 20th DAY 0P I ~ , . . . _ .~ '  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ~ES~W)-i!i!~3UEeM NEID I~ i!ea~me~i~mr :rkers ~.-- " .[) .... ~\ ..... 
i J Tender forms and specifications i .I--- 
! lare available from A.W. Anderson I , .~  .o.~ c.,t no~ __ _ 
' lat the abo~,e address. | I ~ l  4544 Lakelse Avenue, i I : IClosln0 date for submission is / ~Jk~/ v.'===c'-bi'4,, 
Fax (604) 638,6306 
i ~ TENDERS TERRACE LTD. 
R'ovinoe of T£RRACE CONTRACT AREA: Terrace and r 
Fe~ts and Lands Pr~Kt ~Job Oe~rlptlon: ~ and ¢~ning * Marina radios 47 1 1 A i~EITH AVE.  
ofcoverallo, shopamocks~ld/orc&llpsuppi~es. ' ' • Mountsln top repeatem ' TERRACE, B.C, VSG,1 K5 : 
-=. PROVlNCE~68msHcOLUMSJA ', Thetendersumfor~spnoJe~tlotobx:ludeap. 
MINISmYKALUM DISTRICT OF FOeEST ~lcablo'federa~ ma p,ov~,~ ,,,~,. ~. T~ * , % ~!Satelllte:Salos& Sel~lce ~. : PH. 638-1166 
• ,~,m,o~o~ low. . ,o~=,~.=~.. .~.~= -~,o , . , . ,N , :~  ~ "  AUtO Glass ~" Windshields The Ka/um Forest Disbar is Invltln 0 seakKI tender Uds Tender Opening DaM/llme: Aprg O, 1990 ' 
, . ~ ' l:oop.m. , Northland 4.~o,~.^. .  '~"='or'~is"°'~•~'~=~=~ ~. .~o.~,~,~. ,~.~ Specialists ,," G lass  Med ic  Repa i rs  
,,., =., ,or ~ ~..,= ~u,. = =, be ' Communicalions 638-0261.  v" I .C .B .C .  c la ims re~l, utred during the 1990 Fire.Season, not required. . ; 
.The I~1 must be based o~ an ALL.FOU~ hou@ rate Tender dOCuments with envelope, plans, 
thalt includes.b-'d/isp~Hon, proper f~dler's Oast as per 8pecincstlons ~ COn~S Of te~ are 
W,C.B, reqo~nts, and the number o# fellers the bid. i i  eyed)able free of charge ONLY from NORTH i 
(let can SuAoly, An filisrs supplied by the bidder must COAST I~OAD MNNTENANCE LTD,, 4544 
meet the mJofmum laUer quahficatzon crderia which is Lakelee Avenue, Terrace. B.C. VSO 4V1 bet. I " i 
available ,h~'oug, the Katum Fa'est Dstdet onice, ' w .  the hours of e:3o and 4:30 p.m. (closed SPRING CLEANING 200.5220 Keith Avenue, Terrace, 8C. VSG IU. 
• Bld~lrS ~ note that no Oueranm of employment is' from 12:00 to 1:00 p,m,) Monday to Friday, ex. 
~"='~"='--,-te,-,-,~ ° '° '"""  SPECIALS  as~ Of avldlabUlty only:, For further InfO~llat~= Tenders w~ be opened at Ma~ Offk~. ~ , . ~ Weddings Custom Framing 
at 038.3200. . Avenue, Terrace, B.C. VSO 4Vl at 1:00 p.m., NOT A 
B.O, Dowofe Apra 9, I ego. 0 ~  PENNY Family Portraits Posters 
o4s~t Manaoe~ , ". ' ) MO~En 5 rain Passports Limited EditJon Pints 
DATED AT TERRACE THIS'OTH OAY OF MARCH, lOgO, Clomnue Baker l i  DryMountino Larninatino . . . . . .  O~aUor~ neger We'll'clean two'rooms & hail 
• : . - Call me for upholstery 
"ANY S IZE '  ' 1 epeclali l  
I 1 ~ "h c",I " ~ N~ ~,1 n"~ NORTHERN CARPET & UPHOLSTE y CLEANIHG ,Jeff8 P ~  ~ MalntNn. LM. MMntananca LM. R 
4544 Lakelue Avenue, 4544 Lakeise Ave. .  635-3944 46OS Lakelse Av - -  
Terrace, BdUsh Columbia Tenses, erich CO~a . 
voe 4Vl VOG 4Vl Torr'~e 131-SZU 
(604)638.8300 (604)638.8300 
Fax (604) 639.8306 Fax (604) 638.0306 
• TENDERS 
Project Decorlptlon: Traffic Control TErenCE CONTRACt ASP.A: Terrace and 
Services - -  Terrace and Kltimet. "n~rnh, , . .~ , . , .  ,. ~-  ~.  ~ SIMONS,., rv ~CONSTRUCTION- Renovations Auto Te l .  ~ Fax. 
Tender Opening Date/Time: 2:00 i~m.,~ .~ .  638-9167 624-5703 
pm April 6, 1990. r,a_e_,.__ 
• 11~e tdnd~ aura for this project is ,o include sp- 
Surety Bid Bond or Cedlfled Deposit p~:a*~e , ~e~ =d ~ov~nc~l sak,= tax. The 
Cheque Is not required, lowest., =,,um..o, ....,, =.te~. "NO JO~ tOO SmoZZ" W E S T E R N S C A L E S 
:Tender (Jor:,uments with envelope, Xw~ler Openln0 oaismm~ ~ o, rouo, 
plans, specifications end conditions 4:oo ¢,m. Seniors ~ates P.R.  SCALE LTD.  
'of tender are available free of charge Surety ,~ .o~ or C~.  o . ,~  ~ is 24  Hour  P rompt  Service 
ONLY from notmq,,~, 35"14: King Ave. NEW WEIGHT TEST TRUCK 
MalntenanceN°Hh Coast  ROOdLtd. ~ec~P..a~or~Ten~er documumteand corldluo~Wlth envelope,of t nderplanS'ere Terrace, B.C. Malcolm Slmons Dispatch No. No.10-220 Kalen Road 
4544 Lakelee Avenue, .,v~e ~,e o~ ~ O~y ~o~ ROmH V8G 4Z3 Ph. 635-7724 627-1652 Prince Rupert, B.C,, VSJ 2X2 
Terrace. B.C. COAST ROAD MAINTENANCE LTO., 4544 
VOO 4Vl I.aXeise Avlmue, Terrace, O.O, VOG 4Vl bet- 
, wean the ~ of 8:30 ~ 4:30 p.m. (clolled 
between the hours of 8:30 and nom~2:ooto1:oop.m,)Mo~d~/teFr~y, ex. 
4:30 pm Monday to Fdday, except cept Ho~Uays. 
Holidays. Tenpe~ w~ be eeened at Main Of~. No~th 
Ph i In o ice" Coast Rorzd Mokltorlanue Ltd., 4544 I.skel4no one number of orlg net g ff , " Avenue, Tm,  B.C. veG 4Vl of 4:00 p.m., 
- -3oo  . . , , .  TRANS CANADA CREDIT* 
Tenders will be opened at 4544 " " ~- - - - .  " C0rnarlU0H Undfld 
Lakel - - e B -  va-~ce.~er . r -  asP.venue, lerrac , u O~o~aUo~Mma0er u , • ' ' , . , Earning Your Respect' 
_ 1st & 2nd Mortgages Home Purchases 
- . " Bill Consolidation Home Improvements 
J . r ' L  TFRI~ACi: I-iFAI TI.i FLEXIBLDE TERMS & COMPETITIVE RATES I m ~11 • I IClrdrJ.l~,,IC n lC / - I L I  I"1 "USE . . . . .  " / w,J cut down any tree! I 
. . . . . . . .~_ - .u . - - . - . .  I ~ J PA- -o~ (~rv" ;~"  " YOUR EQUITY  
F $1 ~ for YOUR protection . I i ! 2" 4623 Park Ave., Terrace 635-6310 
' Terrace Health Care Society Invites , . 635;7400 ,, 1 
, 1 i i i ~ ~ : .  "i "  TENDERS , ~-~ " 
I ~ l s  Memorial Hospital end . , . . . . . .  B • ' - -  
T.ao.v,.w Led0, ~ANDST#A"  : :  ...... I !  MACKAY S FUNERAL I 
I M .o , ,  Hosp, . I I SERVICES LTD I 
l ~ ' , y  .= , .p t~: ,  I T . . . .  " I TRANSPORTATI " " " '  
Ig,T~ 
I ~ 0  b.~mc.~.d by: n n n~,u.. .~m ,e25Da¢ta,,v., T.=. , =SYSTeMS:'~L TO= : ' ulanea ana~seal m to oerece. /ea oy: . .n l D/rectors" I 
' ' ' ~, '  ~ ...... ~ ". r ' ,.. .... ,,, . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,.,...,.~,,~ ....... ,~ ,. ~meR~ v . . . .w ,~ MI,ULAK¢:uuHN,~T., TERRACE, B.C. VSG. 3JI 
, .., . ' ,  j ( ' -  
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Pacific Northwest Music Festival reS U :l.ts 
X SCHOLARSHIP AWARDS 
Northern Dmgs Scholarship 
($1,000) 16 - 25 years -- Joe 
• u . , . , , , . . . . . ,  Awa rds of excellence Big  . . t ,  o,  o,u.bu. Scholarship ($500) 13 - 15 years
- -  Julie Lee, Kitimat . . . .  
Terrace Water Polo Scholar. 
ship ($250) 12 years and under AWARDS OF EXCELLENCE The most promising Senior ship-(S200): 
F i v e  - i ] lemleeL iu .  Prince Rupert Dawn Coutt ,  Memoria] Yodal Student. ages 16" -25  The most promising SetlJor 
Sight & Sound Travel Award Award ($100):. 'years. Instrumentalist, ages 15..-!25 
($500) --" Caledonia Stage The most promising Junior Tins Hovenkamp (Terrace) years. 
Band, Terrace Speech Student; ages 12 and Northwest Academy of Per- Megan Walker (Terrace) ' 
Joan Spencer Memorial under, forming Arts Award ($100): Park Avenue Dental Clinic; " 
Scholarship ($300) for post- Mark Tessaro (Terrace) The most promising Junior Award ($300): . . . . .  
Secondary education '-- Laura Medical Clinic Award ($150): Piano Student, ages 12 and The roost promising Group ; i  ~ 
The most promising In- under. Instrumentalists. ~ ..... 
Tupper, Terrace Joe Zucchififfi termediate Speech Student, ages Patrick Phillips (Terrace) Caledonia,Brass (Terrace) 
Heading for Saanich ,, ,,,o., -~ ~ .L i saF .Y~- ' . , Leung~emor ia l ,  F lynnAward ' ($ , , ) : : ,  : . ,  Glenys George~iTerrace) Award ($15 0): ' The most promising Junior! 
• The Bud McColl Memorial The most promising In" Ballet Student ages 10 and 
Scholarship ($200): termediate Piano Student, ages under, 
~ The most promising Senior 13- 15 years. Heather Ulrichsen .(Prince PROVINCIAL WINNERS Intermediate -- Julie Lee, Kitimat S }eech Student, ages 16 - 25 Julia Nelson (Prince Rupert) Rupert) 
The following performers were selected to Junior-  Patrick Phillips, Terrace(Alternate, Y @s.. Member of the Legislative Cote Award ($75): 
compete at the Provincial level by their ad- Joshua Sager, Kitimat) " ChristineTupper (Terrace) Assembly Scholarship ($200): The most promising Senior: 
judicators. They will be representingthis area at INSTRUMENTAL Rich~/rrds Cleaners Ltd. TheAl Lehmann Award (One Ballet Student, ages 11 and! 
the B.C. Festival of the Arts which takes place in Senior Ensemble -- Caledonia Brass Trio, Award ($100): complimentary piano tuning): over. 
Saanich from May 23- 27, 1990. Terrace -The most promising Junior The most promising Senior Brandy Crossie (Prince 
DANCE Intermediate Brass-- Scott Loptson, Terrace Vocal Student, ages 12 and Piano Student, ages 16-25 Rupert) 
Intermediate -- Brandy Crossie, Prince (Alternate, T~JayMackenzie, Terrace) tinder, years. 
Patricia Soroka Outreach Rupert (Alternate -- Anna Liu, Prince Rupert) Junior Brass -- Laura Ruth Carlson, Terrace Ellie Higginson (Terrace) Joseph Nelson (Prince Ballet Award ($100): 
Junior -- Bernice Liu, Prince Rupert Senior Woodwind -- Mcgan Walker, Terrace Eurocan Pulp and Paper Co. Rupert) 
VOICE Intermediate Woodwind -- Carmen Cebuliak, Award ($150): Emerson Medical Clinic Artistic ability and musicali- 
Terrace (Alternate, Mee Lain Ling, Kitimat) The most promising In- Scholarship ($150): ty. " Senior -- Tina Hovenkamp, Terrace ~ 
Junior Woodwind -- Erin Parr, Terrace termediate Vocal Student, ages The most promising Junior Bernice Liu (Prince Rupert) 
Intermediate -- Joanna Greening, Terrace SPEECH ARTS 1:3 15 years. Instrumentalist, ages 14 and Harold Wiens Award ($I00): 
Junior -- Romy Maikapar, Terrace (Alter. Intermediate -- Joe Zucchiatti, Terrace. Romy Maikapar (Terrace) under. A promising vocal student . 
nate, Ellie Higginson, Terrace) . Junior -- Glenys George, Terrace (Alternate, ~i ';Northern Motor Inn Award Erin Parr (Terrace) chosen by the adjudicator. 
PIANO Lara Tessaro, Terrace) ($200): Terrace Rotary Club Scholar- Joanna Greening (Terrace) 
VOCAL AWARDS Sight & Sound Trophy: ] WJ [ 
Ginny Lowric Junior Vocal Highest mark German AWARD NNERS c,,o): Trophy: 
Highest mark Story Telling. Highest mark Classical 
Award ($50): Romantic. Joe Zucclfiatti Ballet, 10 years and under. 
Highest mark over 85, Vocal Kelvin Miranda (Kitimat) Heather Dreger & Carmen ($75); • Shoppers Drug Mart Trophy: Heather Ulrichsen (Prince 
Solo -- 12 and under. Pizza HutAward ($75): Cebuliak (Terrace) Highest mark Spoken Poetry Highest mark in Prose. Rupert) Ellie Higginson (Terrace) Highest mark Chopin & B.C. Telephone Company . (Dramatic) Grades 8 - Open. Glenys George (Terrace) Prince~:'-.Rupert Community 
Ronald McDonald Vocal French Impressionists. Trophy and Award ($50): Michelle Nuyten:(Terrace) Crampton,Brown & Arndt Arts Council T~(ophy: 
AwardHighest[$50):mark Folk Song,. Rupert)J°seph Nelson (Prince Highest mark Instrumental Tilden Rent-a-car Trophy: Award ($100): Highest~ n~a~rk,~ ClaSsical 
Sacred, 20th Century and Cana- Terrace Rotary Club Award Ensemble. Highest m ar~ Canadian Highest mark Public Speak- Ballet, 11 arid dveL':~ 
Chad Edmonds, Frances Poetry. ing.' Brandy Crossie (Prince 
dian Composers. ($50): Brodie, T-Jay MacKenzie, Scott Sheldon wilkerson [Terrace). Glenys George (Terrace) Rupe/t) . . . . . . .  -~ 
Romy Maikapar (Terrace) Highest mark Junior Loptson (Terrace) Terrace Ministerial Associa- Albert S. Wong Memorial Flowers a la Carte ClassiC: 
Dr. D.W. Strangway Award Beethoven, Grades I -  6. Prince Rupert Rotary Club 'tion Bible Award (Bibl.e): Trophy: Ballet Award ($50): '. : ($75): Danny Vailed (Prince Rupert) Award ($75): Highest mark Bible Reading~ ....... Highest mark Original Poetry • Highest mark Ja~ and Stage 
Highest mark Vocal Solo -- Prince Rupert RotarY, Club Highest mark Concert Group Glenys George (Terrace) " Compositions. . 13 - 15 years. Award ($75): Dance. 
Romy Maikapar (Terrace) Highest mark Senior and Concerto. Prince Rupert Rotary Award Lara Tessaro (Terrace) Bernice .Liu, Taylor Stegavig 
Megan Walker (Terrace) ($75): (P.rince Rupert) 
Totem Furniture and Ap- Beethoven, Grades 7 -" Open. Pacific Northwest Band Highest mark in Mime. DANCE AWARDS Rotary Club of Terrace 
pliance Trophy & Award Julia Nelson (Prince Rupert) Director's Association Award Sandi Irving (Terrace) Raffles Inn Trophy: . Trophy: 
($100): Royal . Canadian Legion ($100): ShawAward (Books): Highest mark Classical Highest mark Classics/Duet 
Highest mark Vocal Solo -- (Ladies Auxiliary) Award Highest mark Instrumental Highest mark Shakespeare Ballet, 8 years and under. . and Group Dance. 
16-25 years. ($100): Trios. 'and Dramatic. Wendi Redman (Prince Raylene Mar & Bernice Liu 
Tina Hovenkamp (Terrace) Highest mark Sonatinas. Chad Ed~nonds, T-Jay JoeZucchiatti (Terrace) Rupert) (Prince Rupert) 
Leopold Duplessis Memorial Sjouke Floras (Smithers) MacKenzie, Scott Loptson (Tar- Ellen Bastin Memorial Award Northern Accents Ballet 
Award ($100): Terrace Kinette Club Trophy: race) 
Highest mark Conservatory Highest mark 20th Century & Northland Conununications 
Classes. U.S. Composers, Grades 1 - 4. Ltd. Trophy: 
Ellie Higginson (Terrace) Jill Thiessen (Terrace) Highest mark Guitar Solo. 
Lyshaug Vocal Award ($100): Dr. H. Murphy Award ($50): Byron Mikaloff (Terrace) 
Highest mark Over 85, Music Highest mark 20th Century & Esquire Men's Wear 
Theatre. U.S. Composers, Grade 5 The Olga Giordano MemorM1 
Tina Hovenkamp/Doug -Open. Award ($200): 
Baylis (Terrace) Baukje Fl0ris (Smithers) Julian Mat (Prince Rupert) 
Kitimat Concert Association Allan Dubeau Award ($50): All Seasons Sporting Goods 
Trophy: , Highest mark Canadian Trophy: 
Highest mark Vocal Duets, Composers, Grades l -4 .  Highest mark Percussion. 
Trios and Quartettes. . Jimmy Nelson (Prince GordonArmstr0ng (Terrace) 
Andrea Arnold and Frances Rupert) BAND AWARDS 
Brodie (Terrace) Onienica Medical Laboratory Alcan Trophy: 
CHORAL AWARDS Award ($75): Highest mark, Level } and 2. 
Ruth Hunt Memorial Trophy Highest mark Canadian Stewart Secondary School 
Prince Rupert Rotary Club Composers, Grades 5 - Open. Band 
Award ($100): Patrick Phillips (Terrace) , Terrace District Teacher's 
Highest mark Senior Choir. Janet Felber Trophy: Association Trophy: 
Northwest Singers (Terrace) Highest mark Junior Censer- Highest mark, Level 3 and 4. 
Terrace Rotary Club Trophy: vatory, Grades 1 - 3. Houston Secondary School 
Highest mark Primary School Elisa Lee (Kitimat) Band 
Choir Kindergarten -- Grade J. Royal Canadian Legion Northern Sentinel Trophy: Purchase 
Centennial Christian School Trophy: Highest mark, Level 5 and or 
(Terrace) Highest mark Junior Conser- Open, 
Brian Mitchell Memorial vatory, Grades4- 6. Terrace Community Band Lea 
Trophy: Bryana Straker (Terrace) McDaniel Trophy: S • a s 
Highest mark Elementary Lehmann Jewellers Trophy: Highest mark, Junior Stage 
School Choir -- Grades I - 7. Highest mark Senior Conser- Band, Level 1. L O W  
Annunciation School (Prince vatory, Grades 7- Open. Skeena Jazz Band (Terrace) a s 
Rupert) Joseph Nelson (Prince Dr .  R.E.M. Lee Award 
Bank of Montreal Trophy: Rupert) ($100): 
Highest mark Secondary R. gowrie Trophy: Highest mark, Senior Stage 6 ~ 9 0 / 0  L ~  I 
School Choir. Highest mark Older Begin- Band, Level 1 and 2. 
Prince Rupert Senior Secon- neT. Caledonia Stage Band (Ter- 
dary Choir (Prince Rupert)  Cassandra Batke (Terrace) race) 
PIANO AWARDS Joyed Knight Trophy: SPEECH ARTS APR. 
Marylin Davies Trophy: Highest mark Quick Study. Mike Strymecki Memorial 
Highest mark over 85, Junior Frances Brodie (Terrace) Trophy: 
Pianoforte (13 and under). Finning Ltd. Award ($150): Highest mark Choral Speak-. • - - I 
Andrea Collis (Terrace) Highest mark Sonata, Con- INs, Grades K - 3. 
Terrace District Teacher's certoand Concerto Group. Thornhill Primary School 
Association Award ($50): Joseph Nelson (Prince (Terrace) '1,000 
Frank Froese Memorial Rupert) Royal Bank Trophy: 
Trophy and Award ($50): Terrace Travel Award ($100): Highest mark Choral Speak- U h or 
Highest mark Junior Bach, Highest mark Piano Duets. ins, Grades 4-  7. C sterner Cas 
Grades i - 6. Sjouke Floras" and Baukje Ventas School (Terrace) 
DanielHigginson(Terrace) Floris(Smithers) Robin McColl Memorial ~11~1~ ~[~ 
Eugene H. Thomas Trophy: INSTRUMENTAL AWARDS Trophy: 
Highest mark Senior Bach, Keith Tucker Trophy and :Highest mark spoken poetry 
Grades 7- open. Award ($100): (Lyric), Grades K. 3. Financing 
Julia Lee (Kitimat) Highest mark Brass Solo. Christopher Anaka (Terrace) Ford Ranger/ 
Ronald McDonald Scott Loptson (Terrace) Canadian Airlines Interna- Buy or lease on Ford Ranger, 
Pianoforte Award ($50): Carter's Jewellers Trophy: tional Trophy: Aerostsr and F Series Pick-up (re0. 
Highest mark Junior Bar0que Highest mark Woodwind cabo0,,, Aerostar/ Highe~rmd~k Spoken Poetry .. Composers, Grade~ 1- 4. Solo, Beginner and Junior. (Lyrt/:)~I es '4 - 7. ..... : : LOW LEASE RATES 
KarenNguyen(Kitimat) Aaron Ekman (Terrace) Kathrynoyorl(Kitimat).. 9.0% 2411108. F Series Pick-ups 
Dr. Chee K. Ling Award Beta Nu Chapter Of Beta Terrace Little Theatre 
($75): " 10.9% 26 - 3e rags. (Reg. cab'only) Sigma Phi A~;ard ($50): Trophy' 
Highest mark Senior Baroque soHoi,~n~trmm~rtke Woodwind i~igh~t mark Spoken P6etiT 1 
Composers, Grades.5 - Open. ~_ : _ ' . . (Lyric),.Orades8 - Open:. ~.; ;,,. i .11 
Timothy Phillips (Terrace) t~rln t'arr (Terrace) :JOe Zu¢~hiatti (Terrace)' ' ' "  ' l  :' ' ~ 
Dairyland Trophy: Dr. B.L. Phillips Trophy and Terrace Roiary Club Trophy: [] Offer expiresAprll 7; | 000 
Highest mark Junior Baroque Award ($100): Highest mark Spoken Poetry I 
Composers, Grades 1-4. Highest mark Woodwind (Dramatic)fOl;ades K . 3. ~ i[ , ~ r ~ R ~ ~  
Z0e North (Terrace) ~ . Solo, Senior and Open. , ..~ ~ :Rachel Wllket~on ('rerrace): ~: II.'~':: i " ' - ' . . . .  
Wightman &Smith Insurance Megan Walker O'en'~e). I !~il ~ X i  ~Mu Trophy: ,; ;i ' ; ' l  i 
-- Century 21 Award ($50,00) terrace uoncert ~omety ,.; Highest mark Spoken Poetry ,~[[ 
Highest ~imark Senior :Mozart Award ($100): ' (Dramatic), Grades 4- 7. ~l 
and Haydn, Grades 5 : Open. Highest .mark lnst~mental ~ Jocelyn C, oxford (Terrace), ~- [ [  4BaIK|nrH AVeNUe, T~RAOF., Ire. IINelM 
. .~": ...... '~;. ,~:;~,, '~., '  . ~ .~wmu , I '"1:1' I ' l l  I III II II II II II I 
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